TRAVELIN' LIGHT
6 PORTABLES IN THE LAB AND ON THE BEACH

WHAT'S NEW IN HOME THEATER?
DOLBY DIGITAL AC-3 ROUNDPUP

CAR STEREO GEARS UP WITH INNOVATIVE EQUIPMENT

TEST REPORTS
Yamaha AC-3 Processor/Amp, NHT Speaker System, AMC CD Player, and more
NOTHING DEFINES AN INDIVIDUAL, A GROUP OR A COMPANY LIKE ITS ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

The Premier® Optical Digital Reference System, the result of a passionate pursuit of performance.
Pioneer Electronics has always been inspired by the goal of reproducing music with all the passion and integrity of the original live performance. The Premier Optical Digital Reference System is the result of an intense quest for the absolute best performance in the car environment. It is simply the finest system of advanced, integrated audio components ever crafted for the automobile offering precision adjustment ordinarily available only in a professional recording studio.

**31-BAND DIGITAL GRAPHIC EQUALIZER** offers unprecedented digital control over the sound field environment in your car.

**DIGITAL CROSSEOVERS** provide slopes from -6 to -36dB/oct.

**TIME ALIGNMENT** ensures the sound from all the speakers reaches your ears at precisely the same time.

**NOISE GATE** eliminates zero-bit data noise by detecting zero-bits from a CD and muting before any noise reaches the power amplifier.

**COMMANDER** puts total, digital audio control at your fingertips. All the adjustments are made from the driver’s seat, not from the trunk. And all the Commander’s controls are easily mastered with one hand thanks to its ergonomic design.

**OPTICAL DIGITAL LINK** provides a fiber optic connection that’s impervious to a car’s electrical interference. The Optical Digital Reference System extends the optic connection further than ever—from the audio source all the way to the output stage of the power amplifier.

**CLASS A AMPLIFIERS** deliver audiophile performance—superb linearity, low distortion and high musicality—in a car environment.

**ODR SPEAKERS** are designed, engineered and manufactured by the world’s leading car speaker manufacturer. They feature ceramic graphic diaphragms, titanium tweeters, alginate fiber composite cones, and edgewise-wound voice coils for uncompromising reproduction.

The best audio system in the world is only as good as the person installing it. So Pioneer hand picks a select group of car audio experts across the country to ensure that the sound quality engineered in the studio comes through loud and clear in your car. These experts are Premier Installation Specialists, and your car audio is their passion.

If it’s yours as well, call 1-800-PIioneer for more information on the Premier Optical Digital Reference System.
Maybe it's true that money can't buy you love. But for a very low amount of green, you can buy a lot of friendliness—in the form of the very fun, very friendly Plymouth Neon Coupe. The sticker shows a friendly price of $9,995* for the Plymouth Neon Coupe. And that's with the energetic 16-valve 132 horsepower engine, cab-forward design, four-wheel independent ride-tuned suspension, dual front air bags, side-impact protection, cup holders...and the list goes on and on. But we'd rather let you drive one and see it all for yourself. Have fun. And not only is Plymouth Neon very friendly to you—it's kind to the environment too. For example, each of its snazzy color choices consists of an environmentally friendly antichip coating on select body panels and water-based color coats—applied in processes that minimize emissions.

*Base MSRP includes destination fee. Tax extra. Actual prices vary. Vehicle can be ordered. Always wear your seat belt. EPA est. mpg shown above.
And recycling codes on major components.

Now that's something to smile about.

Don't you think? And with the equipment you get, for a price of just $9,995,* the Plymouth Neon Coupe makes a compelling argument that opposites do attract. With a car this fun, at a price this low, maybe it really will turn out to be love. So check out the fun, friendly Plymouth Neon Coupe at your Plymouth dealer. To find out more good stuff, surf by on the Internet's World Wide Web at http://www.plymouthcars.com. Or give us a yo at 1-800-PLYMOUTH.

One clever idea after another. That's Plymouth.
Ace Ventura, Aladdin, Night of the Living Dead. This is serious stuff.

THE BOSTON CR HOME THEATER PACKAGE. A SERIOUS SYSTEM FOR $999.

If you take your movies seriously, this is for you: the Compact Reference Home Theater Package. It features our much-touted CR7 main speakers. They impressed Audio magazine enough to call them "Great Performers." Plus, they said, "[The CR7's] sound is smooth and well balanced, and their bass competes with that of larger speakers." In the center: the CR1 center channel. Its tweeter is identical to the CRT's, and both speakers' bass units are tonally matched. So left/right pans are seamless, tonal balance is smooth and dispersion is broad. For surrounds, choose between our compact, flexible CR6 monitor with swivel-mount bracket or our award-winning CRX diffuse-field surround. Finally, there's the newest CR family addition: the CR400 powered subwoofer. It's a serious subwoofer in a compact package. The CR400's 75-watt amp and 8-inch DCD bass unit produce remarkable bass effects down to 35Hz (-3dB). And it offers volume control, a variable crossover and a polarity switch—features you'd only expect to find in larger, more expensive subs. Test-listen the CR Home Theater Package at your local Boston dealer. You won't hear anything else like it. Seriously.

Boston Acoustics
300 Jubilee Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 (508) 538-5000
AC-3 is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
May 1996
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Mission's M-Time integrated home theater system
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A look at the latest AC-3-equipped home theater components
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77 High Tech on the Road
Innovative technologies keep driving autosound gear to new heights
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Satisfying a champagne taste on a beer budget
By Rebecca Day

85 Best Recordings of the Month
Randy Weston's breathtaking "Saga," Yo-Yo Ma plays cello concertos by Dvorak and Herbert, Tommy Keene's full-throttle "Ten Years After," and Asian-influenced music by Colin McPhee, Lou Harrison, and Chinary Ung.
High-tech sound.
Low-profile system.

Looks truly can be deceiving. Take for instance the Bose® Acoustic Wave® music system. At first glance, you would never imagine something so small could deliver such big, clear sound. Yet, with our patented acoustic waveguide technology, it does. The system also features a compact disc player (or cassette), AM/FM radio, and built-in speakers. And it's only available directly from Bose. So, call or write to learn about our in-home trial and satisfaction guarantee. And experience for yourself why the Chicago Tribune called the Bose Acoustic Wave® music system: “...the least intimidating quality sound system ever produced.”

Call today.
1-800-898-BOSE, ext. W381A.

Bose®
Better sound through research®

Noted critic Richard Freed’s revised and updated choices of the best current CD’s of the most often performed music in the classical orchestral repertory.

To receive your copy of this handy pamphlet, send a self-addressed business-size (#10) envelope, stamped with 55¢ postage, and a check or money order for $3 payable to Stereo Review (no cash, please). To The Basic Repertory, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Orders from outside the U.S.A. must be accompanied by a self-addressed envelope and $4 (payable in U.S. funds).
Heard any good movies lately?

Adcom's 5-channel GFA-7000 amplifier is playing to rave reviews.

Today's movie soundtracks demand more than conventional home audio systems can deliver. That's why Adcom developed the Home THX® certified GFA-7000 power amplifier. With our GFA-7000, the movies you play at home will sound just the way the filmmakers intended. But that's not all. Adcom engineers went beyond the demanding requirements of THX® and created a home theater power amplifier that's caught the attention of the world's most critical audiophiles as well.

The GFA-7000 is really five amplifiers in one.

The quantity and quality of power needed to faithfully reproduce the full range of frequencies and overall dynamic range of today's exciting soundtracks are highly demanding, especially considering that top home theater systems can utilize five separate full range speaker systems.

That's why Adcom's GFA-7000 has five separate amplifier modules, each rated at 130 watts into 8 ohms*. To assure that no channel of information is compromised, each module must be capable of delivering all its power all the time, so each amplifier channel is given its own power supply and is mounted on its own circuit board. Even the toroidal power transformer has individual secondary windings for each amplifier module. With the GFA-7000, you'll never get stuck without enough power. It's like having true all-wheel drive.

Movies or music, the GFA-7000 delivers a real performance.

The power amplifier is the heart of every high performance audio/video system. It is also the foundation on which Adcom has built its reputation for performance and value. You can be sure our GFA-7000 amplifier is an audiophile's amplifier, first and foremost. And because it exceeds THX® specifications and is ready for Dolby AC-3, it is sure to be the ticket to a movie buff's heart as well.

Listen to an award-winning movie or your favorite music on an Adcom GFA-7000. You'll hear what Adcom is always talking about. Two thumbs up for performance and value.
FORMERLY KNOWN AS
To further confuse the already baffling nomenclature of enhanced CDs—audio CDs that also contain CD-ROM material—Sony Music has dropped the CD Plus moniker it used to launch several Columbia titles and has switched to the new marketing name CD Extra. To keep us guessing on the home theater front, Dolby Labs has changed the name of its hot six-channel surround format from Dolby Surround AC-3 Digital to, simply, Dolby Digital—hoping to “clear up growing consumer confusion” over the term AC-3, the technical name for the coding technique Dolby developed for multichannel audio applications. Meanwhile, published reports say that The Artist Formerly Known as Prince has come to at least one of his senses and will now be known again as Prince. More on this ego as it develops.

SHAMELESS PLUGS
When this year’s Grammy Award for the Best Historical Album was awarded to RCA Victor’s “The Heilite Collection,” plaques were sent to the liner-note writers, including STEREO REVIEW critics Richard Freed, George Jellinek, and the late Irving Kolodin. The Frank Sinatra Reader (Oxford University Press, $25), an anthology of critical writing, includes articles and reviews by Henry Pleasants, Morgan Ames, and Gene Lees that originally appeared in STEREO REVIEW and High Fidelity (which was folded into SR in 1988).

MONDO VIRGIN, CATS
The 75,000-square-foot Virgin Megastore that is slated to open in Times Square on April 23 is billed as the largest retail music and entertainment complex in the world, with a million CD’s in stock. Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Cats, having racked up more than 6,138 performances, is now the world’s longest-running musical, breaking the record held by Broadway’s A Chorus Line. First produced in London in 1981, Cats has earned more than $1.5 billion worldwide. Both the original London and Broadway cast albums are currently available on CD and cassette from Polydor.

DVD DAMPER?
Executives from Blockbuster, the country’s largest video retail chain, and Disney affiliate Buena Vista Home Video have said they will wait and see how the market for DVD develops before committing to the new format. A number of companies—including RCA, Toshiba, and Pioneer—have announced plans to sell DVD players this fall. Unresolved copyright issues represent another potential fly in the DVD ointment. As of this writing, copyright negotiations between the consumer electronics and movie industries had yet to yield a formal legislative proposal, which would be submitted to Congress to establish the video counterpart to the Audio Home Recording Act passed in 1992. So far only one movie studio, MCA, has said publicly that it will not release movies in the DVD format until copyright legislation is passed.

HOME THEATER PC: THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS?
Futurists have long predicted the day when the home computer and the A/V system meet in the family room as a unified entertainment center for doing everything from watching movies to surfing the Internet. That day is here, according to computer maker Gateway 2000, a leading direct-mail marketer of PC’s. Pointing to research that shows a strong demand for a new kind of family-room computer system, the company expects to be selling the Destination “multimedia theater system” by the end of May.

Described as the first computer designed for group use, the system is built around a 31-inch high-resolution monitor and will include a separate 120-MHz Pentium PC with a six-speed CD-ROM drive, 16 megabytes of RAM, and a 1.2-gigabyte hard drive, as well as a TV tuner, an audio adaptor with separate speakers, and a wireless keyboard and FieldMouse remote control. Target price is under $4,000.

Last fall, RCA demonstrated the prototype Genius Theatre, a 35-inch TV with a built-in Dolby Pro Logic decoder and a PC that has a CD-ROM changer and a wireless keyboard. The company has yet to announce specific marketing plans.

WRONGWAY AMWAY?
A group of major record labels is suing the $4 billion Amway Corporation and some of its top distributors for alleged copyright infringement. Court papers claim that millions of Amway promotional and motivational videotapes make unauthorized use of musical properties such as Starship’s Nothing’s Gonna Stop Us Now and the Beach Boys’ Fun, Fun, Fun. The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) says the Copyright Act would permit recovery of $11 million for infringement claims, and compensatory damages could lead to a vastly larger court award. According to the RIAA, copyrighted songs were used in the videos to spur on Amway’s sales force and glorify the lifestyle of that corporation’s most successful distributors, “including mansions, yachts, private planes, and exotic cars.” That would certainly explain Amway’s use of Calloway’s I Wanna Be Rich—not to mention, in a different light, George Thorogood’s Bad to the Bone, Pat Benatar’s Hit Me with Your Best Shot, and (our favorite) Bob Seger’s Shakedown.
This Spring
Bose
Proudly
Introduces
The World's
Second Best
Music System.

1-800-444-BOSE
Ext. 735
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Introduces
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.

10 mg "tar," 0.8 mg nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.
LETTERS

Recordable CD

Ken C. Pohlmann's "Recordable CD Is Here!" (March) was well written and informative, but conspicuously missing was any mention of SCMS, the copy-protection scheme promulgated by the recording industry. SCMS is a serious hindrance to home-recording enthusiasts like myself, not to mention garage bands wanting to demo their work.

CD recorders designed for computer installation not only lack SCMS, but the discs are far cheaper and have a full 74-minute capacity. And, as Mr. Pohlmann noted, sophisticated data manipulation and digital signal processing are possible only with a computer-based CD-R drive. While the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters in the audio-only CD recorders may be superior, the latest computer sound cards are still pretty good. But even that's a non-issue for digital-to-digital copying, such as when you're constructing an anthology CD's.

I've had excellent results from my computer-based setup. ROBERT K. RICKETTS Houston, TX

International DVD

I'm confused. In "Report from Japan" in March, Bryan Harrell talks about the "mind-boggling" possibilities of DVD, including selectable subchannels for dialogue (up to eight languages), selectable subtitles (thirty-two different languages), and selectable aspect ratios. Sounds like a true multilingual video medium.

But Peter W. Mitchell's "The High End" in the same issue talks about differences between players and discs for NTSC countries (Dolby AC-3 5.1 encoding) and PAL/SECAM markets (Philips Musicam coding system). Does this mean getting movies on discs from my friend in Paris and sending back discs that might not be available there are dashed? LP's, audio tape, and CD's have long been international audio formats requiring no special equipment or conversion when used in any country in the world. Wasn't DVD supposed to achieve this kind of compatibility for video? What other use would we have for multiple language and subtitle capabilities?

WILLIAM C. MIDDLETON New Orleans, LA

Although the DVD can, technically, be used for the kind of multilingual movie disc that Bryan Harrell described, several U.S. movie studios have expressed concern about it. Many movies made in Hollywood are released on video in the U.S. while they're still in theaters overseas, and if U.S.-released DVD's reach those regions they could cut into theatrical receipts. So the studios are hedging their bets by producing a dual-language DVD, involving both the discs and players, that would prevent releases intended for one region of the world from being played in another — perhaps even when the same NTSC or PAL video format is used in both. The issue hasn't been settled, but for now it looks like you'll have to travel to France to take advantage of your friend's movie collection. Bon voyage.

Subwoofer Hookups

The last page of "Get Ready to Rumble" in March shows a number of powered-subwoofer connection schemes. Does any of this wiring require shielding?

WARREN GRANGER Decatur, GA

All of the line-level connections between components require shielded interconnects; the speaker-level connections from a power amplifier (or amp section) directly to speakers can use ordinary wire.

Too Much Time

The March "Bulletin" states, in "CD Players: Time is on your side," that the $310 Philips CD614, which played for 39.672 hours in an endurance test, cost 0.008 cent per hour of play (ignoring the cost of electricity). But for a $310 player to cost 0.008 cent per hour, it would have to play for 3,875,600 hours, or about 442 years. Now that would truly be a CD player that could stand the test of time.

GLEN J. HUBER Crystal, MN

Indeed. The actual figure was 0.007814 dollar per hour, which we rounded off, but we forgot to reposition the decimal when resuming it in terms of cents. Thanks for clearing up our math.

Peaceful Coexistence

I'm sick and tired of the discussion as to whether the CD or LP has better sound. I'd like to take readers Tim Masten and Steve Kohn (March "Letters") back to the 1960's, when the adage was, "Do your own thing." I'd say to them: "Listen to your CD's and enjoy them. There is no need to convince us that CD's sound better than LP's, because we don't care." And I'd like to be here twenty-five years from now, when records look like marbles and are played on gumball machines, and the listeners of that era argue about whether marbles sound better than CD's.

PETER D'ARPA New Rochelle, NY

I must take exception to Steve Kohn's letter in March. People who listen to vinyl are not snobs. For many of us it is an economical source of fine music. Many of my amplifiers use tubes, and all were purchased (with one exception) in working order for $100 or less. There is a lot of fine tube and
SMALL.  
POWERFUL.  
THE NEW KLIPSCH REBEL.

Full Range sound from the only horn loaded speaker system small enough to fit anywhere! Klipsch Horn Technology delivers incredible sonic performance because horn loaded speakers result in greater efficiency, broad dynamic range and high levels of output with low levels of distortion. The Rebel KSS-3 Sub/Sat System achieves a full range frequency response using two satellite speakers and a subwoofer powered by a 50 watt discrete amplifier. Sound is full and accurate from the trill of a piccolo to the thwump of a bass guitar string. You hear everything. Add a Rebel video shielded center channel and surrounds for a home theater system designed for people who demand great sound but prefer a compact system. 1-800-KLIPSCH

© 1996 Klipsch Inc.
solid-state equipment out there at low prices, if you're patient. Choose equipment carefully, and in either format, CD or vinyl, the music will sound great, and that's what we listen to, the music. All without wearing a Rolex.

ERIC B. THOBEN
Kingston, NY

Hearing Aid
Your reply to a letter from Ronald E. Adkerson in the January issue reinforces a fallacy. Mr. Adkerson had his hearing evaluated and became aware of a sensorineural hearing loss. He wondered if he should use a hearing aid to listen to high-fidelity music.

I disagree with your answer: "If you didn't know you needed a hearing aid before your test, your hearing loss is probably slight and there is no reason to compensate." The primary reason to recommend a hearing aid is to maintain speech-discrimination levels. If a hearing-impaired individual continues to go without being properly fitted for a hearing instrument, studies show that the brain "forgets" how to interpret sounds necessary for understanding speech.

Yes, Mr. Adkerson, you can hear high-fidelity music with hearing aids. There is a period of adjustment that every new wearer experiences. But for the typical individual with a moderate hearing loss, using a hearing aid to enjoy an audio program is preferable to cranking up the EQ. The purpose of an equalizer is to compensate for inadequacies of the listening environment, and it should be set with a real-time analyzer, not adjusted to compensate for a hearing loss.

MICHAEL V. RASCICCI
President, Micro-Ear Centers
Canton, OH

Where's the Music?
I'm about to commit heresy. Despite your Record of the Year Award (February) and the views of all the other rock critics I've read, I can't stand Randy Newman's "Faust." For my money, these are not songs, they're speeches. Set to music, yes, but still monologues (or dialogues), not songs. I'm sure the whole thing will work well on stage, with actors and sets and action, but on a CD it's just a drag. I can just picture Newman writing all these speeches and then saying, "All right, how can I set this one to music? Now this one? ..." So give it the award for best rock opera of the year, but there's a lot of better music out there.

BOB POULSON
Tokyo, Japan

The Cough Track
Recently I purchased the Vladimir Horowitz CD "The Private Collection, Volume Two" because of the review by Richard Freed in the December 1995 issue. Mr. Freed called the audiences during these concert recordings "consistently well behaved." If he meant they didn't whistle along or yell and stamp their feet, okay, they didn't. But about a third of the CD sounds as if it was recorded in a TB ward—I don't believe there are any tracks that have no coughing. I find this very annoying and feel it should be noted in reviews.

Note to concert-goers: If you're sick, stay home! Aside from being annoying, your cough is probably contagious, too!

JIM SHARPE
Deming, NM

Correction
The caption for the photo of an Acoustic Research speaker on page 52 of the February issue was incorrect. The speaker is the Model 218V, and its height is 13 inches. Thanks to reader Leonard Boese of Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, for spotting this error.

We welcome your letters. Please address correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. You should include your address and telephone number for verification. Letters may be edited for clarity and length.
Is it still called a recliner
if you're always perched on its edge?

Bring Parasound high-end audio to your home theater and you usher in some of the most sophisticated and elegant technology available. Which means you're not watching movies, you're experiencing them. For more information, please call 415-397-7100. Or better yet, visit your Parasound dealer, kick back, and relax. Then just try and stay that way.

HCA-2003  3 CHANNEL THX AMPLIFIER
Over 200 watts per channel (300 watts at 4 Ω) and 180 amps peak current. Transforms your existing stereo into a high-performance, no-compromise home theater.

P/SP-1500  THX PROCESSOR/PREAMP
Astonishing sound unleashed with simple on-screen operation. It's ready for our Dolby AC-3 decoder today so it won't be obsolete tomorrow.

HCA-806  6 CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
Over 80 watts per channel (120 watts at 4 Ω) and 180 amps peak current means you're really serious about getting into the movies.

In Canada, call 604-984-3400. Dolby AC-3 is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. TM and THX are registered trademarks of Lucasfilm Ltd.
REFERENCE SERIES LOUDSPEAKERS. For over twenty five years Sound Dynamics engineers have been making great sounding loudspeakers, at prices you can afford. Critics worldwide have raved about their unmatched versatility. Their outstanding accuracy and imaging makes this series the number one choice for home theater or audio systems. Audition the Reference Series today. Insist on full value for your audio dollar!

3641 McNicoll Ave. Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 1G5
**NEW PRODUCTS**

**Koss**
The five-channel transmitter that is supplied with the JR/900 900-MHz wireless headphones from Koss allows listeners to select the channel with the best reception or to use multiple JR/900's simultaneously. The system runs up to 10 hours.

**M&K**
To match room acoustics or the timbre of other manufacturers' speakers, M&K's S-65C center speaker can be wired for either "normal" or "maximum output/bright midrange" sound. There's also an optional 80-Hz high-pass filter.

**Definitive Technology**
The frequency range of Definitive Technology's BP 2002 bipolar speaker is 18 Hz to 30 kHz, as delivered by a 12-inch side-firing subwoofer with built-in 125-watt amp, two 6¼-inch midranges, and two 1-inch aluminum dome tweeters. RCA inputs for the sub amp and an unfiltered AC-3-ready sub input with level control give flexibility for home theaters. The 43-inch tower has black-lacquer or cherry end caps. Price: $1,998 a pair. Definitive Technology, Dept. SR, 11105 Valley Heights Dr., Baltimore, MD 21117.

**Technics**
Optical detection of discs in the Technics SL-MC700 CD changer means that none of its 110 discs is ever more than 11 seconds away. Any disc can be replaced while another is playing. A single-play slot is also provided. CD's can be assigned to five user-named groups, as well as fourteen musical categories, including Rock, Jazz, and so on. A standard IBM computer keyboard can be plugged in to facilitate giving the discs names, which thereafter appear on the scrolling front-panel display. Price: $500. Technics, Dept. SR, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.
NEW PRODUCTS

THX certification is just the beginning for Adcom's GFA-7000 five-channel power amplifier, rated at 130 watts per channel into 8 ohms with less than 0.05% THD. An independent power supply, a distortion LED, and a thermal-overload protection circuit are provided for each channel. Precision-matched components are used throughout the amp. Gold-plated RCA jacks and binding posts and a DB-25 THX connector round out the 41-pound package. Price: $1,300. Adcom, Dept. SR, 11 Elkins Rd., East Brunswick, NJ 08816. 

The WMS-160 wall-mount system is made in Italy by Bell'Ogetti. The black-matte metal fixture sports perforated shelves, including an 18 x 15-inch platform (for stacking components) and a pair of 10½ x 12-inch speaker stands. Dimensions overall are 39 x 30 x 18½ inches; mounting hardware is included. Price: $450. Bell'Ogetti, Dept. SR, 711 Ginesi Dr., Morganville, NJ 07751. 

Meadowlark's Kestrel is a 36-inch-tall transmission-line speaker rated to deliver bass down to 38 Hz with only a 6½-inch long-throw woofer. Its 1-inch controlled-dispersion tweeter is time-aligned on a slanted, mechanically decoupled baffle and uses a first-order crossover to preserve signal phase. A frameless grille cover helps avoid buzzing and unwanted reflections. Available in rosewood, ebony, or maple. Price: $995 a pair. Meadowlark Audio, Dept. SR, 1611-A S. Melrose Dr., #137, Vista, CA 92083-5497. 

Alpine's CHA-S604 six-disc car CD changer is said to be the world's smallest at 9½ x 2½ x 6 inches. Its disc-to-disc access time is a zippy 4 seconds, and the Ai-Net bus allows 150-CD title memory and all-disc random play when an Ai-Net head unit is used. A lighted magazine-eject button eases operation on the road. Alpine, Dept. SR, 19145 Gramercy Pl., Torrance, CA 90501. 

The Philips IS 5021 sound enhancer is a multifunction unit that includes a 20-bit A/D converter, a DAC-7 bitstream D/A converter, and a sampling-rate converter — as well as a digital signal processor for jitter removal, quantization-noise imaging, scratch suppression and noise filtering for vinyl records, spatial stereo enhancement, mono-to-stereo enhancement, compression/expansion, pitch variation, and fade in/out. Price: $1,500. Philips Key Modules, Dept. SR, 2099 Gateway Pl., Suite 100, San Jose, CA 95110.
Introducing Eosone.
The Dawn
of New Sound.

Eosone is a new word, derived from ancient Greek and Latin, that means "The Dawn of New Sound." The name Eosone comes from antiquity, but Eosone is a new brand of high technology speakers custom engineered for today's home entertainment systems.

Audio Hall of Fame speaker designer, Arnie Nudell, has created a new brand of loudspeaker systems of such high performance and quality, one listen will convince you that they truly represent a "Dawn of New Sound".

For information or store locations call 1-800-347-1876
NEW PRODUCTS

**SHERWOOD**

Car audiophiles on a budget might look at Sherwood's XRM-3760D cassette receiver and XCM-750 CD changer package. The detachable-face XRM-3760D features autoreverse, a 4 x 30-watt amplifier, thirty AM/FM station presets, and line outputs.

The six-disc XCM-750 offers dual 1-bit D/A converters with eight-times oversampling and can be mounted horizontally or vertically. Price: $499. Sherwood, Dept. SR, 14830 Alondra Blvd., La Mirada, CA 90638.

+ Circle 128 on reader service card

**B&W**

B&W has added three models to its 600 Series speaker line: the CC6 center monitor ($350), the AS6 12-inch active subwoofer ($699), and the THX-certified D56 dipole surround ($500 a pair). Several refinements to four existing 600 Series speakers, from the two-way, 14-inch-tall DM601 ($400 a pair) to the three-way, 391/4-inch-tall DM604 ($1,500 a pair), include new precision crossovers, the same Kevlar midrange drivers used in B&W's Matrix Series, flared reflex ports, and restyled cabinets that minimize edge diffractions. B&W, Dept. SR, 54 Concord St., North Reading, MA 01864.

+ Circle 130 on reader service card

**ACOUSTIC RESEARCH**

The Model 308 HO bookshelf speaker, designed for Acoustic Research by Cary Christie, has an 8-inch side-firing woofer, a 51/4-inch midrange, and a 1-inch AeroFoam dome tweeter. The 19-inch cabinet is magnetically shielded. Low frequency limit is given as 50 Hz, impedance 4 ohms, and sensitivity 92 dB. Price: $599 a pair. Acoustic Research, Dept. SR, 535 Getty Ct., Benicia, CA 94510.

+ Circle 129 on reader service card

**AUDIOQUEST**

AudioQuest home theater kits include a video cable and a pair of audio interconnects. Three varieties are available, using Jade, Topaz, or Ruby interconnects. Prices start at $45. AudioQuest, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674.

+ Circle 131 on reader service card

**PIONEER**

Like all of Pioneer's high-capacity CD changers, the PD-F605 has been redesigned to operate faster and quieter than prior models. It holds twenty-five discs, which can be grouped by genre, artist, or other categories. Best Selection Memory plays as many as twenty-four favorite tracks from all discs, and a previous-disc memory assists track location by scanning the last fifteen CD's played. A wireless remote and an optical digital output are provided. Price: $280. Pioneer, Dept. SR, 2265 E. 220th St., Long Beach, CA 90810.
"...this SRS processor is one of life's experiences that must be heard to be believed."

Richard Maddox, Home Theater April 95

Music to Your Ears

"...Talking about it seems to exaggerate its capabilities. Yet there is no denying that no matter how simple the SRS process is, it works remarkably well on any audio source, mono or stereo, and on any system from the cheapest boombox to a stereo TV set to high-end Dolby Pro Logic surround systems. And it does it without having to be pre-encoded on the audio material." Richard Maddox, Home Theater, April 1995

We're flattered by Richard Maddox's comments and every day we hear testimonials from users about how they are amazed by this technology. SRS technology has won numerous accolades and has been granted several patents from various countries. Now through NuReality, the power of SRS 3D sound technology can be conveniently and inexpensively brought into your home with the Vivid 3D Theater.

How it Works

You only have two ears, yet you hear in three dimensions. Patented SRS technology is based on a natural psychoacoustic phenomenon, known as Head Related Transfer Functions or HRTFs, that have been largely ignored by modern sound reproduction technologies. HRTFs allow your brain to localize sound because the spectral characteristics, or frequency response, of the sound varies. These "spatial cues" supplied primarily by the outer ear, or pinna, are transferred to the brain—enabling you to position sounds very accurately in three-dimensional space. SRS technology essentially mimics these diffractive effects of the pinna by extracting information from a recording that originally came from the sides and rear. This ambient information gives you a sense of acoustic space. SRS then uses HRTF-based corrections to cause the ear to perceive these sounds in their original spatial relationships. The result is that the sense of realism you perceive from reproduced sound is dramatically enhanced.

Enhance your System

The Vivid 3D Theater easily connects to your existing system with standard audio cables, which are included. Within minutes you'll be immersed in dynamic 3D surround sound. Like Richard said, SRS technology works remarkably well on any audio source, mono or stereo, as well as surround sound technologies such as THX® and Dolby Pro Logic®.

The Holy Grail of Audio

The audio holy grail is to make the speakers sound invisible and to eliminate the sweet spot. We feel we've achieved this goal with SRS technology and the Vivid 3D Theater. Call today and discover what NuReality products can do for you. Experience SRS Technology for yourself with our free* Demo CD.
“Selling Direct Allows Camb Speakers Hundreds Of Doll”

Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures critically acclaimed speakers and music systems designed by Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent). We sell them — along with components from Harman Kardon, Pioneer, Sony and others — factory-direct, so you can save hundreds of dollars. Audio magazine says we may have “the best value in the world.” Home Theater Technology says our speakers “sound much better than other systems — at half the price.”

Ensemble

Ensemble is our best speaker system. We think it competes with audiophile tower speakers selling for over $1,000 a pair. Yet its unique four piece design literally disappears in your room.

Ensemble consists of two compact, two-way satellite speakers

Our dual-subwoofer Ensemble outperforms expensive tower speakers because of its great room placement flexibility. $599.99

and two slim-line (4 1/2” thick) subwoofer cabinets enclosing 8” woofers. Because the bass produced by the subwoofers is non-directional, you can put them in out-of-the-way places...even behind or under furniture. Then place the satellite speakers to create a realistic stereo image. High Performance Review describes Ensemble by saying “…stereo imaging is phenomenally sharp...the dynamics are stunning...some of the speakers I’m comparing it to cost $1900 to $2800.” White or charcoal grey. $599.99

Ensemble II

Ensemble II is our best value in a high-performance speaker system. Its satellite speakers are identical to Ensemble’s. $499.99

Because 90% of the music is reproduced by the satellites, Ensemble II sounds much like Ensemble. Stereo Review says “Ensemble II can be compared only with much larger speakers at substantially higher prices.” White or charcoal grey. $499.99

Ensemble III

Ensemble III was designed to bring big sound into smaller rooms. It has two small, two-way satellites and a subwoofer cabinet that encloses a single 6 1/2” woofer with two voice coils. Ensemble III maintains the smooth, natural tonal balance of our more expensive systems, but without the same deep bass extension. Stereo Review says it “sounds first rate in every respect.” $349.99

Ensemble IV

Our most compact and affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker system is Ensemble IV. It consists of two “cube” satellites containing wide-range 3” speaker drivers and a shoebox-sized subwoofer with a 5 3/4” woofer. It doesn’t have the same deep bass extension as our more expensive speakers — but it sounds terrific.

Ensemble IV is our most affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker system. $249.99

Home Theater Technology says “Ensemble IV produces a level of sound quality that is so much bigger and better than you’d expect from an inexpensive system that it’s almost ridiculous.” $249.99

The Outdoor

Our all-weather speaker is called The Outdoor. It has the natural, accurate, wide-range sound that Henry Kloss designs are known for.

We don’t know of any all-weather speaker that sounds better. Free-standing (shown). $299.99 pr. In-wall version. $349.99 pr.

Center

Channel Speakers

Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures two speakers specifically for use as center channel speakers in Dolby® Pro Logic® home theater systems. Both are magnetically shielded so they can be placed near a TV or computer monitor...
ridge SoundWorks To Price pars Below The Competition."

Inc. Magazine

Center Channel

monitor. Center Channel is identical to an Ensemble satellite (but with magnetic shielding). $159.99. Center Channel Plus uses an ultra-low, ultra-wide design that is ideal for placement above (or, with optional support stand, below) a TV monitor. It is, we believe, the finest center channel speaker available. $229.99.

Center Channel Plus

with a 140-watt amplifier and a built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass output was obtainable at a room-shaking level... it opens the way to having a 'killer' system for an affordable price." $699.99. Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same woofer driver and cabinet, but does not include the electronic crossover. It can be used only in conjunction with the Powered Subwoofer. $299.99. The new Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120-watt amplifier with a custom designed 8" woofer. $399.99.

Surround Speakers

Cambridge SoundWorks makes two “dipole radiator” surround sound speakers. Dolby Laboratories recommends dipole radiator speakers for use as surround speakers. The Surround has high power handling capacity and is often selected for “high end” surround sound systems. $399.99 pr. The smaller The Surround II is arguably the country’s best value in a dipole radiator speaker. $249.99 pr.

The Surround II

something so small. Connect it to a portable CD/tape player, boombox, TV or computer – anything with an earphone jack – for beautiful, room-filling sound. Audio called it “really amazing...exceptionally good.” PC Computing named SoundWorks “the best multimedia sound system costing over $100.” Available in black or computer-beige. $219.99.

Factory-Direct Savings

Our speakers are available only directly from Cambridge SoundWorks, and through cost-efficient Best Buy stores. Order them, then listen in your own home. If you aren’t satisfied, return them within 30 days for a full refund.

Powered Subwoofers

The Powered Subwoofer by Cambridge SoundWorks uses a heavy-duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet

SoundWorks Amplified Speakers

SoundWorks is a compact, amplified, subwoofer/satellite speaker system. Never before has so much “big” sound come from

The Surround

Powered Subwoofers

$299.99. The new Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120-watt amplifier with a custom designed 8" woofer. $399.99.

The Surround II

Powered Subwoofer II

Powered Subwoofer

Slave Subwoofer

To Order, For a Free Catalog, Or For The Nearest Store Location, Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI (1-800-367-4434)
IANT G. MASTERS

AUGO Q & A

Stressed-Out Receiver

Q From time to time I enjoy listening at fairly high levels, but whenever I turn the volume control a little less than halfway up my receiver's internal protection circuits shut everything down. Things are even worse when I switch on the bass boost. My main speakers seem to have plenty of capacity — they're rated at 140 watts — as does my 200-watt passive subwoofer. Both should be able to handle the output of my 60-watt receiver: What's going on?

JAY COOK
Swanton, OH

A The fact that your speakers can handle quite a lot of power is, in this case, irrelevant, as there is almost no chance you could blow them by brute force with a 60-watt amplifier. But you could damage them by pushing your receiver too hard if it didn't obligingly shut down when the going gets tough. You're asking those output circuits to do a lot: drive both a pair of speakers and a subwoofer, produce power-hungry extra bass, and play at high levels. You're overdriving the amplifier sections into what may be a combined load of very low impedance.

The current required to handle this exceeds the amplifier's capabilities, which triggers the protection circuits.

Your best bet is probably to power the subwoofer separately. You could either replace the passive model you now own with a powered version or buy an outboard amplifier to drive your present sub.

Sub-Thing Out of Nothing

Q My new speakers sound great, but they are quite small, and I think they would sound even better with a subwoofer. I have an old two-way speaker that I'm not using. Is there a way I could use some sort of outboard filter to convert it into a subwoofer?

BILL HUSTON
New York, NY

A If your old speaker has good low-bass response, there's no reason you couldn't use it as a subwoofer, but you're correct in assuming that you'll have to find a way to restrict its response to the lowest octaves. Otherwise, you'll be able to locate sounds at the subwoofer's position. Even if you simply disable the tweeter by disconnecting it internally, the woofer in a two-way speaker probably extends too far into the midrange to be nondirectional.

If your receiver or amplifier has a dedicated subwoofer output, it will probably be associated with the sort of low-pass filter you require. The filter may have a fixed or variable crossover, or it may be defeatable, so check the owner's manual to configure it. Once you've got a low-pass signal, you'll also need an amp to drive the speaker itself.

If your electronics lacks a low-pass subwoofer output, you could put a simple graphic equalizer between the receiver or preamplifier and whatever you use to power the sub. Make sure the equalizer has enough bands so that you can control just the bottom of the spectrum — below, say, 100 Hz. Then set those frequencies at their maximum levels and everything above them at the minimum. You may have to experiment to get it right, but it should work eventually.

Slow Change

Q Last year I purchased a five-disc CD changer and was very pleased at how fast it moved from track to track. As time went on, however, it became slower and slower. Now it takes forever to find a track, and while it hunts, the carousel spins back and forth. Is this a problem that would be simple to correct, or does it require professional attention?

CARL SHARPE
Yeadon, PA

A I think this is one for the shop. Today's components are inexpensive because things like programming and disc control can be assigned to microprocessors. When one of those goes berserk, as yours seems to have done, there's not much to do but replace it. That's not a job you can tackle yourself — if for no other reason than opening the box is likely to void your warranty.

Discount the Clerk

Q When shopping for CD's at a local music store, I asked the clerk why their prices were $1.50 to $4 higher than at places like Wal-Mart. He told me that their CD's are better because they were mastered directly from the original recording, while the discs at the discount store were second- or third-generation. He said these discs had inferior frequency response and a higher rate of skipping. Is any of this true?

R. MORROW SHELTON
Flint, TX

A There are audiophile CD's mastered with sophisticated digital converters that often command a premium, but they are clearly labeled as such. Those aside, what the clerk told you is nonsense. Even if it were true, a second- or third-generation copy of a digital master tape would be virtually identical to the original. In fact, the
Ford Electronics

with such name brands

as Sony, Clarion and Jensen
to offer you exceptional

You can enjoy the excellent clarity and performance of the available premium electronic AM/FM radio with compact disc player.

The Ford Electronics/Sony 10 CD changer, mounted inside the trunk is available on all new Ford, Lincoln and Mercury vehicles. It can be operated through the radio buttons or remote control and offers these features: shuffle, select disc, seek and scan.

The Ford Electronics/Clarion center console 6 CD changer can put hours of quality CD sound at your fingertips.

s a Ford or Lincoln-Mercury customer, you have a wide selection of available systems to choose from when purchasing or leasing a Ford, Lincoln or Mercury vehicle. Not only are these audio upgrades superbly manufactured by leading companies in the sound industry, they are the only systems that are acoustically designed by Ford Electronics for each vehicle to assure you maximum listening enjoyment. And they are backed by the factory warranty. See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer for further details.

*See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer for a copy of the limited warranty.

For more sound information...
call 1-800-367-3333.
Inside Definitive's Revolutionary BP2000

"Definitive's new BP2000 absolutely kills most more-expensive speakers!"

-Benn Butterworth, Home Theater Technology
Definitive's New BP2000 Brings You the Ultimate Listening Experience!

"The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

"Frankly, if circumstances allowed, I would choose these speakers for myself."

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Speaker of the Decade

Now, with the BP2000, Definitive literally reinvents the loudspeaker. We have combined a six-driver dual D'Appolito bipolar array with a built-in (side-firing) 300-watt powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes, a complete powered subwoofer built into each speaker!) The result is extraordinary sonic performance beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are reproduced with unequalled purity, transparency and lifelike realism. And the astounding high resolution imaging and awesome bass impact totally envelop you in sonic ecstasy. They are an amazing achievement!

Definitive's complete AC-3 ready BP2000 Home Theater System is the perfect choice for ultimate music and movie performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD
See our dealer list on page 28
CD's available at different retail outlets all come from the same plants. Record clubs do their own pressings, but even so I've never heard a club version that sounded different from a retail pressing. I suggest you give that particular store a wide berth.

**Laserdiscs Demystified**

Q Have I got this right? During the production of a laserdisc, a carrier frequency is modulated by the video signal, and this FM signal is then demodulated into 1's and 0's and encoded as pits on the surface of the disc. During playback, a laser reads the pits and converts the digital signal into FM, which is then demodulated into a video signal. If this is so, why are laserdiscs said to carry "analog" video?

A That's what they do. Since the laserdisc's offspring, the CD, is totally digital, and since most laserdiscs today contain a digital audio signal, it's perhaps natural to suppose the video is digital as well. It's not.

In the videodisc system, the video signal is neither sampled nor quantized (turned into numbers), which are the primary operations of any digital encoding. The video signal, like the videodisc's analog audio tracks, is indeed frequency-modulated. But it isn't then "digitized into 1's and 0's." Instead, the FM waveform is sharply peak-limited, resulting in a series of flat-topped (and flat-bottomed) pulses of varying duration. The continuously varying pulse length and the spacing between pulses are used to create the series of pits recorded on the disc's surface, but they represent the "zero crossings" of the original FM waveform, not binary 1's and 0's as in a digital system. The playback circuitry recovers the FM waveform from the pulses read by the laser optical system. Then the FM waveform is demodulated back into a standard video signal for display.

**Reeling with Doubt**

Q I'm in the market for a recorder, and I intend to use it a lot. The DAT deck I have looked at are out of my price range. I have looked at cassette decks with Dolby S noise reduction and all the other enhancements, but I am also considering buying a secondhand open-reel recorder from a reputable dealer. If I do, I know that I'll have to add some form of onboard noise reduction. When I have done that, what sort of performance can I expect to get compared with a Dolby S cassette deck?

A Much of the engineering effort lavished on the cassette format over the years has been aimed at getting the best performance open-reel produced more than thirty years ago. Except for possibly higher wow and flutter levels, that performance has been achieved by Dolby S cassette decks used with high-quality tape. Also, as you noted, the open-reel deck is likely to need a noise-reduction (NR) system. But I know of no stand-alone encode-decode NR system still marketed to consumers, so you'd have to find a professional NR unit — and pay professional prices for it. The NR unit alone will cost you more than a Dolby S deck. Furthermore, open-reel is a big pain to use. The tapes are awkward and expensive, but I rather keep the ones I already have and use the money I save elsewhere in the system. Any suggestions as to how to obtain a proper match?

**Match Point**

Q I have a pair of speakers made by a company no longer in business, and I would like to incorporate them as closely as possible, but I can't buy one from the same company. An audio salesperson will try to sell me a whole new set of speakers, but I'd rather keep the ones I already have and use the money I save elsewhere in the system. Any suggestions as to how to obtain a proper match?

A Even if you could buy a center speaker from the manufacturer of your main speakers, there's no guarantee of a good match, which is hard to perfect in advance. Ultimately, your ears have to decide. Your first step is to analyze your present speakers carefully and try to identify their sonic character. That can be done only very approximately in the absence of other models to compare them with, but if you can get a rough idea of their characteristics, it will help you to eliminate center speakers that exhibit gross differences. You may also be able to find some full-range speakers in the store that sound something like yours, and these can be used to make a preliminary selection of a center speaker. Either way, concentrate on matching the midrange and treble; the center speaker in most systems won't have to handle much bass if you use the "normal" center-channel setting of your Dolby Pro Logic (or Dolby Digital) decoder. In the end, you'll have to take the plunge and buy what you think might work. Your best course of action is to buy from a dealer who will let you exchange the speaker if it's unsuitable. Then take it home and try it out. If the match is not perfect, a small amount of equalization might bring things closer, and some Pro Logic decoders have built-in center-channel equalizers for just that purpose. If you find you have to make extreme corrections you should probably take the new speaker back and try again.
"All Definitive’s Bipolar Towers Deliver Astounding Sound for Music & Movie Perfection"

You must hear the superiority of Definitive’s remarkably affordable BP6, 8, 10 & 20 and experience the miracle of bipolar technology!

"Truly Outstanding" — Stereo Review

Absolute sonic superiority and unexcelled value have made Definitive the leader in high-performance loudspeakers. It’s no wonder experts agree that Definitive’s critically acclaimed bipolar towers (priced from $299 ea.) dramatically outperform the competition.

Our exquisitely styled, American-made, advanced technology bipolar (front and rear radiating) systems are the critics’ choice. They combine lush spacious sound-staging, lifelike depth-of-field, razor-sharp resolution and pinpoint 3-D imaging with powerful subwoofer-quality bass (to below 20 Hz), high efficiency and ultra-wide dynamic range. The result is superb music and movie reproduction so real that it has been called "an incredible sonic miracle."

BP10 - $550 ea.
BP20 - $799 ea.
BP8 - $399 ea.
BP6 (not shown) - $299 ea.

"Music and Movie Sound was Stunning" — Video Magazine

Combine BP6s, 8s, 10s or 20s with our matching centers, bipolar surrounds and optional PowerField subwoofers for the most lifelike, spectacular "you are there" music and home theater available. All are completely Dolby AC-3 ready.

Award after Award Confirms Definitive’s Sonic Superiority

- Stereo Review “Dream System”
- Video Magazine Product-of-the-Year
- Audio Video Speaker-of-the-Year
- CES Design & Engineering Awards
- Sound & Vision Critic’s Choice
- Inner Ear Report Editor’s Choice

You owe it to yourself to hear these remarkable speakers today.

Definitive Technology
The Leader in High-Performance Loudspeakers
1105 Valley Lane, Dr. • Baltimore, MD 21217 • (410) 363-7148
Visit us at http://www.soundsite.com/definitive

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD
See our dealer list on facing page
The Last Compact Disc

Although there are many households in the United States and many more around the world that have never seen a compact disc, for most of us the CD is a staple of modern life. In one fell swoop, the CD both obliterated the audio medium that it replaced, the LP, and extended its reach into areas that were never available to the vinyl disc. CD's dominate our home stereo systems, car stereo systems, and computer systems. Music, video games, encyclopedias, photo archives, computer software, and all kinds of digital data have found a home on CD.

But the CD is a child of the antediluvian 1970's. It will soon be superseded by the DVD, which is superior in all respects. And now, with the CD-Erasable, complete. Though the CD still has plenty with a variety of read-only formats as well as a write-once format. And now, with the introduction of an erasable-CD standard, it appears that the family line is complete. Though the CD still has plenty of life left, it is clear that the CD-Erasable will be the last compact disc.

The compact disc began as a twinkle in the eye of the Philips physicist Klaas Compaan, who originated an idea that after a dozen years of research and development would result in one of the most successful consumer-electronics products of all time. In 1969 Compaan learned that engineers at RCA had devised an inexpensive way to manufacture photographic holograms by using a master stamper with microscopic formations to press copies. He realized that the technique could be used to produce discs holding photographic video images. He related the idea to his colleague Piet Kramer in 1970, and together in Philips laboratories they completed a prototype glass disc with a series of 1-millimeter square black and white images that could be projected on a screen. They decided it would be more efficient to record video, rather than images themselves, using a track of dimples to encode the analog FM signal. In July 1972 they publicly demonstrated a color videodisc prototype.

Philips engineers began contemplating an audio application for their new invention, but experiments revealed that the encoded FM signal wasn't the very best for audio. They pursued a digital code, and within months a prototype disc with a sampling frequency of 44,000 Hz was playing through a 14-bit digital-to-analog converter. However, the digital code was particularly sensitive to errors caused by dust or scratches on the disc. Further work was needed.

In 1978 it was decided that finding solutions to all the CD's challenges would require a worldwide collaboration between manufacturers. Furthermore, collaboration would insure the universality of the new format. Sony accepted the Philips offer. One after another, design decisions were made. Philips proposed a sampling frequency of 44,050 Hz, whereas Sony wanted 50,000; they settled on 44,100. Sony devised a cross-interleaved Reed-Solomon error-correction code. Sony rejected the Philips 14-bit coding and insisted on encoding with 16 bits. Disc diameter was set at 120 millimeters, maximum playing time at 74 minutes.

In June 1980 the Philips/Sony Compact Disc standard was formally proposed. The CD was introduced in Europe and Japan in the fall of 1982 and in the United States in the spring of 1983. CD-ROM computer drives debuted in 1984. The CD-I (interactive) format was introduced in 1986, the CD-R (recordable) write-once standard in 1988.

And now comes CD-E. Philips announced the CD-Erasable draft specification late last year. CD-E discs are readable, writable, and re writable in CD-E drives, readable and writable in modified CD-R drives, and readable in modified CD drives. In addition, CD-E drives are capable of reading all other types of CD.

The dimensions of CD-E's are identical to those of other CD's, and they use a polycarbonate substrate. As with CD-R's, CD-E's are molded with a groove that provides tracking and timing information for the recorder. They are constructed with additional layers of materials, however, and employ "phase-change" technology to read and write data. The recording layer is composed of the elements silver, indium, antimony, and tellurium and can be shifted from a reflective crystalline state to a less reflective, amorphous (un-crystallized) state by heating with a laser spot. That allows binary data to be stored using the conventional CD's 8-to-14-bit modulation scheme. The low-power writing laser is essentially identical to that already used widely in CD-R recorders. But whereas the laser in a CD-R recorder uses two different power ratings to write and read marks on the disc, CD-E drives must use three different power ratings to write, read, and erase data.

The CD-E uses an aluminum reflective layer that, in conjunction with the surrounding layers, yields a reflectivity 65 to 70 percent lower than a CD's. Because of this, future CD and CD-ROM drives will have to be slightly redesigned for reliable reading of CD-E's. CD players have an automatic gain control (AGC) that adjusts the output signal level in relation to the intensity of the reflected laser light; to play CD-E's, the AGC's range must be increased. On the other hand, CD-E reflectivity is only about 15 to 25 percent lower than that of CD-R, so all CD-R recorders should be able to read CD-E's without any changes. By modifying the laser power level, future generations of CD-R recorders will be able to write to a CD-E.

CD-E recorders will be offered for sale later this year, perhaps selling for about $2,000, and blank erasable discs should sell for about $20 each. But don't waste time looking in your neighborhood stereo store. This technology is aimed at the computer market, where it will capitalize on the explosive demand for CD-ROM and CD-R drives.

The audio industry, unfortunately, is still hoping that affordable consumer digital recording will just go away. Record companies are barely comfortable with analog recording technologies (such as the audio cassette and VHS videotape), nervously unenthusiastic about data-compressed digital recording (such as Mini-Disc), basically hostile to the idea of write-once recording (such as CD-R), and scared to death of erasable technology (such as CD-E). Ironically, it will be computer users, not audio enthusiasts, who will benefit most from the last product of this long lineage of audio inventions.

Politics and fear aside, the CD-E (erasable) is the crowning achievement of the CD family. The audio industry, unfortunately, is still hoping that affordable consumer digital recording will just go away. Record companies are barely comfortable with analog recording technologies (such as the audio cassette and VHS videotape), nervously unenthusiastic about data-compressed digital recording (such as Mini-Disc), basically hostile to the idea of write-once recording (such as CD-R), and scared to death of erasable technology (such as CD-E). Ironically, it will be computer users, not audio enthusiasts, who will benefit most from the last product of this long lineage of audio inventions.

Politics and fear aside, the CD-E is a remarkable engineering accomplishment and the crown jewel of the CD family. Someday, DVD will reign. But today, the CD rules, and the CD-E is yet one more example of why the compact disc ranks among the most important technologies of the twentieth century.
Pete Sampras. The youngest male to win the U.S. Open. Now, the first American male to win three consecutive Wimbledon titles. Said The New York Times of Sampras: "It's just possible we have a latter day classic on our hands."

The Museum Watch is in the permanent collections of museums around the world.

- Staatliches Museum für angewandte Kunst
- Museo Moderno
- Museum Moderner Kunst
- Museo de Arte Moderno
- Museum Beymans-van Beuningen, Rotterdam
- Musée International d'Horlogerie
- Museo de Bellas Artes
- Design Museum
- Kawasaki City Museum
- Victoria and Albert Museum
- Museum Ludwig

The Museum Sapphire Bracelet Watch. Matte black finish solid stainless steel case and bracelet. Flat, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal. Swiss quartz movement. Water resistant to 99 feet. His or hers, $1095.
Audio's Ergonomic Challenge

Have you ever unpacked a new hi-fi component, read the accompanying instruction manual, and found yourself confused or uncertain about the functions of some of its controls or features? Or even about how to go about installing and using it for its presumably intended purpose? You might be surprised to learn that after forty odd years of using, testing, and evaluating several thousand consumer hi-fi components, I still occasionally find myself in that situation. Reading the instruction manual carefully usually solves the problem. But not always. Suppose the instructions themselves are incomplete, vague, confusing, or just plain wrong?

In the past, it was not unusual for a test sample of a new product to arrive with a preliminary manual. Despite the occasional problems we encountered with preproduction samples (which we have always discouraged manufacturers from sending us), however, the manual was rarely a source of confusion at a time when a stereo receiver was probably the most complex audio component we tested.

Today, virtually every product we test is essentially identical to standard production units. The same applies to operating instruction manuals, and our experience with a component should closely match that of anyone purchasing it. But today's components are much more complex. The front panel of almost any recent audio/video (A/V) receiver can present a formidable appearance with its myriad lights, buttons, and knobs. In general, a relatively small percentage of these controls are likely to be used with any regularity, and some designers take advantage of that fact by locating infrequently used controls behind a hinged panel.

Intelligent ergonomic design, which makes any product more useful to its user, is probably more important than most of the usual electrical specifications. The typical procedure when testing receivers is to install two preset tuner frequencies for AM and FM measurements (on clear channels in my area). That is normally a simple and straightforward process, although in this case the instructions occupied most of a full page of fairly fine print.

The instructions, though complex (involving five steps for storing each frequency), seemed clear enough. But the nomenclature of the controls was somewhat unconventional (and confusing), and the expected results never occurred. Finally, I simply tuned to the desired frequency each time I needed it rather than pressing a preset button.

Obviously, this was not a major problem for me. I have no reason to doubt that the memory system, which was unusually complex and comprehensive, was working correctly. The flaw was an inadequately explained, confusing, and unnecessarily complex process for what should be a simple and routine procedure. And that flaw could be a major problem for someone without my experience.

Ergonomics (the "science of work") was developed during the Second World War to insure that military equipment could be operated with maximum effectiveness by a wide variety of users. Such simple and logical measures as standard rules for control operation (for example, moving a switch up to turn it on or a knob clockwise to increase its effect) became a part of military and, to a considerable degree, civilian standards in this country and elsewhere.

If you look at the most consumer audio components, you will find that the same practices are widely used today. Fortunately, the case I have described is not typical. One of the most obvious examples of a de facto standard in consumer audio is CD-player controls. Every CD player uses the same symbols on its controls to denote play, stop, pause, fast forward, and track skip. There are various similar examples of such standardization that we accept as logical and reasonable without conscious thought.

Probably many users of a complex and bulky hi-fi component such as a receiver rarely see its rear panel once the system has been assembled and installed. This is the area through which the unit interfaces with the rest of the system, and on a full-featured A/V receiver it can be literally packed with connectors of various types.

Although the ubiquitous RCA plug and jack are almost universally used for signal connections, there is little standardization of such a simple matter as the orientation of a row of input connectors, which can be aligned vertically or horizontally in almost any order (fortunately, diagonal rows have not yet appeared). Typically, one must have a good view of the rear of the component, often a heavy and bulky receiver, simply to add or remove a signal source from the system.

In contrast, key automobile control locations are universally standardized (can you imagine having the brake and accelerator pedal locations differing from one car to another?). To be sure, getting your channels or program sources mixed up is hardly life-threatening, but it wouldn't cost any more to simplify the lot of the end user.

Fashion and style are certainly important factors in the design of any product intended for home use. There is no reason why the cannot coexist with its function, but it is also important to remember that the basic function of a home audio system is to reproduce sound rather than to overwhelm us with the configuration and styling of its controls.
Here's a switch - speakers that change with you.

In the past, you bought a specific speaker to do a specific job. When your needs changed, typically so did your speaker. NHT introduces the future: The VT-1A. A revolutionary new speaker that goes from optimum surround sound to tight, focused audio at the flip of a switch. Move from center aisle at the cinema, to third seat flute section, as fast as you can turn your wrist. Because we've taken home theater to a new level. Where the choice is no longer between movies and music, it's between NHT and everybody else.
“Polk’s SRT System will give you a thrill a minute”
David Ranada, Stereo Review, January, 1996

The most influential audio journals of Europe and America agree, the Polk Audio Signature Reference Theater system is a stunning achievement.

“The sound was extremely clean and extremely powerful, I was scared... an amazing combination of flatness and low frequency extension we have never before measured in our listening room... the effects produced by SDA had to be heard to be believed... spectacular directional and spatial effects...”
David Ranada, Stereo Review, January, 1996

“...better than real cinema.”
...this is cinema shakeup, cinema shake-down, cinema turn-it-upside-down. You’re not on the edge of your seat, you’re forced back into it. The realism is intense... this is a system which can excel with music sources... breathy and clear... admirable speed and grace... totally absorbing”
What Hi-Fi?, Great Britain. February, 1996

For more information and the location of a Polk SRT dealer near you, call (800) 377-7655.

The SRT system consists of 35 active drive units housed in seven enclosures (including two 300 watt powered subwoofers) and a Control Center with wireless remote.

Matthew Polk
Co-founder, Polk Audio

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH A SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HELP YOU DETERMINE SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.
Yamaha DSP-A3090
Integrated A/V Amplifier and Dolby Digital Decoder

DAVID RANADA • TECHNICAL EDITOR

Hard on the heels of Yamaha's first venture into Dolby Digital (AC-3), the RX-V2090 A/V receiver and DDP-1 AC-3 decoder that we reviewed in February, comes its second-generation AC-3 componentry: the DSP-A3090 integrated amplifier with built-in Dolby Digital decoder. I'm pleased to report that the new unit has solved the bass-management problems we found with the earlier combination. Furthermore, the DSP-A3090 contains quite a few added features that extend its versatility and usefulness as the centerpiece of a cutting-edge home-theater system.

The DSP-A3090's Dolby Digital decoder is the feature of greatest interest to home-theater enthusiasts. What is perhaps most unusual about it is that it can decode signals not only from an AC-3 RF output (available on several recent laserdisc players) but also from any AC-3 bitstream signal fed into the unit's S/PDIF digital inputs. And the DSP-A3090 provides five optical connectors and one coaxial digital connector, by far the greatest digital-input capability of any component we have tested. This is one amplifier that will not become obsolete as new program sources with AC-3-encoded digital-bitstream outputs are introduced, such as digital satellite decoders and DVD (digital videodisc) players. The amplifier's VCR3 input, in fact, already carries an alternate DVD designation.

After AC-3 decoding, the DSP-A3090's most important feature is its inclusion of multiple digital sound-enhancement modes, which Yamaha calls Digital Sound Field Processing. In the DSP-A3090 these modes fall into two groups. Although there is some overlap between their functions, one group is primarily for surround-sound enhancement of two-channel stereo music, and the other is for enhancement of video-oriented program material, whether stereo, mono, or surround-sound. In these enhancement modes, digital signal processing is used to generate multiple simulated "reflections" from the original signal. The levels, time patterns, and perceived spatial locations of these reflections mimic the sound fields of the specific performance venues being simulated as the reflection signals are fed through all the speakers in a surround system.

The DSP-A3090's twelve main enhancement modes are selected by individual buttons on the supplied programmable remote control or in round-robin fashion by a front-panel button. Each has two sub-modes. For example, the three Concert Hall modes each provide processing that can simulate the acoustics of two different halls. The three soundtrack-oriented modes — Movie Theater 1, Movie Theater 2, and Dolby Surround — also contain two different sub-modes apiece, and these sub-modes operate slightly differently depending on whether the input signal comes from a standard Dolby Surround-encoded source or from a Dolby Digital AC-3-encoded source. The six remaining modes are Church, Rock Concert, Jazz Club, Concert Video 1 and 2, and TV Theater. The first sub-mode of Concert Video 1 is named Classical/Opera; the manual insists that "it reproduces beautiful sound" and that "you will not be tired from long watching of an opera." (Even Wagner's Parsifal?)

Not only do you get twenty-four...
TEST REPORTS

surround modes to choose from, but all have at least one adjustable parameter and most have several. Among the things you can change are the temporal spacing of the reflections, the length of time before they are generated, how quickly they decay, and their overall level. Use of the parameter controls is crucial for obtaining best results from Digital Sound Field Processing.

Like the RX-V2090 receiver, the new DSP-A3090 amplifier represents Yamaha's most elaborate realization of Sound Field Processing, with seven channels of amplification. In addition to the five speaker outputs, intended for the primary speakers in a home-theater system (front left, center, and right as well as surround left and right), each rated at 80 watts into 8 ohms, the DSP-A3090 contains a pair of 25-watt outputs to drive two "front-effect" speakers for reproducing frontal simulated reflections. These speakers should be placed, as the manual says, "further apart than the main [front left/right] speakers and on either side and a few feet behind and above the main speaker pair." If you don't have two extra speakers for the front-effect outputs, you can mix the front-effect signals into the front left and right outputs. But I don't recommend this option, which involves throwing a rear-panel Front Mix switch from the 7CH to the 5CH position, since the added simulated reflections in the front left/right speakers can greatly disturb the depth and tonal quality of the stereo image. You might want to leave the Front Mix switch in 7CH mode even if you have only five speakers. Experiment.

Various built-in surround-sound "accessories" are also provided in the DSP-A3090. When playing Dolby Digital material, you can separately adjust the level of the low-frequency effects (LFE) signal that is used, as its name implies, to carry high-level low-frequency sound effects. The adjustment range is from 0 to –20 dB in 1-dB steps, plus full LFE muting. You can also adjust the dynamic range during AC-3 playback from its normal setting of Maximum (the full theatrical dynamic range) down through Standard, suitable for relatively low-level listening, to Minimum, for playback at "extremely low" volume levels. Furthermore, with the Standard setting, you can separately adjust high-level compression and low-level boosting.

Two surround-sound accessories apply to all surround-sound processing. Center Delay adjusts a time delay applied to the center-channel signal so that if the center speaker is closer to the main listening position than the main front left/right speakers, its sound will still reach the listener simultaneously. The manual's explanations of the importance of this feature and of its adjustment are inadequate, which is unfortunately true of its explanations of other important features as well. Center Delay adjustment plays a major role in getting the tightest, most accurate, and most stable front image; increase the setting by 1 millisecond for each foot that the center speaker is closer to you than the main pair.

Finally, when it comes to surround-sound accessories, the DSP-A3090 luxuriously provides three (!) types of
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digital equalizer. One is a five-band graphic equalizer that adjusts sound only in the center channel, with a ±6-dB range in frequency bands centered at 100 Hz, 300 Hz, 1 kHz, 3 kHz, and 10 kHz. The other two equalizers adjust signals separately to the main front speakers, the front-effect speakers, and the surround speakers. One is a glorified treble control with gains adjustable from +6 dB to −9 dB and “turnover” frequencies from 1 to 12.7 kHz. The other is a nifty single-band parametric equalizer offering a ±6-dB boost/cut range and center frequency variable from 1 to 12.7 kHz. Adjustments to all these equalizers can be made using the useful on-screen display, or, after some practice, with just the front-panel display (which can also be used to adjust all other settings of the DSP-A3090). Unfortunately, none of the equalizers is usable in plain two-channel stereo operation.

Except for the presence of multiple analog and digital inputs for some components, hookup is straightforward. The rule of thumb here is to connect as many source outputs to amplifier inputs as possible. For example, a laser disc player with an AC-3 RF output should feed that signal as well as its standard analog stereo signal and the signal from its optical digital output to the DSP-A3090. The amplifier will decide which input to use when you switch to the laser disc player (this decision can be overridden).

Audio-only connections are provided for a moving-magnet phonograph cartridge, a CD player, a tuner, and one recorder. A/V connections (including both S-video and composite-video connectors) are provided for a laser disc player, a set-top Digital Satellite System or cable box, two record/play VCR’s, a VCR3/DVD play-only source, and a front-panel video auxiliary source. Speaker connections are via two-way binding posts that accept stripped wires or single banana plugs. There are also pre-out/main-in connections for the three main front channels, separate mono and stereo line-level subwoofer outputs, line-level outputs for the front-effect and surround channels, and three AC convenience outlets, one unswitched.

A flip-down door on the front panel hides the bass, treble, and balance knobs (which I’d leave centered during Dolby Pro Logic decoding), a bass-extension switch, and a standard headphone jack. Minimal controls are also provided here for nonremote operation. The remote is essential for adjusting the DSP parameters and for speaker balancing, which is even more critical than usual in a full seven-speaker setup.

Lab measurements showed the DSP-A3090 to be a topnotch performer. Within our margin of error, its output powers met or exceeded Yamaha's specifications in both stereo and surround-sound modes. Note that while 80 watts per channel may not sound as impressive as 100 watts, it represents a maximum volume level only 1 dB lower. Furthermore, the DSP-A3090 could deliver this maximum power to all five primary channels simultaneously, which might required by Dolby Digital (but not Pro Logic) program material. That’s a total of 400 watts being pumped into your home-theater speaker system. Used with speakers providing adequate bass response or, better yet, with a powered subwoofer or two, the DSP-A3090 is capable of generating prodigious amounts of sound, especially with AC-3-encoded soundtracks.

The Yamaha DSP-A3090 is one amplifier that will not become obsolete as new program sources with AC-3-encoded digital-bitstream outputs are introduced.

As for Yamaha's trademark Digital Sound Field Processing, it again proved its worth for all manner of music from classical to pop, although acoustic music, as usual, fared better than electronically manipulated productions. The default settings as a rule produced exaggerated effects, and I recommend lowering Room Size, Room Liveness, and Effect Trim with the DSP parameter controls and possibly also reducing the level of the front-effect speakers.

I was far less impressed with Sound Field Processing applied to surround-sound material, particularly soundtracks and especially Dolby Digital soundtracks. After all, the purpose of the multiple channels in such material is so that the producers can record or create a specific acoustic environment, as opposed to two-channel stereo material, which by definition doesn’t carry its own surround-sound ambience — hence the effectiveness of DSP with stereo music and its image- blurring echoeyness with multichannel soundtracks. Still, some people might like the effects produced with soundtracks — it can create a sensational showroom demonstration — and with the DSP-A3090 you can create and adjust them (even turn them off!) to your heart’s content.

If you’ve been waiting for the opportunity to jump into the AC-3-encoded future, Yamaha's extraordinarily versatile and excellent-performing DSP-A3090 is by far the best Dolby Digital integrated component we’ve tested. Very highly recommended.
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Movie theater drama, concert hall excitement. Surround sound from five Virtually Invisible cube speakers for left, center, right, and rear channels. Each about 6" high.
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So simple it comes in one box. Within minutes you'll be enjoying your favorite movies and music more than ever.

Remote with real control. Automatically sets to surround sound for movies and TV, or two-channel stereo for music. Works right through walls.

"You might call this product 'home theater in a box,' because everything is included and carefully thought out.... The performance is awesome, and system operation is very intuitive." - Home Theater Technology

The challenge was clear. Develop the best sounding, easiest to use home theater system ever. The result is the Lifestyle® 12 system. Smaller. More convenient. With the kind of dramatic, lifelike performance you expect from the most respected name in sound. But hearing is believing, so call for dealers near you, 1-800-444-BOSE ext. 736.
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The VT-2’s cabinet is finished in a high-gloss black laminate, and the upper part of its front panel is covered by a removable black cloth grille. Two pairs of multiway binding posts are recessed into the rear of the cabinet; the inputs are paralleled by gold-plated jumpers, which can be removed for bi-amped or biwired operation.

The installation instructions indicate that the mirror-image speakers (which are labeled Left and Right) should be positioned with the subwoofers facing outward — that is, away from each other. The VT-2 is equipped with stabilizer bars and spiked feet for use on carpeted floors; rubber feet are available for use on hard floors.

The most unusual feature of the VT-2 is its front-panel audio/video switch. According to NHT, the switch optimizes the radiation pattern of the speaker for either video or audio-only playback. In video mode, the soundstage is broadened across the horizontal plane, creating an ambient field that minimizes the sense of separation between the sound and the video image. In audio mode, the directional response of the system is said to be optimized to create the precise imaging required for music playback.

The only functional difference between the two modes is the frequency and slope of the crossover between the woofers and the tweeter. In audio mode, the crossover point is 2.3 kHz with 12-dB-per-octave slopes. In video mode, the crossover is at 5.5 kHz with 6-dB-per-octave slopes. In either mode, the subwoofer crossover is 125 Hz with a 12-dB-per-octave slope.

Since the NHT VT-2 system was designed with A/V systems in mind, we verified the effectiveness of its magnetic shielding. Above the subwoofer (about 18 inches from the floor), the strength of the magnetic field we measured did not exceed 2 gauss at any point on the cabinet exterior. Below that point, the strength of the field increased rapidly, but that shouldn’t present any problems in normal installations, where the TV screen is a few feet above the floor. In other words, the VT-2 can be placed next to a TV without interfering with the picture — unless the TV is sitting on (or very close to) the floor.

The rated sensitivity of the VT-2 is 88 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) with a 2.83-volt input, which was consistent with our measurement of 89 dB. The system is recommended for use with amplifiers rated between 50 and
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Work, work, work. And what do you have to show for it? We'd like to suggest the most thrilling home entertainment experience ever. A Pioneer® Dolby® Surround AC-3® Audio/Video Receiver and LaserDisc Player. The first in the industry, our VSX-D3S receiver with advanced AC-3 technology gives you the distinct pleasure of hearing six independent digital channels for true surround sound. Plus, all the power you demand from an advanced home theater system. The result? With our AC-3 receivers and AC-3 compatible LaserDisc players, your home theater can deliver exciting digital surround sound, which until now was heard only in top theaters. Call us at 1-800-PIONEER to find out more about our complete range of home theater equipment and for a dealer near you. After all, worker ants don't get much time off. So you might as well make the most of it.

ADVANCED HOME THEATER

The measurable impedance differences between the audio and video modes were slight. The minimum was approximately 4 ohms, as rated, and it remained between 4 and 8 ohms from 20 to 700 Hz. The maximum impedance, 18 to 22 ohms, occurred at 2 kHz in audio mode and 3 kHz in video mode.

In audio mode, the room response of the two speakers, placed 8 feet apart and 3 feet in front of a wall, was flat within ±4 dB from 35 Hz to 20 kHz (the lower frequencies were unavoidably affected by room boundaries). From 300 Hz to 20 kHz, the response was excellent, within ±3 dB. In video mode, response was quite similar except for a 3- to 4-dB difference in the mid and upper frequency range. Horizontal dispersion over a ±45-degree angle was typical of systems using 1-inch tweeters, with a ±3-dB variation up to about 10 kHz and a drop to about −10 dB at 15 kHz.

There was a measurable, though slight, difference in horizontal dispersion between the audio and video modes, principally in the range between 1 and 4 kHz. The most obvious audible difference was a slight increase in brightness in video mode, noticeable only during direct comparison between modes.

The close-miked response of the 5/4-inch woofers was impressively flat, ±2 dB from the 125-Hz subwoofer crossover point up to about 6 kHz. The subwoofer response was at its maximum at 60 Hz, falling to −4 dB at 35 and 140 Hz. The low-frequency output, extended by the port radiation, was clean and useful to well below 30 Hz.

We also measured the quasi-anechoic (MLS) frequency response of the system in audio mode (limited to frequencies above 300 Hz) at microphone distances of 1 and 2 meters. The two response curves were essentially identical, with a variation of ±2.5 dB from 500 Hz to 20 kHz.

In listening tests, the NHT VT-2 lived up to the promise of its measurements. In particular, its soundstage was seamless and believable, and despite the size and obvious presence of the speakers in a moderate-size room, they were audibly “invisible” at a normal listening distance.

We have noted a recent trend toward narrow-profile speakers with built-in side-firing subwoofers (both passive and powered), which have generally delivered outstanding low-bass performance without resorting to a physically separate subwoofer module. The NHT VT-2 is an excellent example of this genre, delivering palpable and truly room-shaking bass down to the 25-Hz range.

**NHT’s VT-2 in a Home Theater Setting**

You can turn a pair of VT-2’s into a full-fledged home-theater speaker system by adding a center speaker and a pair of surrounds. NHT conveniently supplies one speaker that handles both functions: the VS-2 ($450). Its driver complement is the same as the VT-2’s but without the built-in subwoofer. Accordingly, the VS-2 is small enough for both set-top center-channel and shelf-mounted surround duties. When placed horizontally, it measures 7½ inches high, 19 inches wide, and 8 inches deep. The VS-2 weighs 17 pounds and is finished in high-gloss black. Connections are five-way binding posts.

The rear panel of the VS-2 has two screw holes for attaching an adjustable “foot” that can be used to aim the cabinet. The foot is attached with two finger screws. When the VS-2 is used as a set-top center speaker, it will usually be aimed downward toward your ear height at the main listening position. Such positioning is less critical when two VS-2’s are used as surround speakers.

What is critical when using the VS-2’s as surrounds is their placement relative to the main listening position. Since they are direct-radiating and not dipole speakers, the VS-2’s can image “too well” when placed directly to the sides, the locations usually recommended for dipoles. In other words, VS-2’s placed to the side become prominent pinpoint sound sources that make it difficult to obtain a seamless enveloping sound field in combination with the front speakers. One solution is to keep the VS-2’s on the side walls but move them 30 degrees back from a line across the room through the main listening position. We had great success with this approach.

Since the VT-2 speakers already contain their own subwoofers, you don’t really need to add a separate subwoofer module. You might consider, however, getting two NHT SA-3 mono subwoofer amplifiers ($750) and biamping the VT-2’s. In that case, the main system amplifier or receiver would be used to power the upper drivers of the VT-2’s while a separate SA-3 would power each VT-2 subwoofer section. This arrangement provides a significant boost in system output since the SA-3 is rated to deliver 250 watts into 6 ohms. A second advantage to using the NHT amplifiers to biamp the VT-2’s is that they have high-pass-filtered line outputs that remove low bass from the signals feeding the upper drivers, thereby decreasing the possibility of overdriving them. The SA-3’s high-pass and low-pass crossover controls should be set to 125 Hz for the best results. While in theory you could use any power amplifier to biamp the VT-2’s, it might be difficult because the relatively high crossover frequency NHT recommends is not accommodated by some equipment.

We evaluated the combined VT-2/VS-2 system with a standard, nonb-amped hookup to an integrated A/V amplifier equipped with Dolby Digital (AC-3) decoding. It sounded tremendous. Frontal imaging was very tight and precise, especially with the front-panel switches on the VT-2’s set to the audio position (we never felt the need to throw them to the video position). Having two subwoofers is always the way to go, and they proved invaluable in cleanly reproducing explosive soundtracks at theatrical levels. Signal peaks during the AC-3 version of True Lies clocked in at 105 dB, which is very loud for domestic listening—even illegal under certain conditions in New York City. In addition to cleanliness at high levels, NHT’s VT-2/VS-2 combo produced a welcome accuracy of timbre and imaging in playing both soundtracks and surround-encoded music. All in all, this is a home-theater speaker system that delivers extremely high sound quality. —David Ranada

---

**TEST REPORTS**

250 watts. Frequency response is rated at 25 Hz to 21 kHz ±3 dB, and the nominal impedance is 6 ohms (4 ohms minimum).

In audio mode, the room response of the two speakers, placed 8 feet apart and 3 feet in front of a wall, was flat within ±4 dB from 35 Hz to 20 kHz. The low frequencies were unavoidably affected by room boundaries. From 300 Hz to 20 kHz, the response was excellent, within ±3 dB. In video mode, response was quite similar except for a 3- to 4-dB difference in the mid and upper frequency range.

Horizontal dispersion over a ±45-degree angle was typical of systems using 1-inch tweeters, with a ±3-dB variation up to about 10 kHz and a drop to about −10 dB at 15 kHz.

There was a measurable, though slight, difference in horizontal dispersion between the audio and video modes, principally in the range between 1 and 4 kHz. The most obvious audible difference was a slight increase in brightness in video mode, noticeable only during direct comparison between modes.

The close-miked response of the 5/4-inch woofers was impressively flat, ±2 dB from the 125-Hz subwoofer crossover point up to about 6 kHz. The subwoofer response was at its maximum at 60 Hz, falling to −4 dB at 35 and 140 Hz. The low-frequency output, extended by the port radiation, was clean and useful to well below 30 Hz.

We also measured the quasi-anechoic (MLS) frequency response of the system in audio mode (limited to frequencies above 300 Hz) at microphone distances of 1 and 2 meters. The two response curves were essentially identical, with a variation of ±2.5 dB from 500 Hz to 20 kHz.

In listening tests, the NHT VT-2 lived up to the promise of its measurements. In particular, its soundstage was seamless and believable, and despite the size and obvious presence of the speakers in a moderate-size room, they were audibly “invisible” at a normal listening distance.

We have noted a recent trend toward narrow-profile speakers with built-in side-firing subwoofers (both passive and powered), which have generally delivered outstanding low-bass performance without resorting to a physically separate subwoofer module. The NHT VT-2 is an excellent example of this genre, delivering palpable and truly room-shaking bass down to the 25-Hz range.

---

**You can turn a pair of VT-2’s into a full-fledged home-theater speaker system by adding a center speaker and a pair of surrounds. NHT conveniently supplies one speaker that handles both functions: the VS-2 ($450). Its driver complement is the same as the VT-2’s but without the built-in subwoofer. Accordingly, the VS-2 is small enough for both set-top center-channel and shelf-mounted surround duties. When placed horizontally, it measures 7½ inches high, 19 inches wide, and 8 inches deep. The VS-2 weighs 17 pounds and is finished in high-gloss black. Connections are five-way binding posts.**

The rear panel of the VS-2 has two screw holes for attaching an adjustable “foot” that can be used to aim the cabinet. The foot is attached with two finger screws. When the VS-2 is used as a set-top center speaker, it will usually be aimed downward toward your ear height at the main listening position. Such positioning is less critical when two VS-2’s are used as surround speakers.

What is critical when using the VS-2’s as surrounds is their placement relative to the main listening position. Since they are direct-radiating and not dipole speakers, the VS-2’s can image “too well” when placed directly to the sides, the locations usually recommended for dipoles. In other words, VS-2’s placed to the side become prominent pinpoint sound sources that make it difficult to obtain a seamless enveloping sound field in combination with the front speakers. One solution is to keep the VS-2’s on the side walls but move them 30 degrees back from a line across the room through the main listening position. We had great success with this approach.

Since the VT-2 speakers already contain their own subwoofers, you don’t really need to add a separate subwoofer module. You might consider, however, getting two NHT SA-3 mono subwoofer amplifiers ($750) and biamping the VT-2’s. In that case, the main system amplifier or receiver would be used to power the upper drivers of the VT-2’s while a separate SA-3 would power each VT-2 subwoofer section. This arrangement provides a significant boost in system output since the SA-3 is rated to deliver 250 watts into 6 ohms. A second advantage to using the NHT amplifiers to biamp the VT-2’s is that they have high-pass-filtered line outputs that remove low bass from the signals feeding the upper drivers, thereby decreasing the possibility of overdriving them. The SA-3’s high-pass and low-pass crossover controls should be set to 125 Hz for the best results. While in theory you could use any power amplifier to biamp the VT-2’s, it might be difficult because the relatively high crossover frequency NHT recommends is not accommodated by some equipment.

We evaluated the combined VT-2/VS-2 system with a standard, nonb-amped hookup to an integrated A/V amplifier equipped with Dolby Digital (AC-3) decoding. It sounded tremendous. Frontal imaging was very tight and precise, especially with the front-panel switches on the VT-2’s set to the audio position (we never felt the need to throw them to the video position). Having two subwoofers is always the way to go, and they proved invaluable in cleanly reproducing explosive soundtracks at theatrical levels. Signal peaks during the AC-3 version of True Lies clocked in at 105 dB, which is very loud for domestic listening—even illegal under certain conditions in New York City. In addition to cleanliness at high levels, NHT’s VT-2/VS-2 combo produced a welcome accuracy of timbre and imaging in playing both soundtracks and surround-encoded music. All in all, this is a home-theater speaker system that delivers extremely high sound quality. —David Ranada
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Although CD players have been a part of the hi-fi scene for only a little over a decade, they have long since superseded the phonograph record as a prime source of recorded music and earned a place in virtually every home music system in this country.

Many of today's CD players appear to be clones, with very similar external appearance and operating features. For the most part, only a few high-end CD players depart significantly from the norm, offering distinctive styling and more refined performance, though generally at considerably higher prices.

The AMC CD8 represents an interesting departure from that pattern. AMC is a trademark of Weltronics Corporation. The CD8 has been designed to meet professional performance and quality standards at an affordable price. Its specifications are impressive. They include a MASH 1-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converter with a linearity of ±0.5 dB at levels ranging from 0 to -90 dB and a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 107 to 110 dB, which is substantially better than the S/N specifications of most other CD players, including some at considerably higher prices. The CD8’s other specs are typical of the best of today’s CD players.

The all-black CD8 is relatively light and compact, and its front panel is simple and uncluttered, with a minimum of adornment. Its operating controls consist of eleven small round black buttons (about 3⁄8 inch in diameter), each clearly identified by a contrasting white label. Their functions include open/close (the disc drawer accepts those hard-to-find 3-inch CD singles as well as the standard 4¼-inch size), play, pause, stop, program, repeat, and time. Track selection and fast search are handled by two pairs of buttons on the right side of the panel. The power switch is a slightly larger green button on the far left, with a small green pilot LED to indicate when the unit is powered.

While most CD players have rather elaborate multicolored displays, the CD8 presents just the basic information in a small (2½ x ½-inch) yellow-green electro-luminescent window. With no disc loaded, the word DISC appears in the window. After a disc is loaded, the display shows the number of tracks and the total playing time. In the play mode these are replaced by the current track’s number and elapsed time as well as the standard triangular play symbol. Although the display’s response time is somewhat leisurely compared with that of most CD players, the uncluttered window is more readily interpreted at a glance than are many larger and more complex display panels.

The CD8 can be programmed to play up to twenty-one tracks in any order. In addition, the repeat function endlessly repeats the track that is currently playing or the entire disc. The time display has three modes: elapsed time in the current track, remaining time in the current track, and remaining time on the disc.

The CD8 comes with a full-function remote control that duplicates many of its programming and operating functions. Through the remote, the player can be set to repeat a designated track segment indefinitely (A-B repeat). Although the front-panel track up/down buttons can be used to select any track, the procedure can be somewhat cumbersome since it must be done one...
The low-frequency noise content of the CD8's output was almost 10 dB lower than we have ever seen in a CD player.
NuReality VHT-200
Vivid 3D Theater Processor

DAVID RANADA • TECHNICAL EDITOR

The home-theater craze has rekindled interest in two-channel image processors, which had a brief vogue at the end of the quadraphonic era. NuReality's VHT-200 Vivid 3D Theater incorporates a system called SRS (Sound Retrieval System) developed by Hughes Aircraft and patented in 1988.

The VHT-200 is a very simple device that operates at line level and hooks into the tape-monitor loop of a receiver or integrated amplifier. To replace the occupied monitor loop, the VHT-200 also has rear-panel jacks for a tape recorder. The front panel has three control knobs — Center, Space, and Output Level — a power button, and buttons that switch the SRS effect on and off, select between SRS processing for mono or stereo signals, turn the LED level readout off, and select the component hooked up to the VHT-200's monitor loop. The supplied infrared remote control duplicates only the power and SRS on/off buttons.

NuReality recommends that you start out by setting the Center and Space knobs to their 2 o'clock positions and adjust them to taste later. The Center knob essentially controls the prominence of vocals and other sounds anchored in the middle, while the Space knob controls the amount of SRS processing. I set the controls to produce equal C-weighted sound-pressure levels from surround-encoded center-only and surround-only pink noise at equal signal levels. The Center control remained at 2 o'clock, but the Space knob came down to 11:30. These two controls operate relative to each other, and the same results can be obtained at more than one pair of settings. I suggest leaving the Center knob at 2 o'clock and adjusting only the Space knob, but not below 10 o'clock, which is about where SRS action ceases.

Both the front-panel and remote-control SRS on/off buttons produce a 3-dB increase in level when SRS is switched on, throwing all comparisons made using them in SRS's favor. Therefore, I left SRS switched on and adjusted the Output Level knob to 3 o'clock so that the overall sound level remained unchanged when the VHT-200 was switched into our main system amplifier's tape-monitor loop. Comparisons were made by activating that loop, not by throwing the SRS switch. Most of our listening and lab tests were done with the above settings.

The most revealing measurements of the VHT-200 are its frequency responses when fed with pseudo-Dolby-Surround-encoded signals. The green trace in the accompanying graph shows that the unit's response from both channels was quite flat, except for the rolloff in the deep-bass region, when it was fed a surround-encoded center-channel (mono) signal. An encoded surround-channel-only signal produced an overall level boost as well as further boosts in the lower midrange, upper bass, and upper treble in both channels (red trace). When we fed a signal to the left channel only, the left output received similar but smaller boosts (solid blue trace), but a cross-fed signal that appeared in the right channel just 7 dB lower than the left channel over parts of the frequency range had a veritably mountainous shape (dashed blue trace). The VHT-200's effects derive from this inter-channel crossfeeding and the frequency-dependent boosting of out-of-phase information.

NuReality's data sheet says that the VHT-200 "does not use phase shift or time delay techniques," but our measurements revealed significant phase shifts between the driven channel and its cross-fed output when a left-only or right-only signal was fed into the unit. Some of these phase shifts may be the unavoidable results of the response-altering circuitry, but they also have audible consequences. Phase-shift networks are definitely employed when the VHT-200's mono mode is used, according to the SRS patents.

Taken alone, measurements of an image processor can create a misleading impression. Who would tolerate a CD player whose frequency response varied by ±9 dB and whose channel...
Don't judge our speakers by just their pretty faces.

Look at the back of Eosone loudspeakers and you'll notice speaker drivers there. They are part of a unique Eosone technology called Radiant Surround Field™ or RSF. RSF creates a broader listening area so that everyone in the room, regardless of listening position, hears superior sound and spatial effects. Until now, you could only find this feature in "high end" speakers, costing as much as $90,000 a pair!

With Radiant Surround Field technology, every member of your family will enjoy rich, full fidelity sound, no matter where they are in the room.

For more information or store locations please call 1-800-347-1876
The VHT-200's effects were very, very dependent on the recording and even the specific track. There were some musical genres that produced dependably superior results, but they tended to be rather esoteric: medieval choral music recorded in large churches with spaced microphones, for example.

One type of recording was reliably improved by SRS: Ambisonic-encoded quadraphonic CD's played without quad decoding. These are almost exclusively classical and ethnic releases, a characteristic that greatly benefited vocal music from pop to opera.

But not all music was appreciably enhanced, even with higher settings of the Space knob. Some music received practically no enhancement at all. The VHT-200's effects were very, very dependent on the recording and even the specific track. There were some musical genres that produced dependably superior results, but they tended to be rather esoteric: medieval choral music recorded in large churches with spaced microphones, for example.

One type of recording was reliably improved by SRS: Ambisonic-encoded quadraphonic CD's played without quad decoding. These are almost exclusively classical and ethnic releases, a characteristic that greatly benefited vocal music from pop to opera.
CBGB New York City

Unintelligible lyrics always come through loud and clear thanks to the genuine JBL equipment at CBGB. JBL. Proudly serving misguided youth since 1946.
If you've been reading about DVD, you've seen a lot of references to Toshiba. That's no coincidence. Toshiba led the way in developing DVD technology. Technology that includes a component video signal, which means a picture better than laser disc, and three times better than VHS. Six discrete channels of Dolby® AC-3® digital surround sound and up to eight languages. Multiple aspect ratios (16:9, letterbox, pan and scan). And the versatility of multiple subtitles, camera angles and rating edits. All on one disc. So, if you enjoy being on the leading edge of home entertainment technology, you know that DVD is where it's at.

When you're ready to experience the brilliant picture and the extraordinary sound that DVD delivers, won't it make sense to get the technology from its source? Toshiba is the source of DVD technology. And DVD is the future.

For more information on Toshiba DVD, call 1-800-631-3811.
products like Mission’s M-Time don’t cross my threshold every day. For that matter, they don’t appear every year, or even every other year. In fact, M-Time is about as unusual an A/V product as I can think of, one that breaks the mold — and forges a new one.

Mission Electronics is a British firm best known over here for its loudspeakers. The company also produces a full line of hi-fi components including CD players, tuners, and its well-received Cyrus amplifiers. That’s a good thing, since the $3,995 M-Time system depends on expertise in all of those areas, and more. In this case a picture must serve for a thousand words, so I’ll leave the details of its physical appearance to the accompanying photo. Briefly, M-Time consists of a compact subwoofer/TV-stand/component cabinet and a stack-on module that contains (deep breath) a center speaker, an AM/FM tuner, a multichannel amplifier, a Dolby Pro Logic/music-surround decoder, a multiroom controller-amplifier, infrared and RF remote controls, and more... phew! The grand idea is home theater in one package: You plop your 27- to 35-inch TV on top, wire up two suitable speaker pairs for front left/right and surround duties, and you’re done. (Actually, M-Time comes in two cartons, but never mind). Measuring 28 inches wide, 19 inches high, and 16 inches deep, the whole business weighs about 85 pounds and is finished in a slightly opalescent dark gray with black knit grilles.

M-Time’s top module features a sculpted front panel with pushbutton controls (except for a horizontal, multifunction volume control) and a striking, 3½ x 2-inch back-lit pictographic LCD window. The layout is unusually simple and arrestingly different. Once you get past M-Time’s European look and feel (and cryptic, iconic graphics), operation is largely intuitive. There’s a muting headphone jack, and the source keys have inset LED’s that light green to show the selected component — an elegant touch. The center speaker, which is a permanent part of the module, is essentially Mission’s Model 73C, a $249 speaker with two 4-inch “mid-woofers” and a 1¾-inch cone tweeter.

Bass is delivered by a pair of 6-inch polypropylene drivers firing from rear-vented enclosures built into the sides of the main cabinet. In addition to the center speaker, the stack-on module houses nine channels of amplification, rated to deliver 100 watts each to the left, center, and right speakers, 40 watts each to a pair of surround speakers, 60 watts to each subwoofer, and 40 watts each to a pair of remote speakers.

Mission says that M-Time accommodates TV’s with screen sizes up to 35 inches (diagonal), but my 31-inch Proton (admittedly a shade rotund) barely fit. Its feet just caught the top corners of the M-Time system’s top surface, with a few inches of the set hanging over on either side. Even so, it looked pretty slick.

I set the M-Time system up at one end of my 20 x 15-foot studio. On the theory that people are unlikely to use the sleek M-Time with bulky main speakers, for most of my listening I used a pair of Rock Solid Monitors (a two-way minispeaker made by B&W) in front and a second pair in the rear of the room. Source signals were supplied by a Digital Satellite System (DSS) receiver and a laserdisc/CD combi-player, both of which I placed inside the M-Time component cabinet. The combi-player was a bit of a squeeze, so I wouldn’t rely on housing larger components like Pioneer’s Elite combi-players.

Hookup was straightforward, although impeded by Mission’s use of European-style banana-plug jacks, which are incompatible with the U.S.-style dual banana plugs fastened to all of my cables (at least Mission supplies plenty of Euro-plugs). The FM tuner’s 75-ohm input also uses a European connector (DIN), but Mission provides every conceivable adaptor, so that was no problem. (To be fair, most of the world adheres to these standards — it’s we Americans who are screwy.)

Mission also supplies a small condenser microphone that plugs into the electronics module’s rear panel. You put the mike in the listening position, hit the remote’s CALibrate button twice, and the system automatically balances the level of each channel in accordance with Dolby Pro Logic standards — a process that takes about 10 seconds. Too cool! When I checked
The center speaker can be operated in speaker's natural rolloff (-6 dB at 70 wide setting in most cases because the rolling off at 90 Hz. I preferred the surround (3-Channel Logic) option.

From the wall behind it, which is usually as a TV stand, it must remain in a corner. But since M-Time does not have as much loudness, which almost always are serious damage. In full Dolby Pro Logic (DPL) surround mode the system opened up very nicely, and it played a good deal louder, too. M-Time steered DPL signals smoothly and accurately. A visit inside the electronics module revealed that decoding is handled by the Analog Devices 2126A chip, widely found in high-end decoders. The DPL dynamics were also first-rate, and all of M-Time's output channels proved to be quieter than those of many A/V receivers, although the internal cooling fan did produce a just-audible drone between musical selections.

Though overall DPL surround performance was excellent, M-Time's built-in center speaker was its limiting factor. While generally accurate and naturally balanced, the center speaker's tonal quality was decidedly different from both of the main speaker pairs I tried, which caused voices to waver a bit spatially. The discontinuity of tone was most noticeable (to me, anyway) when sounds were panned laterally. The center speaker's relatively low position (14 inches off the ground) is partly to blame. In a typical seating arrangement this puts the listener's ears well off-axis vertically — especially compared with the main speakers, which in my case were about 2 feet higher (roughly even with the TV screen). The problem is compounded by the center speaker's somewhat limited vertical dispersion. When I sat on the floor with my ears at roughly its level, the timber match between left/right and center was much better.

### USER'S REPORT

Several years ago I purchased Mission's 200 WATTS per channel, which in my case was roughly 14 inches off the ground. This system was not only loud and sounded solid, but dynamic range was not infinite: When I pushed the Rock Solid speakers to high volume levels, they sounded somewhat glassy and "squished," but this was before harsh distortion arrived. About 10 seconds later its internal protection fuses popped — wisely, no doubt — preventing serious damage.

In full Dolby Pro Logic (DPL) surround mode the system opened up very nicely, and it played a good deal louder, too. M-Time steered DPL signals smoothly and accurately. A visit inside the electronics module revealed that decoding is handled by the Analog Devices 2126A chip, widely found in high-end decoders. The DPL dynamics were also first-rate, and all of M-Time's output channels proved to be quieter than those of many A/V receivers, although the internal cooling fan did produce a just-audible drone between musical selections.

Though overall DPL surround performance was excellent, M-Time's built-in center speaker was its limiting factor. While generally accurate and naturally balanced, the center speaker's tonal quality was decidedly different from both of the main speaker pairs I tried, which caused voices to waver a bit spatially. The discontinuity of tone was most noticeable (to me, anyway) when sounds were panned laterally. The center speaker's relatively low position (14 inches off the ground) is partly to blame. In a typical seating arrangement this puts the listener's ears well off-axis vertically — especially compared with the main speakers, which in my case were about 2 feet higher (roughly even with the TV screen). The problem is compounded by the center speaker's somewhat limited vertical dispersion. When I sat on the floor with my ears at roughly its level, the timber match between left/right and center was much better.

The amplifier's main left/right channels delivered 90 and 94 watts, at 0.02 and 0.04 percent total harmonic distortion (THD), across the full bandwidth (specs are 100 watts at 0.02 percent THD). Since the center channel is hard-wired to the built-in speaker, I couldn't test it. The surround channels delivered their rated 40 watts at about 0.25 percent THD; response was just about dead on the Dolby Pro Logic spec at -3 dB at 90 Hz and 7 kHz. Each sub output produced about 50 watts at clipping (at 75 Hz) with the crossover wide open.

Mission rates the main channels as -3 dB at 2 Hz and 80 kHz. The left channel approached this wide bandwidth (-3 dB at 8 Hz and 78 kHz), but the right side managed "only" 17 Hz and 22 kHz as -3 dB points — still excellent. Subwoofer output was a bit peaky but included useful infrasonic filtering (-30 dB or so at 12 Hz) and a fairly steep rolloff, roughly between 12 and 18 dB per octave depending on the selected crossover frequency. A-weighted S/N referred to 1 watt was 75 dB for the left and right channels (meeting the specified "95 dB," which presumably refers to full power) and about 68 dB in the surround channel. Crosstalk at 1 kHz in Pro Logic surround mode ranged from 65 dB (left-right) to 27 dB (center-right). All in all, more than solid performance for such a heavily integrated layout. —D.K.
Since there's no law that says you can't put your TV directly on top of the M-Time cabinet and stack the electronics/center-speaker module on top of the TV (assuming it fits), I tried this (it required extending the supplied subwoofer leads). While the resulting sandwich was a bit on the precarious side, there was a marked improvement in front-stage tonal balance.

On other fronts, M-Time's FM tuner sounded good with strong, clear signals but no better than average with weak or crowded ones. More seriously, there is no manual tuning mode, so if you want to tune in weak stations you're out of luck: The seek-tuning routine passes these by altogether. The tuner's AM performance was nonexistent at my semi-rural location: With the supplied loop antenna, it failed to bring in a single AM signal — a hum- mer come baseball season. On the bright side, at least for radio fans, the tuner has a whopping twenty-eight presets, each of which will hold an FM or AM station.

In addition to Pro Logic and 3-Channel Logic, M-Time has four analog music-surround modes: Church, Club, Hall, and Stadium, all of which offer various combinations of ambiance extraction, channel routing, and delay. All were unusually subtle — even pleasing with some program material. Even better, M-Time includes a clever feature that I fervently wish every surround-sound designer would copy: twenty-eight programmable memory banks, each of which can be used to assign various surround-mode and level settings to a particular input. For example, you could create a preset for classical music that links the CD input with the Hall surround mode and level settings of, say, -3 dB for the center channel and +1 dB for the surrounds. Another preset might link the FM source button with a cut in the subwoofer channel (to compensate for most commercial broadcasts' insistent bassiness). The possibilities are almost endless, and with twenty-eight presets you should be able to cover the bases.

To evaluate the multiroom capabilities of M-Time, I set up a temporary second zone by routing a trio of 30-foot RCA cables out a window and up to a second-story bedroom equipped with a good 20-inch stereo monitor and a pair of speakers. To select an A/V (or audio-only) source for the remote area, you hit the Zone 2 key on the front panel, which changes the green LED inset in the currently selected source button to red. While still in "red mode," select any source, and the appropriate signal is routed to Zone 2 without affecting the volume and surround settings of the source playing in the main room. Mission supplies a wireless "X-pander" RF remote for controlling volume and preset up/down selection from Zone 2 — or just about anywhere in the house for that matter.

M-Time's multiroom functions worked very well, delivering video and audio performance on a par with the quality of the signals delivered to the main system. Why Mission chose not to include source-selection and additional source-component controls on its X-pander remote, or at least offer them as an option, is a mystery, though. And as far as I know there's no way to expand functionality using an aftermarket RF remote because Zone-2 commands cannot be invoked via an infrared remote control and thus cannot be "taught" to a learning remote. Consequently, source selection for the second zone must be done manually in the main room.

Okay, it's time for the M-Time tally. On the plus side, you get a very competent core home-theater system in an exceptionally elegant and well-integrated package. You also get a potentially valuable turn-key remote-room system (less TV and speakers), limited component storage, a decent center speaker, and compact dual subwoofers. On the down side, it costs $4,000 — which is not unreasonable for all those goodies but a significant sum nonetheless.

While you could save some money and perhaps upgrade performance here and there by going the separates route, you'd be giving up the highest degree of integration and space efficiency I know of in the realm of serious home-theater gear. You'd also be giving up a piece of striking industrial design that would be impossible to duplicate. These factors will prove well worth the additional expense to some people and clearly not to others. But however you view it, Mission's thought-provoking M-Time is an exercise in audio/video design and execution that deserves close scrutiny by all home-theater buffs — and designers — if only to experience an alternate reality for the surround-system paradigm.

Mission Electronics, Dept. SR, 400 Matheson Blvd. E., Unit 31, Mississauga, Ontario L4Z 1NS
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## SIX CD PORTABLES

### Life's A Beach

**By Ken C. Pohlmann**

The first portable CD player I reviewed (and the first one ever made) was the Sony D-5. It weighed in at a hefty 1½ pounds, not counting the six C-cell batteries needed to power it. It was vulnerable to shock and vibration, and its sound quality was not its finest asset. In 1985 it cost $300. Figuring about 4 percent inflation per year, that same player would cost around $460 today. Although the D-5 was a miracle when it was introduced, compared with modern CD players it is truly an antique.

Today's portable players are smaller, lighter, and more resistant to shock, they sound better, and they're far cheaper. You can find a multitude of excellent CD portables with list prices hovering around the $200 mark. If you worked backward, these players would have sold for a mere $130 in 1985. But it's the Nineties, and we have come to expect miracles from the consumer-electronics industry. Frankly, we're all busier now than we were in the Eighties, and there are more ways to spend our leisure time. If we get tired of listening to music, we might fire up our home theaters, paint some pictures on our PC's, or surf the World Wide Web. To compete for our dollars and our time, today's audio products have to be darn good. So exactly how good are today's portable CD players?

To answer that question I gathered a half-dozen of the latest offerings from Aiwa, Fisher, Kenwood, Magnavox, Panasonic, and Sony. To keep the playing field level and ascertain value at a moderate price, I looked for players costing around $200; ultimately, my choices ranged from $180 to $225.

First, I examined each player's styling and features. I loaded each one with a fresh set of rechargeable batteries to test playing time, then ran each of them through a battery of bench tests. Then I ran myself up and down Miami Beach, each player strapped to my torso, to test their jogworthiness. Afterward I listened to all the players using reference-quality headphones. Finally, considering all the pros and cons, weighing their importance and irrelevance, I passed judgment.

By and large, the six players proved to be remarkable for what they have in common. All of the manufacturers have crammed an unusual amount of high technology into today's tiny CD portables, bringing the conveniences of typical home players to units you can cradle in your hand or slip into your briefcase.

For example, along with the usual play/pause, stop, and track-search buttons, all of the portables I tested offered fast audible scanning, typically...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aiwa</td>
<td>XP700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>PC-D5700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenwood</td>
<td>DPC-761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnavox</td>
<td>AZ6848</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic</td>
<td>SL-S341C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>D-345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
activated by holding down the next or previous track button. Sequential track programming, in some cases of up to twenty-four tracks, was also part of the course. Intro scan, which pays the first few seconds of each track on a disc, was available on some units. So were a variety of repeat and play modes, including one-track, all-track, and random.

To varying degrees, these units also offered features you won’t find on home CD players. Each has a hold button to lock the controls and prevent inadvertent operation during transport or use. Some offer bass-boost or even digital signal processing to enhance playback through headphones.

Also, all these portables feature an antishock system. Engaging the system bumps up the rotational speed of the disc and switches on a buffer memory. The increased rotational speed allows data to be loaded from the disc more rapidly than it is played, with the excess being stored in the buffer. When mistracking occurs, the player draws data from the buffer without interrupting the audio output. If vibration persists and the buffer memory is quickly depleted, the primary downside is that using the fast rotational speed and the buffer increases power draw, which reduces battery playing time.

Besides their special features, CD portables also tend to come with their own breed of accessories. Headphones are de rigueur, with external (over-the-ear) phones more common than earbuds among the better players. Other common extras (though not always supplied) include rechargeable batteries, a combination AC power adaptor and charger, a car-lighter power adaptor, and a cassette-style adaptor that will let you play CD's through a car system’s cassette head unit.

Aiwa XP700

The Aiwa XP700, like all of the players that are reviewed here uses a 1-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converter. It has a plastic clamshell case that’s slight-
will resume playback once you turn it on again more or less from the point where you stopped (±30 seconds). The same switch is also used to simultaneously activate the hold function, locking the controls.

The XP700 is accompanied by an AC adaptor/charger and takes two AA batteries. Unlike most of the other players in these tests, it does not come with rechargeable batteries or, for that matter, even dry-cell batteries. It does, however, come with a plastic battery case that attaches to the back of the unit and holds two additional AA’s to allow extended play. The owner’s manual suggests that playing time is 9 hours with alkaline dry cells and the antishock circuitry on, 10 hours with alkaline dry cells and the antishock off. If the external battery case is added, playing times are said to jump up to 18 and 20 hours.

### Fisher PC-D5700

The Fisher PC-D5700 has a conventional plastic clamshell case with a rounded and angled front panel. There are the usual transport functions as well as a fast-scan mode. (Perhaps I’ve grown unduly impatient, but the scanning on this player seemed a bit slow to me.)

A P.Mode button is used in conjunction with other keys to program up to twenty-two tracks. The same button also accesses a variety of play modes including one-track repeat, all-track repeat, intro scan (first 10 seconds of each track), random repeat, program repeat, and programmed play. An Anti-Skip button engages a 10-second buffer memory. Also on hand is a DSP button that can increase bass, ambience, or bass and ambience together. Your choice is indicated by red LED’s below the control panel.

The LCD readout can show elapsed track time, remaining track time, or total tracks and time remaining. There is also a low-battery indicator as well as a graphic display showing the anti-shock buffer level. When you use the external power input, both the LCD and the buttons are back-lit; when the unit is running on battery power, they are only lit momentarily as the buttons are pressed.

The PC-D5700 is unusually well equipped with accessories, among them a rechargeable battery that slips into the internal AA battery compartment and, notably, a soft carrying case with strap. Such cases were once a staple with CD portables but seem to have largely disappeared.

### Kenwood DPC-761

Kenwood’s DPC-761 has a conventional gray plastic case with rounded front, but its control buttons are located on the top of the clamshell in the rear, a nice design that eases disc access.

Up to twenty tracks can be programmed using the P.Mode button and the previous and next track buttons. In addition, if the P.Mode button is pressed twice, it engages a special AI Edit mode in which all of the tracks on a disc are played within a specified time interval (15, 30, 45 or 60 minutes). The player checks how many tracks are on the disc and calculates an equal playing time for each track based on the chosen interval, fading out each track and skipping to the next accordingly.

### Magnavox AZ6848

The Magnavox AZ6848 resides in a gray case with a rounded front that, like those of the Aiwa and Fisher players, is a bit bigger than the rest. The buttons are big and sculpted for easy operation. Interestingly, inside the clamshell is a unique slide switch to select either green or orange illumination of the LCD and back-lighted buttons, though these are illuminated only when the external power jack is used.
A mode button selects the various playback options, and a program button is used along with the track buttons to store up to twenty tracks. Magnavox also provides a DSC (Digital Sound Control) button to select different EQ settings including Car, Jazz, and Rock; only the audio signal at the headphone jack is affected. All the buttons feel solid and deliver a nice click when they're pressed — a welcome perk. A slide switch turns on the 3-second Electronic Shock Absorption (ESA) buffer memory.

This player offers a large, easy-to-read LCD with alphanumerics for track numbers and times as well as labels for all engaged functions and a graphic that shows the state of the buffer memory. There is an "empty battery" indicator for both dry-cell and Ni-Cd batteries and also a "weak battery" indicator for dry cells.

Magnavox sportingly provides a plethora of accessories, including, among others, a mini-plug-to-RCA adaptor cable and a snap-on plastic base plate for mounting the player in a car. The AZ6848 incorporates an internal battery case that holds four AA batteries; four Rayovac Renewal rechargeable alkalines were boxed with my test sample as part of a Magnavox promotion, though only regular Ni-Cd rechargeable batteries can be charged with the supplied 6-volt AC adaptor/charger. The owner's manual advises that playing time is 9 hours with four alkaline batteries, 3 hours with four regular Ni-Cd batteries.

Panasonic SL-S341C

Panasonic's SL-S341C features a compact and nicely contoured black plastic case that is rounded in front and back and has small sculpted buttons. The primary controls are located on the sloping front panel. A Memory/Recall button is used to program up to twenty-four tracks, and a repeat button selects one-track or all-track repeat.

All other controls are located on the right side of the chassis — good for righties, perhaps not so good for lefties. Among them are slide switches for a 10-second Extra Anti-Shock memory system and a bass-boost circuit. There is also a nicely recessed headphone jack that prevents the plug from protruding too far.

Underneath is a battery compartment that holds two rechargeable or dry-cell AA batteries, though none are included with the player. The owner's manual advises that playing time is 10 hours with two alkaline batteries and the antishock circuit deactivated.

The LCD, nicely back-lit when the player is used with the AC adaptor, offers alphanumerics for track numbers and times, function labels, a low-battery indicator, a buffer-level indicator, and various messages — including a thoughtful "Sorry" in the event the buffer runs out and play is interrupted.
Sony D-345

The Sony D-345 features an essentially round case, and its overall footprint is about the size of a disc. The clamshell lid contains the primary controls, including transport keys, a button to turn on the 10-second Electronic Shock Protection (ESP) system, and Play Mode and Repeat/Enter buttons. Pressing the transport keys results in a short beep in the headphones to confirm operation (the beep can be defeated by pressing and holding the stop button while connecting power to the unit).

The Play Mode and Repeat/Enter buttons are used to select intro scan (first 15 seconds of each track), onetrack play, or shuffle (random) play, with a repeat option for each mode, or to program playback of up to twenty-two tracks. Sony is guilty of some poor ergonomics here. Consider: To repeat all tracks, you hit the Repeat/Enter button. But to repeat only one track, you must first sequence through a menu with the Play Mode button, then hit the Repeat/Enter button. It’s confusing and inconvenient to use two different operations to select similar functions. The LCD messages can also be misleading. For example, cycling through the Play Mode menu to find the one-track repeat mode results in a “1” appearing in the LCD, which suggests that the feature is activated. But if you don’t hit the Repeat/Enter button (which adds a hairpin arrow icon to the display), the player remains in onetrack play mode and thus stops and turns off at the end of the track. Say what?

Other unusual controls on this unit include a separate Charge button, to connect the AC adaptor to internal batteries for charging, and a switch labeled AVLS, for Automatic Volume Limiter System, which restricts maximum playback volume to prevent hearing damage. There is a dedicated slide switch to activate resume play and another to turn on the hold function. The headphone jack is accompanied by a flat connector socket used with a remote-control headphone.

Beneath the unit is a battery compartment that holds two rechargeable or dry-cell AA batteries. The owner’s manual advises that a pair of alkaline batteries provides 8 hours of playback with ESP on, 12 hours with it off. With Sony BP-DM10 rechargeable batteries, rated at 650 milliamperes/hour, playing time is said to be 3 hours with ESP on, 3½ hours with it off. With Sony BP-DM20 batteries, rated at 1,100 milliamperes/hour, playing times are given as 6 and 7 hours, respectively.

The LCD shows track numbers and times, labels for the various play modes, and icons for repeat play and battery level. There is a label for ESP playback but no buffer-level indicator.

Bench Tests

CD player design has come a long way since the first portable player was introduced, even at a $200 price point. Measurements on all six of these players were pretty impressive. In fact, although individual players fared better or worse in specific tests, no single player emerged as an outright winner or loser by a significant margin. In terms of frequency response, the Fisher player showed the steepest high-frequency rolloff, down 2.55 dB at 20 kHz. The Sony was the best behaved, with a modest 1.1 dB rolloff, and the Magnavox was close behind at -1.3 dB.

In terms of A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), the Fisher was slightly inferior to the others at 86.5 dB, and the Panasonic was only a tad better at 87.2 dB. The Sony player was the S/N champion with an excellent reading of 104.1 dB. In measurements of total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD+N) at a 0-dB level, the Fisher, at 0.18 percent, performed relatively poorly compared with the others, and the Aiwa hovered nearby at 0.12 percent. The Kenwood had the best reading, 0.039 percent.

The Magnavox was the linearity champion, measuring a 0-dB error at -90 dB. The Fisher was almost as good with a +0.1-dB error. The Panasonic had a problem with this test, showing a -6.1-dB error on two different preproduction samples. An error this large in a modern player often indicates an engineering flaw, though it wasn’t apparent in my listening tests. Conversely, the Panasonic showed the best tracking ability, playing through a 2,500-micrometer (μm) defect. The Aiwa proved to be nearly as good by tracking a 2,400-μm defect. The Fisher was the poorest in this department, failing to track anything larger than a 750-μm defect. Generally speaking, then, the Fisher player fell a bit short of the others on the bench in most critical areas, but no player was clearly superior in all respects.
Battery/Shock Tests

In some cases, the battery playing times stated in the owner’s manuals were optimistic; perhaps some sort of secret super-long-life batteries were employed by the factory technicians. To perform a consistent test of each player’s battery life, I purchased a number of new AA nickel-cadmium rechargeable batteries. Although alkaline dry cells yield a longer playing time, I personally prefer Ni-Cd’s because they can be used reliably over time, I personally prefer Ni-Cd’s because they can be used reliably over time, I personally prefer Ni-Cd’s because they can be used reliably over time, I personally prefer Ni-Cd’s because they can be used reliably over time. However, manufacturers have apparently abandoned mechanical methods and rely solely on the electronic buffer memory to do the job, no doubt because electronic methods are cheaper and require less space to implement.

At any rate, without antishock, I found all the players to be surprisingly sensitive — you certainly couldn’t jog with them. Nonetheless, some did fare just a little better than the others. The Fisher player was the best in this regard, followed by the Aiwa, Kenwood, and Magnavox, the Panasonic and Sony players tied for last place.

With the antishock feature activated it was a different story, and all the players became quite shock-resistant — up to a point. Specifically, they could withstand shocks that caused mistracking for as long as their buffer memories were outputting data. When a buffer runs out, of course, the audio output stops until the shock subsides and tracking can resume. With a 10-second buffer, there’s usually enough time to cover most bumps and jolts a player is likely to encounter, although a rapid succession of jolts will eventually empty the buffer.

Four of the players (Aiwa, Fisher, Panasonic, and Sony) have 10-second buffers. In each case, sound output continued for 10 seconds after the onset of a lengthy series of jolts, occasionally with very minor sonic glitches as data flowed from the buffer. In some cases, as I later verified on the test bench, some noise and distortion were added to the signal when the buffer was engaged. The Aiwa unit, in particular, also suffered from a cumulative distortion effect. I found (and Aiwa warns about this in a page appended to its product documentation) that if the antishock button is switched on and off repeatedly, sound output may become distorted; you have to hit the stop button and start playback again to clear things up.

The Kenwood’s buffer can be set to either 5 or 11 seconds. Sound quality was not affected in the 5-second mode, but audible distortion appeared when the 11-second mode was engaged. The Magnavox has only a 3-second buffer memory, so it is vulnerable to shocks that last longer than 3

**Highlights:**
- 10-second antishock buffer
- Detachable bass boost
- Twenty-four-track programming
- Resume play
- Back-lit LCD

**Supplied Accessories:**
- Over-the-ear headphones
- AC adapter/charger
- Car cassette adaptor

**Maximum Rated Playing Time**
With two alkalines: antishock on, 6 hours; antishock off, 10 hours

**Dimensions (WxHxD):** 5 1/4″ x 1 1/2″ x 5 1/2″

**Weight (without batteries):** 8 ounces

**Price:** $200

**Manufacturer:** Panasonic, Dept. SR, One Panasonic Way, Seacaucus, NJ 07094

---

**Specifications:**
- **Panasonic SL-S341C**
- **Sony D-345**
**LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AIWA XP700</th>
<th>FISHER PC-D5700</th>
<th>KENWOOD DPC-761</th>
<th>MAGNAVOX AZ6848</th>
<th>PANASONIC SL-5541C</th>
<th>SONY D-345</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL</strong></td>
<td>0.56 volt</td>
<td>0.84 volt</td>
<td>0.82 volt</td>
<td>1.0 volt</td>
<td>0.7 volt</td>
<td>0.64 volt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FREQUENCY RESPONSE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(20 Hz to 20 kHz)</td>
<td>+0.7, -1.8 dB</td>
<td>+0, -2.55 dB</td>
<td>+0.2, -2.2 dB</td>
<td>+0.1, -1.3 dB</td>
<td>+0.2, -1.1 dB</td>
<td>+0.2, -1.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DE-EMPHASIS ERROR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(at 16 kHz)</td>
<td>+0.2 dB</td>
<td>+0.1 dB</td>
<td>+0.06 dB</td>
<td>-0.1 dB</td>
<td>-0.1 dB</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHANNEL SEPARATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 100 Hz</td>
<td>46.8 dB</td>
<td>47.7 dB</td>
<td>32.9 dB</td>
<td>50.4 dB</td>
<td>45.4 dB</td>
<td>52.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 1 kHz</td>
<td>46.7 dB</td>
<td>47.8 dB</td>
<td>52.4 dB</td>
<td>51.8 dB</td>
<td>45.2 dB</td>
<td>52.6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 20 kHz</td>
<td>35.3 dB</td>
<td>38.2 dB</td>
<td>69.9 dB</td>
<td>40.5 dB</td>
<td>35.7 dB</td>
<td>41.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIGNAL-TO-NOISE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio (A-weighted)</td>
<td>92.3 dB</td>
<td>86.5 dB</td>
<td>91.1 dB</td>
<td>100.7 dB</td>
<td>87.2 dB</td>
<td>104.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DYNAMIC RANGE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A-weighted)</td>
<td>82.6 dB</td>
<td>98.8 dB</td>
<td>91.4 dB</td>
<td>101.7 dB</td>
<td>99.5 dB</td>
<td>91.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISTORTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(THD + N at 1 kHz)</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
<td>0.039%</td>
<td>0.056%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>0.055%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 0 dB</td>
<td>0.93%</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 0 dB, antishock on</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
<td>0.039/0.18%*</td>
<td>0.056%</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LINEARITY ERROR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at -70 dB</td>
<td>+0.2 dB</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
<td>-0.1 dB</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
<td>-0.5 dB</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at -80 dB</td>
<td>+0.4 dB</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
<td>+0.4 dB</td>
<td>+0.1 dB</td>
<td>-2.1 dB</td>
<td>+0.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at -90 dB</td>
<td>+0.9 dB</td>
<td>+0.1 dB</td>
<td>+1.6 dB</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
<td>-6.1 dB</td>
<td>+1.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXCESS NOISE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 bits (EN16)</td>
<td>14.8 dB</td>
<td>8.8 dB</td>
<td>7.3 dB</td>
<td>4.2 dB</td>
<td>5 dB</td>
<td>8.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 bits (EN20)</td>
<td>31.85 dB</td>
<td>24.7 dB</td>
<td>21.6 dB</td>
<td>17.7 dB</td>
<td>18.8 dB</td>
<td>22.8 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUANTIZATION NOISE</strong></td>
<td>66.2 dB</td>
<td>86.0 dB</td>
<td>83.8 dB</td>
<td>79.6 dB</td>
<td>85.5 dB</td>
<td>85.9 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERCHANNEL PHASE</strong></td>
<td>0.5 degree</td>
<td>1.2 degrees</td>
<td>1.1 degree</td>
<td>0.5 degree</td>
<td>0.3 degree</td>
<td>1.1 degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHIFT</strong> (at 20 kHz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pierre Verany #2 test disc)</td>
<td>2,400 μm</td>
<td>750 μm</td>
<td>1,250 μm</td>
<td>1,500 μm</td>
<td>2,500 μm</td>
<td>1,000 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEFECT TRACKING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3 hr, 5 min)</td>
<td>3 hrs, 55 min</td>
<td>1 hr, 55 min</td>
<td>3 hrs, 20 min</td>
<td>3 hrs, 35 min **</td>
<td>3 hrs, 35 min</td>
<td>5 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IMPACT RESISTANCE</strong></td>
<td>C/C</td>
<td>C/C</td>
<td>C/D</td>
<td>D/C</td>
<td>D/D</td>
<td>D/D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 5-second antishock mode/11-second antishock mode ** using four AA batteries (others require only two)

Two New CD Player Tests

With this article Stereo Review is introducing two new tests for CD players: Excess Noise measured at 16-bit and 20-bit resolutions (EN16 and EN20, respectively). EN16 results indicate how well players reproduce the standard 16-bit CD dynamic range. The EN20 test shows how well they do recording made using extended dynamic range processes — so-called "20-bit" or even "24-bit" CD's. EN20 is the first test ever developed specifically to measure this aspect of CD player performance.

A full explanation of the test rationale and methodology will appear in a later article. For now, suffice it to say that special low-level test signals were generated by computer and saved on a recordable CD. The EN16 and EN20 numbers represent a player's deviation from theoretically perfect performance. Choose players with lower EN numbers, as they represent dynamic-range performance that's closer to the ideal. Note that EN20 is an extremely difficult test for present-day digital-to-analog converter circuits, so don't expect to see EN20 results as good as those for EN16 for some time, if ever.

Both EN16 and EN20 results must be interpreted along with the results from a traditional linearity test conducted at -90 dB. It is possible for a product to perform better on EN16 tests at the expense of linearity. Conversely, a player can't do outstandingly well in EN20 without good linearity. In the case of identical EN results between two players, opt for the player with less linearity deviation (that is, disregarding the plus or minus sign).

With the EN20 measurement our margin of error at this stage of the test's development is about ±1 dB, so EN20 results that are within a decibel of each other should be considered identical. Also note that, in the real world, the 20-bit noise levels we're talking about are hovering around the threshold of hearing. Nonetheless, truly superior EN20 performance (say, something lower than 10 dB, which we haven't yet encountered) would indicate a player that provides outstanding performance on standard CD's and one that would have such low noise levels with extended-dynamic-range CD's that it would contribute virtually no audible noise to the recording itself. The recording would then become the limiting factor.

—David Ranada
Sound Quality

The headphones supplied with CD portables vary widely, and their sound quality is almost always inferior to the signal quality available at the headphone jack. To keep things fair and get a better feel for the ultimate performance of each player, I used a pair of Sennheiser HD 475 ($150) headphones as a reference. These are high-quality, open-air headphones with a 60-ohm nominal impedance and a rated sensitivity of 94 dB at 1 kHz.

First I listened to each player with its antishock feature engaged (and with the Kenwood's buffer set for 11 seconds). As noted, five of the six players exhibited increased noise and distortion. The Magnavox did not, and the Kenwood overcame this flaw when its buffer was set to 3 seconds. I suspect that this effect is the result of using some sort of data reduction to decrease the bit rate, which effectively increases the buffer size.

The sound quality with the antishock circuits activated was certainly not horrible, but the difference can be audible. On one hand, this is not a serious problem—if you're listening in a situation where the player is jumping around, sound quality is probably not the most important issue. For stationary listening in a quiet environment, however, it's important to switch off the antishock circuit or decrease the buffer time. Interestingly, although five of the six players exhibited this flaw, only the Panasonic and Kenwood owner's manuals pointed it out.

With the antishock circuits turned off and the players secure in my listening room, I focused my ears on the finer points. As the bench tests suggest, each player's sound quality was quite good. When I listened through the Sennheiser headphones or an external playback system, overall noise was quite low, as was distortion. Frequency response was pretty good, as were such other parameters as channel separation, dynamic range, quantization noise, and so on.

After a long listening session, I could not reliably pick out any one player as having better sound quality than its colleagues, nor could I find one that was clearly inferior. Given the tight price range, this was no surprise. Indeed, these players would have to be auditioned against each other for a better reference player to ascertain their sonic deficiencies. In that case, you might conclude that they lacked the extra smoothness and sense of ambience that only the best players can deliver. Given the low price point, however, it's safe to say that each player provides a level of sound quality that is very appropriate for a portable and on par with the others in this group.

Conclusions

All the players tested were fairly close in terms of features, measured performance, and sound quality. They did differ in battery playing time and supplied accessories, though here, too, the differences were often quite minimal.

Overall, the Fisher PCD-5700 was my least favorite. Though it sounded as good as the others, comparatively speaking it showed a number of weaknesses in the test bench, including frequency response, S/N, THD—N, and tracking. Distortion rose even higher when the antishock circuit was turned on, and its playing time of 1 hour, 55 minutes with my fully charged NiCd's was way too short. To its credit, it was the least vulnerable to shock when its antishock circuit was off, it had good D/A linearity, and it comes with a number of useful accessories, including batteries.

The Magnavox AZ6848 player was excellent on the test bench and also comes with many good accessories, and I appreciated its degradation-free antishock buffer. Nonetheless, the 3-second memory is simply too short for some portable applications and limits the player's real-world utility. In addition, although it had reasonable playing time, it required four batteries to achieve it instead of only two.

The Panasonic SL-S341C player came up a bit short on the test bench in terms of D/A linearity, though it had the best defect tracking in the group and its playing time was good.

It also had a nice compact footprint. It comes with some useful accessories, but these don't include rechargeable batteries.

The Aiwa XP-700 player performed well on the bench and in particular showed excellent tracking ability. In addition, its playing time was very good. Nonetheless, it comes in a fairly bare-bones package that is mostly devoid of accessories.

The Kenwood DPC-761 nosed ahead of most of the other players. It was good on the test bench, with the lowest distortion measurements. But I particularly liked this player because of its switchable antishock circuit, which provides either a very long buffer with slightly degraded audio quality or a short buffer with no degradation, the best of both worlds. Moreover, it comes packed with accessories. On the downside, its playing time was only mediocre.

By the slimmest of margins, the Sony D-345 was my favorite in this group. It was strong on the test bench, has a very small footprint, and, above all, provided the longest battery playing time. It does have some ergonomic flaws, however, and could be improved with a switchable antishock circuit and more accessories, including rechargeable batteries.

Given how close these different models are in performance, your choice can reasonably be based on such things as specific programming features, playing time, shock resistance, or another aspect that's important to you. Whichever model you choose, however, rest assured that your $200 or so is buying a piece of electronics that was simply unimaginable at that price only ten years ago.
Raise the curtain on a conventional home theater and listen closely. What's missing? • The theater. • Until recently, the expansive acoustic environment that helps give a real movie palace its sense of grandeur just didn't seem possible from a sound system sandwiched between a sofa, a coffee table and a couple of ficus trees. • Decades of Yamaha experience in churches and concert halls around the world. • Seven-channel amplification sends 80 watts to each of the main, center and rear speakers, plus 25 watts to both front effects speakers. Analog, video and S-video, plus RF, coaxial and optical digital inputs link you to today's and tomorrow's Dolby Surround AC-3 components.
Proprietary Yamaha processing techniques maintain the depth, openness and realism the director envisioned when mixing the original soundtrack for the big screen. While also preserving the directional relationships of every sound. So you hear each note – and every squeak, creak, rattle and roar – placed exactly where the director intended. • We call it Tri-Field Processing. And it's made possible by the latest generation of the Yamaha Cinema DSP technology that's kept us at the forefront of home theater for more than a decade. • For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-4YAMAHA. Or visit us on the web at http://www.yamaha.com • Then listen to the DSP-A3090 and hear the results for yourself. • You may take home a 1200-seat movie theater. But you'll still only have to vacuum under the couch.

YAMAHA®
WHERE HOME THEATER LIVES

The Technology
The sophisticated micro-circuitry that makes our new Cinema DSP possible is designed and produced exclusively by Yamaha. Our microprocessors apply the vast library of sound field data we’ve amassed creating products for audio professionals, both on the stage and in the studio. And they’re manufactured with the advanced processes we’ve perfected through years of experience fabricating our own custom chips.
Dolby Digital, the new surround system that’s currently the talk of the town, finds itself in a familiar position for most new technologies. On one hand, manufacturers are eager to offer the latest and greatest technology, if for no other reason than to keep up with the high-tech Joneses. On the other, many of these same companies worry about making obsolete their bread-and-butter components — the Dolby Pro Logic-based processors, preamps, and A/V receivers that have fueled the home-theater boom.

For those readers just back from an extended tour of duty in the Biosphere, Dolby Digital, the new name for what was formerly known as Dolby Surround AC-3 Digital, is the surround-sound system used in many of today’s state-of-the-art movie theaters and a small but growing number of home theaters. The system is often referred to simply as AC-3, the name of the surround-sound system used in many of today’s state-of-the-art movie theaters and a small but growing number of home theaters. The system is often referred to simply as AC-3, the name of the perceptual-coding scheme it uses to squeeze six channels of audio into a data stream running at 384 kilobytes per second, about a quarter of the data rate of an ordinary two-channel CD. Modeled on the way the human ear works, perceptual coders shrink the data stream by discarding sounds that are either too soft to hear or masked by louder sounds. While many audiophiles and sound engineers continue to debate just how “transparent” the AC-3 data-reduction process is, most agree that it delivers sound that is quite close to CD quality. Either way, Dolby Digital offers several clear-cut advantages over Dolby Pro Logic, the system used to decode the many thousands of existing four-channel Dolby Surround soundtracks.

First and foremost, Dolby Digital provides “5.1” discrete digital channels compared with Pro Logic’s four matrixed analog channels (four channels encoded into two channels during recording and decoded back to four on playback). The AC-3 channel layout is left, center, and right in front, left and right surround in the rear, and a sixth channel (the “.1”), called low-frequency-effects (LFE), to feed one or more subwoofers. Key benefits include improved dynamic range and channel separation.

Each of Dolby Digital’s six channels has at least 85 dB of dynamic range, perhaps 10 dB better than typical Pro Logic, which goes a long way toward enhancing realism. And because the system is digital, there can be full separation between all channels, which means, among other things, a more distinct-sounding center channel — important in a dialogue-intensive medium like movies — and lower noise. Even top-of-the-line Pro Logic components are plagued by noise, especially in the surround channel, caused mostly by unavoidable matrixing artifacts as well as by the effects of channel separation that varies with frequency content and signal level.

Second, in sharp contrast to Pro Logic’s bandwidth-limited (100 Hz to 7 kHz) mono surround channel, which is usually reproduced by two speakers, Dolby Digital provides two discrete surround channels capable of delivering full-range stereo. That puts an extremely flexible and powerful tool for creating ambient and spatial effects in the hands of film sound engineers. Rear sounds can be panned from left to right or placed anywhere in between, something that simply can’t be done with Dolby Surround/Pro Logic.

Third, Dolby Digital’s LFE subwoofer channel, which handles only frequencies below 120 Hz, opens up the potential for far more deep-bass energy than is possible with Dolby Pro Logic. The catch is, you need a playback system that can reproduce it.

To experience the sonic thrills afforded by Dolby Digital at home, you’ll need a laserdisc player with an AC-3 RF output, an AC-3 decoder (outboard or built into another component), five or six channels of amplification, at least five speakers (preferably five plus a subwoofer), and, last but certainly not least, some Dolby Digital program material.

As of this writing, Dolby Digital soundtracks exist on only about four dozen laserdiscs (see box on page 75). Note that these discs still carry the familiar Dolby Surround soundtrack to
Kenwood's flagship KC-21 tuner/preamp ($2,800) is one of the more distinctive Dolby Digital components in terms of features and styling. Besides AC-3 and digital Pro Logic decoding, it offers a THX processing node, two-zone control, and a touch-screen remote that transmits signals over the 900-MHz radio band.
Dolby Digital Surround

Upgrading Harman Kardon's AVR 80 THX receiver to AC-3 is a straightforward matter of plugging an outboard decoder into the six discrete-channel RCA inputs on its rear panel. It also has a stereo digital input and is rated to deliver 85 watts across the front and 50 watts to each surround.

Meridian's Model 565 digital surround processor ($4,490) features proprietary AC-3 decoding software, a THX 5.1 mode, and a slew of surround modes for music. In AC-3 mode, you can adjust dynamic range, bass level, and signal delay for all channels or each one separately.

Adding Rotel's soon-to-be-released RDA-980 outboard AC-3 decoder (not shown) to the RSP-980 THX-certified surround processor ($1,300) is a one-plug affair thanks to the computer-style DB-25 multipin connector that links the components. The RDA-980 will sell for less than $1,000.

Maintain compatibility with Pro Logic components, which will continue to be the primary surround-sound system for years to come. But with the recent selection of AC-3 as the audio standard for the U.S. version of the DVD (digital videodisc) system, Dolby Digital soundtracks will also appear on the DVD movie discs slated to hit stores later this year when the first DVD players arrive. And let's not forget that AC-3 audio is part of the high-definition TV (HDTV) system being readied for introduction next year.

So what's happening on the Dolby Digital electronics front? After a slow start in 1995, which saw only a handful of AC-3 components reach store shelves, things are finally picking up steam. In addition to more than a dozen AC-3-ready laserdisc players now on the market, a number of companies have announced, or are already selling, stand-alone AC-3 decoders or A/V components that have either AC-3 inputs or built-in AC-3 decoders.

LASERDISC PLAYERS AND RECEIVERS

Combination laserdisc/CD players that are equipped with an AC-3 RF output are now available from a number of manufacturers, including Pioneer, Yamaha, RCA, Panasonic, Denon, Marantz, Runco, Theta Digital, and Mitsubishi. Pioneer has two new models, the CLD-D505 ($650) and the CLD-D605 ($1,000), both of which offer hands-off dual-side play. The company has also announced its intentions to market the world's first combination CD/laserdisc/DVD machine this fall. Panasonic recently introduced its first AC-ready model, the LX-H680, an autoreverse player that lists for $600.

Once you have a player that can spit out the six-channel AC-3 signal, you'll need a decoding device of some sort. An A/V receiver that incorporates the whole digital-surround enchilada provides a very cost-effective way to get into the AC-3 game — especially if the A/V receiver you already own can't be upgraded for digital surround. In one box you'll get both Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic decoding, five channels of power, a dedicated subwoofer output, and plenty of frills.

The least expensive AC-3 receiver at the moment is Kenwood's new KR-V990D ($1,200), which is rated to deliver 100 watts across the front and 70 watts to each surround channel, or 120 watts a side in two-channel stereo.
mode. Denon's AVR-3600, which is expected to sell for about $1,800 when it comes out in July, also features a digital Pro Logic decoder, a tuner equipped to decode text messages in special RDS (Radio Data System) broadcasts, and five 100-watt amplifiers that put out 200 watts per channel in stereo mode. Then there are Pioneer's groundbreaking AC-3 receivers, the $2,100 Elite VSX-99D and the $1,925 VSX-D3S (reviewed here last December), which have been on store shelves for months now.

OUTBOARD AC-3

Of course, if you have an existing home theater and want to upgrade to Dolby Digital, you can add an outboard decoder — but only if your system consists of discrete components or is built around an A/V receiver or integrated amplifier with preamp inputs for five channels (pretty rare). Since AC-3 demands five discrete channels of amplification, most mid-line Pro Logic receivers cannot be adapted for it; they don't make provisions for AC-3's LFE channel, and their surround-channel signal paths are usually mono. (Don't worry — there will soon be plenty of "AC-3-ready" A/V receivers to choose from.)

Outboard AC-3 decoders are available from several companies, or soon will be. Marantz's DP-870 ($699) provides six-channel input/output via conventional RCA jacks and is meant to be permanently patched between the preamp and power amp in a separates-based system or the pre-out/main-in jacks of a discrete-five-channel receiver or integrated amplifier (the subwoofer and its amp would connect directly to the DP-870). Unlike components that perform both AC-3 and Pro Logic decoding, the DP-870 decodes only AC-3 signals, through its AC-3 RF or digital inputs. Whenever a non-AC-3 signal appears at its inputs, it simply passes it directly to the power amplifiers.

Harman Kardon's forthcoming ADP-303 is conceptually similar to the DP-870, with a six-channel RCA-jack input/output that can be used to pass signals through from upstream surround processors or to loop them back to the few components that permit such an arrangement. (The company's recently introduced AVR 80 THX receiver has a six-channel input position just for a loop-back setup.) Due sometime this summer, the ADP-303 ($799) is built

While all of the dozen or so DVD players scheduled to hit store shelves in late 1996 or early 1997 will play regular CD's in addition to the DVD movie discs, only Pioneer has announced plans to sell a machine that also plays laserdiscs. Above is a prototype of that player.

To make the move to Dolby Digital as simple as possible, Onkyo uses a DB-25 multipin connector between its ED-901 outboard AC-3 decoder ($850) and TX-SV828 THX receiver ($1,500). The decoder features a Cinema Re-EQ control that engages a gentle treble rolloff in the front channels.

Panasonic's LX-H680 combination CD/laserdisc player ($600) is equipped with the special RF output needed to feed the six-channel digital AC-3 signal into a decoder. It offers dual-side play and has a servo system that adjusts the laser pickup and motor for optimum tracking.
Dolby Digital Surround

The retro-styled SA-TX30 A/V receiver from Technics ($800) has six discrete-channel inputs for a quick AC-3 upgrade. It packs a Dolby Pro Logic surround decoder with seven music modes and is rated to deliver 100 watts each to the three front speakers and 50 watts to each surround.

Succeeding Lexicon's benchmark CP-3 surround processor, the software-configurable DC-1 digital controller comes in three versions: a basic Dolby Pro Logic model ($1,995), a THX model ($2,295), and a top model offering both THX and AC-3 processing ($4,500).

Marantz's DP-870 AC-3 decoder ($699) performs AC-3 and Dolby Pro Logic decoding and provides six-channel input/output via RCA jacks. It connects between the preamp and power amp in a separates-based system or the pre-out/main-in jacks of a five-channel receiver or integrated amp.

Pioneer's Elite VSX-99 ($2,100) was the first A/V receiver with onboard AC-3 decoding to hit the market last year. It's rated to deliver 100 watts to each of five channels and has a subwoofer output as well as Dolby Pro Logic and several music-surround modes.

The Parasound P/DD-1500, which has three digital inputs plus the standard RF jack, performs either AC-3 or Pro Logic decoding; you can switch between the two or select a nonsurround mode. Or you can bypass it altogether when using the upstream component's surround processing. The decoder's AC-3 implementation is quite thorough. In addition to controls for dynamic range, center-channel delay, and LFE-channel level and destination, it also has a Re-EQ button on its remote control that engages a gentle treble rolloff in the front channels. Lucasfilm is only now allowing the THX re-equalization feature to be offered on its own (it's usually part of the three-prong Home THX process, which also includes timbre matching and surround decorrelation).

Onkyo's ED-901 AC-3 decoder, which may be on store shelves by the time you read this, is similar to the Parasound except that it doesn't provide Dolby Pro Logic decoding and offers only one fixed level of dynamic-range control. Expected to sell for less than $850, the ED-901 also has a re-equalization control, but Onkyo breaks away from the pack by employing the Motorola AC-3 chip rather than the Zoran device used by most other manufacturers. Onkyo, too, provides only the computer-style DB-25 connector for foolproof, one-cable hookup.

In this case, the preferred destination is Onkyo's flagship THX receivers, the Integra TX-SV919THX and the new TX-SV828 ($1,500), both of which sport an AC-3-ready DB-25 input. Three new A/V components from around the Zoran AC-3 DSP chip and has a front-panel master volume control as well as AC-3 RF and digital inputs.

A slightly different tack is taken by Parasound, with its forthcoming P/DD-1500 Dolby Digital surround decoder, which is expected to sell for about $600. This slim black box offers an AC-3 RF input and three digital inputs, but its only output is a computer-style twenty-five-pin DB-25 connector (a quasi-standard multichannel pathway officially supported by Lucasfilm and Dolby Labs). Hookup is simple — as long as the component you're connecting to has a DB-25 input, as does Parasound's P/SP-1500 THX preamp ($1,500). If it doesn't, you'll need to buy a DB-25-to-RCA-jack "snake" adaptor (Monster Cable makes one).
Rotel — the RTC-970 tuner/preamp ($800), RTC-985 THX tuner/preamp ($1,500), and RSP-980 THX processor ($1,300) — have rear-panel DB-25 connectors for easy hookup to the firm's soon-to-be-released RDA-980 outboard AC-3 decoder. Slated to hit store shelves in June with an under-$1,000 price tag, the RDA-980 is an AC-3-only device that provides the usual RF input plus two digital ports and a center-channel delay control but no dynamic-range control or Pro Logic mode.

Compared with the outboard decoders described above, the $1,530 SP-99D digital surround processor introduced last year by Pioneer is a different kettle of fish. Equipped with a pair of analog line inputs (which receive full analog-to-digital conversion), AC-3 RF and two digital inputs, and discrete six-channel RCA outputs, the SP-99D performs AC-3 and Pro Logic decoding in addition to offering three non-Dolby ambience-enhancement modes. While it's probably not the most cost-effective choice for systems that already include a high-quality Pro Logic or THX processor, it could be the ideal upgrade for owners of two-channel systems who don't want to be locked in to just one surround format.

If you're worrying about what you're going to plug your new AC-3 decoder into, relax. By the end of the summer, plenty of "AC-3-ready" receivers will be on the market. The companies leading the way here include Marantz, Sony, Onkyo, Harman Kardon, Technics, and Yamaha. What's "AC-3-ready" mean? Simply that the component has a six-channel (including subwoofer) input, either via RCA jacks or a DB-25 connector, ready to accept decoded AC-3 audio signals. Sony plans to add three AC-3-ready A/V re-
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**Dolby Digital Laserdiscs**

Unless otherwise noted, the following are currently available; list prices range from $34.95 to $49.95.

- **ALIVE** (Touchstone Pictures, dist. Image Entertainment). Release TBA.
- **ALIEN** (20th Century-Fox, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **ALIENS** (20th Century-Fox, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **AMADEUS** (Paramount, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **THE AMAZING PANDA ADVENTURE** (Warner Bros.).
- **BATMAN FOREVER** (Warner Bros.).
- **BEACH BOYS: AN AMERICAN BAND** (Pioneer Entertainment).
- **BRAVEHEART** (Paramount, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER** (Paramount, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **CONGO** (Paramount, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **DIE HARD** (20th Century-Fox, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **DIE HARD II: DIE HARDER** (20th Century-Fox, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **DIE HARD WITH A VENGEANCE** (20th Century-Fox, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **DON JUAN DEMARCO** (New Line, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **DROP ZONE** (Paramount, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **DR. ZHIVAGO** (MGM/UA, dist. Warner Bros.).
- **FORREST GUMP** (Paramount, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **FREE WILLY 2** (Warner Bros.).
- **GOLDFENEYE** (MGM/UA, dist. Warner Bros.). Release TBA.
- **GUYS AND DOLLS** (Hallmark, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE** (Warner Bros.).
- **JADE** (Paramount, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **JUDGE DREDD** (Buena Vista Pictures, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **A KID IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT** (Buena Vista Pictures, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **LEAVING LAS VEGAS** (MGM/UA, dist. Warner Bros.). Release TBA.
- **THE LION KING** (Walt Disney, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **LORD OF ILLUSIONS** (MGM/UA, dist. Warner Bros.).
- **A LITTLE PRINCESS** (Warner Bros.).
- **THE MADNESS OF KING GEORGE** (Samuel Goldwyn, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **MORTAL KOMBAT** (New Line, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **MY FAMILY** (New Line, dist. Image Entertainment).
- **OUTBREAK** (Warner Bros.).
- **PACIFIC SURF, MOOD TAPES** (Ron Roy Productions, dist. Image Entertainment). Release TBA.
- **RICHARD III** (MGM/UA, dist. Warner Bros.). Release TBA.
- **ROB ROY** (MGM/UA, dist. Warner Bros.).
- **ROLLING STONES LIVE AT THE MAX** (Imax, dist. Image Entertainment). Release TBA.
- **THE SANTA CLAUSE** (Warner Bros.).
- **SEVEN** (New Line, dist. Image Entertainment/Criterion).
- **SHOWGIRLS** (MGM/UA, dist. Image Entertainment). Release TBA.
- **SPACEBALLS** (MGM/UA, dist. Image Entertainment). Release TBA.
- **SPECIES** (MGM/UA, dist. Warner Bros.).
- **STARGATE** (Caroleco, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **STAR TREK: GENERATIONS** (Paramount, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT I, II, AND III** (MGM/UA, dist. Warner Bros.).
- **UNDER SEIGE** (Warner Bros.). Release TBA.
- **UNDER SEIGE 2** (Warner Bros.).
- **VIRTUOSITY** (Paramount, dist. Pioneer Entertainment).
- **WAITING TO EXHALE** (20th Century-Fox, dist. Image Entertainment). Release TBA.
- **THE WILD BUNCH** (Warner Bros.). Release TBA.
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Harman Kardon takes a very different approach to AC-3 processing with its Citation 7.5 digital processor, due out in September ($1,500 target price). In contrast to the company’s “plain” ADP-303 outboard AC-3 decoder, the Citation 7.5 has a THX 5.1 mode and inputs/outputs for stereo subwoofers and extra side-mounted surround speakers to preserve the utility of the proprietary non-Dolby surround modes designed by pioneer Jim Fosgate. The final version of the processor, which is controlled with an on-screen graphical interface, may also contain a unique Six-Axis encoder that permits decoded AC-3 signals to be recorded/encoded in a standard two-channel stereo signal. The Model 7.5 has RCA connectors so that it can be used as an add-on functions with full-featured AC-3 and digital Pro Logic decoding and THX processing. It serves as a two-zone controller and comes with an innovative touch-screen wireless remote that attaches to the front panel. Since the remote transmits and receives signals over the 900-MHz radio band, it can be used to control the system from just about anywhere in a typical house.

Massachusetts-based Lexicon, maker of the benchmark CP-3 surround processor, is retooling for the discrete-digital era. The firm’s new high-performance, software-configurable DC-1 digital controller is available in full AC-3/THX regalia for $4,500, but you can start with a base Pro Logic-only model for $1,995 and upgrade from there.

Audio Design Associates’ $4,000 SSD-66 is an AC-3-equipped A/V preamp that provides full AC-3 and Pro Logic decoding and three digital inputs. It does not have the usual AC-3 RF input for connection to a laserdisc player; instead, you have to use the company’s RFD-1 outboard demodulator, which costs $999.

Theta Digital is taking a decidedly upscale route with its new Casablanca preamp/processor. The highly customizable, computerlike design has a card-based expansion-slot layout and can be ordered with anywhere from two to twelve channels of throughput configured in almost any combination. A “basic” 5.1-channel version with Pro Logic processing on board runs $4,295; the AC-3 option adds $850 (a fully rigged Casablanca would exceed $10,000). While analog and digital audio inputs and outputs are standard, a $600 option adds video-signal routing, turning the Casablanca into a full A/V system controller. Other options include various levels of digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion and digital signal processing.

Before 1996 is over, retail shelves may well be groaning with Dolby Digital components. It is also possible that some market-share-hungry company will bring out a stripped-down AC-3 decoder for less than $500, with a $999 basic AC-3 receiver likely to be not too far behind. Neither will insure that Dolby Digital will be universally adopted, however; only time will tell that. But if it does catch on — and my guess is that it will within a couple of years — the industry is Ready with a capital “R.”
AUTOMAKERS TODAY ARE DOING everything they can to make you think twice about investing in add-on car stereo gear. For starters, they're now packing factory-installed sound systems with the same high-performance CD players and component speakers you once had to buy from a car audio specialist. And then there's the car environment, which has grown increasingly hostile to add-on components. Shrinking interiors leave little room for subwoofer enclosures. Complex automotive electrical systems generate objectionable noises in sophisticated custom sound systems. And replacing a factory-installed radio becomes practically impossible if its electronics are integrated with other factory electronics, as is often the case in modern vehicles.

Under the circumstances, convincing motorists to dump a factory sound system is a hard sell. But the autosound market thrives on challenges. And during the recent Winter Consumer Electronics Show (WCES) in Las Vegas, scrappy car stereo manufacturers stepped into the ring to prove that they're still contenders.

Sony and Clarion, for instance, unveiled reference-quality CD players whose performance exceeds most anything available from the automakers. Facing interference issues head-on, more manufacturers — including Clarion and Coustic — upsed the line-level output voltages of selected source units to as much as 5 volts as compared to typical outputs of less than 1 volt. The higher voltages help mask alternator whine, relay clicks, and other noises created by low-voltage spikes injected into signal cables by a car's electrical system.

Taking noise resistance to a higher level, some car stereo companies, among them Coustic, Orion, Rockford Fosgate, and Xtant, expanded their selection of components featuring "balanced" audio-signal connections, an approach first used in pro audio gear. Infinity, Jensen, and SoundStream, meanwhile, introduced their very first balanced components.

To contend with shrinking interior space, Jensen, JL Audio, Stillwater, and others added more subwoofers designed for compact, sealed enclosures, sometimes as small as a third of a cubic foot for an 8-inch driver. And, hoping to squeeze more wattage into tight places, audio manufacturers also introduced more efficient amplifiers, with Coustic, Infinity, and Xtant showing some of the industry's first super-efficient Class D models.

For enthusiasts who want to add to a factory system rather than chuck it, WCES served up a smorgasbord of new options: JBL and Stillwater introduced their first powered subwoofers, and JBL expanded its selection of amps that mate with any factory radio. Accessory companies unveiled a wider variety of cable adaptors that let you use a factory source unit's built-in CD-changer controls for a store-bought changer, at a savings of up to 50 percent.

Innovation keeps driving autosound gear to new heights

BY JOSEPH PALENCHE
Balanced inputs and outputs and a small footprint are features of Coustic's DX-36, a new four-way active crossover.

over the cost of a factory-installed changer.

Other show knockouts were a five-channel surround decoder from Rocktron, the first source units from amplifier and speaker maker Rockford Fosgate, and, from Pioneer, the industry's first source units that double as car security systems.

FACTORY ADD-ONS

It used to be pretty easy to link any CD changer to a factory radio with CD-changer controls. Since many factory-installed head units (and changers) are produced by well-known consumer-electronics manufacturers, a savvy car stereo dealer could just pick out a changer built by the same company, then install a custom-made or off-the-shelf DIN-cable adaptor to make the proper connections. In some new cars, however, these adaptors just don’t cut it anymore; automakers have modified the electronic “handshake” that lets their factory-installed radios and changers talk to each other. The new handshake, of course, isn’t compatible with other changers.

Undaunted, accessory suppliers have returned fire with new adaptors that furnish both mechanical and electronic compatibility. They’re available at prices of $24 to more than $100 from companies such as BlitzSafe, Peripheral Electronics, and Precision Interface Electronics for late-model cars from Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Volkswagen, and Volvo.

If your car’s radio lacks changer controls, you may have thought about adding a changer by installing a changer/RF-modulator package. The modulator converts the changer’s audio output to an FM signal, then routes it through the factory antenna cable to the factory tuner for playback. Though universal in application, RF modulators turn some people off because they sacrifice sound quality in the name of compatibility.

A new interface developed by JVC, however, could resolve the conflict. Called CD Direct Link, it’s packaged with JVC’s $549 KD-MA1 twelve-disc changer. The interface module consists of changer-control circuitry, a switcher, a preamplifier, and an amplifier rated at 4 x 30 watts max (that is, four channels rated at 30 watts each). You connect the factory radio’s speaker outputs to the module’s speaker-level inputs and the car’s speakers to the module’s amplifier outputs. JVC’s changer connects to the module as well, through a DIN cable. Then you use the supplied wireless remote to control the module’s preamp functions and to switch between the changer and radio. The module, also sold separately as the $199 KS-RA1, works only with JVC changers.

To create the ultimate factory/custom hybrid system, Orion introduced a combination equalizer, preamplifier, and source switcher usable with factory head units. The half-DIN-size NT 300 B1Q ($399) mounts on the dash and has standard RCA inputs or balanced line-level inputs that will accept most speaker-level signals. It allows switching between a factory radio and any changer and provides three equalizer bands, all with continuously adjustable center frequencies.

Xtant’s first component equalizer can also be used to graft store-bought components onto factory radios. The P500a ($549) offers standard or balanced line-level inputs as well as speaker-level inputs. It delivers five bands of fully parametric equalization, allowing adjustment of each band’s center frequency as well as continuously adjustable Q (the range of frequencies around each center frequency). A built-in noise gate eliminates background hiss when no music signal is present.

Compatibility with all types of car radios is also a key feature of JBL’s four new GT Series amplifiers. And there’s a bonus: They turn on automatically when they sense audio signals from the head unit. That means you don’t have to run a power wire from the amp to the radio’s turn-on or power-antenna output. The new amps, expected in stores this summer, include the 4 x 35-watt GTQ190 ($369) and the 4 x 60-watt GTQ360 ($549).

Signal-sensing turn-on also appears in the first powered subwoofers from
A Detachable Face Security (DFS) system in the DEX-P88 ($630) and other Pioneer Premier source units generates an ear-piercing tone to ward off intruders.

JBL and Stillwater. Stillwater's powered Kicker Substations are equipped with amplifiers rated at 50 to 140 watts and are priced at $379 to $599. An 80-watt amplifier powers JBL's GT650P, with a 6-inch driver, and the 8-inch GT800P. Prices weren't available at press time.

SOURCE UNITS

Manufacturers are focusing as much on adding unusual features to source units as on maximizing audio performance. A prime example is Pioneer, which introduced in its Premier series the first replacement source units that double as security systems. Pioneer calls the feature DFS (Detachable Face Security) Alarm, and it's available in seven new detachable-face head units at prices ranging from $280 for the KEH-P404 cassette receiver to $850 for the high-end DEX-P99 CD receiver.

DFS works like this: Take the unit's detachable face with you when you leave the car. Within 30 seconds after the last door is closed, the security feature arms automatically. When you open a door, you get from 5 to 45 seconds (user-adjustable) to reattach the face or turn the ignition key. If neither happens, the sound system generates a warbling, ear-piercing tone intended to drive a thief out of the car. If the system is connected to an optional relay, it will also interrupt the car's starter circuit, honk the horn, or flash the parking lights — your choice.

In another industry first, Sony has built 3-second buffer memories into a trio of in-dash CD players to virtually eliminate mistracking. First popularized in portable CD and MiniDisc players, the buffers are available in the CDX-C610 ($530), CDX-C710 ($580), and CDX-C910 ($800).

JVC is also offering a feature previously unavailable in any replacement receiver. An Audio Cruise Mode now on some JVC source units automatically adjusts volume, bass, and treble in three increments depending on driving speed: users select the volume level and amount of equalization for each increment. Audio Cruise is found in two CD receivers, the KD-GS717 ($379) and KD-GS919 ($429), and in the KS-RT515 cassette receiver ($329).

To add some flash to the dash, Clarion demonstrated the MAX2256, a $2,000 double-DIN-size CD/cassette receiver with a motorized 5-inch color LCD screen that folds out to expose the cassette and CD slots. The screen displays audio-system information, the view from Clarion's rear-vision cameras (for vans and RV's), or road maps generated by a planned NAX9100 navigation system. The nav system will calculate and display the best route to a destination on the video road maps and will also update your location in real time based on signals from the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite network. Clarion promises nav-system delivers some

A couple of performance-driven, no-holds-barred CD tuners also made their debut at the show. Clarion's new flagship, the $1,200 fixed-mount DRX9225, includes a multipath-resistant diversity FM tuner (which seeks the best signal from two separate antenna inputs), a high-quality 20-bit Burr-Brown digital-to-analog (D/A) converter chip set, and a hefty output DC-to-DC converter that bumps the unit's power supplies to ±15 volts DC to deliver maximum headroom and a line-level output of 4 volts. Retro-looking volume and tone knobs are said to cause less distortion than their pushbutton counterparts.

Sony has likewise turned to diversifying its digital signal processors and a motorized front panel that folds out to adjust the viewing angle and reveal the disc slot.

Although not nearly as pricey as the Clarion or Sony units, Rockford Fosgate's first source units are nonetheless intended for demanding enthusiasts. In its RFX-8102 ($499) and RFX-8103 ($629) CD receivers, the company has added some unique features. One, called Smart On, was designed to significantly reduce a big system's potential for generating loud turn-on thumps, which can sometimes damage speakers. To accomplish this, the CD receiver has two turn-on output wires instead of the usual one. Component signal processors connected to the first turn-on output are automatically powered up before the amplifiers, which are connected to the second output. The sequential turn-on prevents the amplifiers from passing along noises...
POWER AMPLIFIERS

If your job description has grown in recent years, then you have something in common with the car component amplifier, which is being called on these days to do much more than simply amplify audio signals. At the show, manufacturers proved they could staff more active crossovers, equalizers, and other processors into their amps in order to pare the total number of components required for a high-performance system.

Jensen, SoundStream, and MTX, for instance, showed expanded selections of amps with on-board crossovers, and Sanyo introduced its first three amps with internal crossovers. Orion has adopted a flexible approach in its Extreme and HCCA series: Two signal-processing modules can be plugged into selected models. For now, only high- and low-pass crossover modules are available, but equalizer and infrasonic-filter modules are in the works. One Orion amp with this feature is the Model 250 HCCA ($780), a 2 x 50-watt stereo unit that can generate 400 watts when bridged into a 1-ohm load.

Simplified installation was also the driving force behind a growing number of five- and six-channel amplifiers that do the work of multiple stereo amps. Lanzar’s first six-channel amp, the 6 x 33-watt Opti 6200 ($650), features a built-in three-way crossover that permits triamplification. Jensen’s first six-channel amplifier, the KA 4660Hlx ($449), features built-in high- and low-pass filters and is rated at 4 x 50 watts plus 2 x 30 watts. Alpine’s first five-channel model, the MRH-F255 ($350), delivers 25 watts each to four channels and 60 watts to the fifth.

Meanwhile, noise-resistant balanced inputs are making steady advances on their way toward becoming obligatory features in high-performance amplifiers. SoundStream introduced its first balanced-input amplifiers, as did Jensen with the debut of its competition-grade Nitro series.

Manufacturers are also packing more punch into smaller amps by raising efficiency, the ability to convert energy from a car’s electrical system into music output. The biggest gains are promised by new Class D amplifiers that are said to be up to 80 percent efficient compared with the typical 50- to 60-percent efficiency of conventional Class AB amps. Put more simply: These amps can potentially deliver the output levels and performance of conventional amps two or three times their size with almost half the power consumption. Class D amps run cooler, too, because they convert less power into waste heat.

Xiant designed its first Class D mono amplifier, the Model 1001d ($1,099), to drive only subwoofers. It delivers 250 watts into 4-ohm loads but cranks out 1,000 watts into a 1-ohm load. Coustic’s first Class D amp, a 100-watt mono unit, is built into the company’s first two powered subwoofers, the DB-10 ($399) and DB-8 ($299). Both are diminutive; the DB-8, for example, packs an 8-inch driver in a 0.65-cubic-foot vented enclosure.

Infinity, with its three latest amplifiers, claims to have finally eliminated the bugs that plagued its earlier attempts at a cutting-edge Class D design. One challenge was shielding the amps better to bottle up the radio-frequency interference inherent in Class D amps. One new stereo model, the Digital 300 ($999), delivers 300 watts per channel into 4-ohm loads, or 1,000 watts into 1 ohm.

On a lighter yet deeper note, SoundStream unveiled AirBass, a wireless remote volume control for subwoofer amplifiers. The $99 option consists of a keychain-hanging remote and an RF receiver that plugs into most SoundStream Reference series amplifiers.

SIGNAL PROCESSORS

Component signal processors once again demonstrated their worth as foundations for well-designed sound systems. Most new models at the show were variations of traditional digital and analog processors, but Rocktron’s CSA12 Circle Surround processor ($499) was a prominent exception. Based on technology originally developed for professional audio applications, the CSA12 is said to create a 360-degree sound field from CD’s encoded in the Circle Surround format, which delivers five discrete full-bandwidth channels of information. The CSA12 and a companion home decoder also decode any matrix-surround format, including Dolby Pro Logic, Shure Surround, and Ambisonics. The devices can also extract out-of-phase information from two-chan-
nel recordings to create a more enveloping sound field.

About 200 Circle Surround titles, mostly New Age music and sound effects, are already available from the North Sound label, and the audiophile labels DMP and Telarc plan to issue their own discs. More than sixty music CDs are currently encoded in Pro Logic, and that number is growing.

Special software isn't needed to derive sonic benefits from Sony's XDP-210EQ ($600). Unlike many digital signal processors, this processor was engineered solely to enhance performance, not to simulate the acoustic ambience of concert halls or jazz clubs. It provides twenty-one bands of graphic equalization, a steep 36-dB-per-octave low-pass filter to drive a subwoofer amp, and a time-alignment function that focuses imaging at different seat positions.

The XDP-210EQ's most promising capability, however, is still under development. Sony wants to link an FFT (fast Fourier transform) analyzer to the unit's optional RS-232 serial computer interface in order to adjust equalization and volume levels automatically in response to changes in ambient noise levels — in real time, while you're driving.

Sony won't say how close it is to finding autosound's Holy Grail, but there are plenty of other new toys to play with while you're waiting. One is Coquis's DX-36 active crossover, which will be one of a small group of four-way crossovers when it hits stores in June. Pricing was unavailable at press time.

SPEAKERS
Speaker chefs cooked up an assortment of recipes at this year's CES to cope with the automobile's challenging environment. Taking one approach, manufacturers upped their selection of subwoofers designed to generate prodigious bass from small, sealed enclosures. Rockford Fosgate's new Punch subs, for instance, operate in enclosures almost 50 percent smaller than those required by last year's models.

The 8-inch RFP-1408 ($63) is intended for a sealed box with an internal volume of only 0.3 cubic feet! And while the thought of a massive 18-inch subwoofer and its typically huge cabinet might turn some enthusiasts off, JL Audio boasts that its new 18W6 sub ($549) operates surprisingly good imaging when the woofers are mounted low in factory locations, because a wider range of frequencies is generated at more nearly equal distances from your ears. The DD Drive systems are priced from $330 to $550 a pair.

Sony's CDX-C910 CD tuner ($900) boasts diversity tuning and high-end digital-to-analog converters.

Like Alpine, Kenwood stressed improved accuracy, showing a trio of new full-range speakers that incorporate DualMag magnet/voice-coil assemblies. Kenwood uses two small but powerful neodymium magnets to improve cone-motion control. The two-way DualMag speakers retail for $140 and $160 a pair. A three-way version costs $180.

So this year's crop of car stereo gear proves anything, it's that the competition between automakers and electronics manufacturers keeps driving the equipment to new and greater heights. Where it all goes from here remains to be seen. But if 1996 is any indication, other exciting new technologies are close at hand — perhaps just down the road.
Champagne Taste on a Beer Budget

Michael Martin is the kind of guy who always thinks ahead. A former DJ who's hooked on jazz and classic rock, he didn't know exactly what equipment would go into the 15 x 17-foot listening room he created for his Northern California home three years ago, but he made sure the room could handle whatever came up. With the help of Greg Belemsian of Musical Images in Fresno, Martin constructed an electrical fortress, dedicating a 60-ampere power supply to stereo equipment. He connected three 20-amp circuits to the home's electrical panel with 10-gauge industrial-grade Romex cable to keep the power that feeds his system flowing freely. Martin is also a purist. He finished the job with hospital-grade receptacles and isolated the grounds to an 8-foot copper rod to nix the chance of ground-loop hum.

Before the sheetrock went up, Martin threaded enough 10-gauge Monster Cable speaker wire and coaxial cable and interconnects through the walls to accommodate home-theater components in the future. Finally, he deadened the walls with R-19 insulation and capped off the room with double-pane windows.

But Martin's primarily white listening room — with accents of gray and black — doesn't look like the typical electronics buff's refuge. It's extremely neat. "My wife Patty told me I could have this as a listening room if it looked classy and if I didn't play the music too loud," Martin says. "And there couldn't be any Stones posters stuck to the walls with thumbtacks."

So even though a pair of 6-foot-tall Martin-Logan Quest Z hybrid electrostatic speakers dominate the room, the bulky Monster Cable and power cords running to them disappear into the walls. The room's other focal point — a custom-built 61/2 x 5 x 2-foot stereo cabinet that backs into a closet space — has an attractive "curio" look. Solid doors on the bottom hide the audiophile bric-a-brac that tends to clutter most listening rooms: tape and record cleaners, owner's manuals, and some 300 cassettes. There's something else that makes the cabinet special. You don't see a single wire; the components seem to float on the shelves. Even in the adjoining coat closet, which provides easy access to system wiring, everything is hidden behind swing-out doors.

Inside the cabinet is a powerhouse of equipment that can put the electrical fortress to the test. And it does. Every so often Martin likes to dig through his 2,800 LP's and pull out an old Led Zeppelin or Aerosmith record, slap it on his Linn Sondek LP12 turntable, and slowly crank up the volume knob on his Audio Research LS3 preamp. Thanks in part to the Martin-Logans' 90-dB sensitivity, he doesn't have to turn the knob far to get a wallop of sound out of a 180-pound pair of Krell MDA-300 monoblock amplifiers. "These are battleships," says the captain, speaking from experience. When he's in the mood to open up the engines on the Krells, he calls over a friend who has a sound-level meter and begins cranking. The meter consistently tops the 115-dB mark, and Martin knows he can push the limit even further. The limit? "Somewhere below clipping."

Martin says he has been able to push other power amps to the point where their thermal-protection circuits kicked in and shut them down. Not the Krells. "It's not a smart thing to do," he admits, "but I've stood outside the room, and the volume control on the preamp is only halfway up when the meter reads 115 dB. And I've never heard distortion." The Krells are rated to deliver 360 watts per channel into 8 ohms, 600 into 4 ohms, and 1,200 into 2 ohms, he boasts. An unexpected side effect: The amps double as space heaters, raising the room temperature by as much as 10 degrees after a serious workout.

Clean room, clean sound: That's Martin's overall goal, which is why he went with the Audio Research preamp and the Martin-Logans. The Quest Z speakers have a striking hybrid design. A sleek electrostatic panel sits atop a subwoofer cabinet that uses a 12-inch cone driver to fill out the bottom end. "These speakers not only can slam out some pretty heavy-duty bass, but all the highs and mids are crisp and clean," Martin raves. "They produce the most unbelievable soundstage — it seems to extend out from the speakers another 8 to 10 feet."

As for the preamp, "the Audio Research LS3 is very well defined," he says. Also in the LS3's favor is value for the money. "For the price, it's a steal; it has the performance characteristics of a preamp three or four times..."
the price." The LS3 doesn't pack a phono stage, so Martin uses PS Audio's Phono Link phono preamp, which plugs into the LS3's auxiliary input.

Martin got the Audio Research preamp for a very good price because he bought it secondhand. He has champagne taste on a beer budget, so he buys used equipment whenever it's practical. Even at used-equipment prices, though, he's invested a tidy sum in his stash. "I didn't approach this in a cost-is-no-object manner," he says. "Except for the speakers and turntable, I picked up the equipment used so that I could get the best-quality components for a reasonable price."

Being an LP aficionado, Martin spared no expense on the turntable. Instead of going with the Sondek's standard redwood base, he special-ordered a black-lacquer base to match the room and upgraded to the Akito tonearm.

When an LP needs help with the bottom end or when a poorly transferred CD requires softening, Martin puts his ADC Sound Shaper II graphic equalizer to work. Most of the time, however, it's removed from the signal path between the amps. "Straight wire with gain," the audiophile vows. "The whole idea of high-end audio is to do as little to the signal as possible."

Martin's newest component, a Kinergetics Research KCD-40 CD player, was bought secondhand, too. A former DJ is also never too far from a radio, and Martin is no exception. He still uses the tuner from his old Reference Quadraflex 650FETR receiver. The tuner connects to an Archer (Radio Shack) VU-90 roof antenna whose output cable is split between the TV and the Quadraflex. Leaving no preamp output unused, Martin ran 40-foot interconnects from the LS3's tape out to an old Magnavox receiver in the family room: instant multizoom audio. The Magnavox feeds a pair of Sony bookshelf speakers in the family room and a set of Polk Audio speakers on the patio.

An army of friends helped Martin create his room: A woodworker friend built the equipment cabinet to Martin's specs, another buddy put together a CD cabinet for his more than 500 jazz CD's, and yet another supplied the sound-level meter. In return they each got 90-minute compilation tapes dubbed from Martin's Nakamichi BX125 cassette deck to a Nak BX300 ("I didn't want to mess with mid-fi-quality dubbing decks"). His wife, Patty, is pretty happy with the final result, too, Martin says. "She's thrilled with the way it looks, but she says it's still too loud."

—Rebecca Day
Your favorite artists sound surprisingly better on Ultradisc II™. Why? Because Mobile Fidelity's mastering technology is a cut above—and you can hear the difference. As the creators of the 24K gold audiophile CD, we have developed major advances such as The GAIN System™, a proprietary mastering system that uses the highest grade of digital technology available. Starting with the original master tapes, we are able to capture every last nuance of the original recording. What does this mean? You'll hear music like you've never heard it before!

**Ultradisc II™ The Original 24K Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.**

To receive a color catalog or The GAIN System™ technical paper, call 800-423-5759.

105 Morris Street • Seastopol, CA 95472 • WWW URL address: http://www.mofi.com

In Canada call 800-267-1216 (Music Retailers) or 800-465-4434 (Hifi Retailers)
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STEREO REVIEW'S CRITICS CHOOSE THE OUTSTANDING CURRENT RELEASES

Randy Weston’s Breathtaking “Saga”

Pianist Randy Weston’s interest in the music of West Africa and the West Indies began showing up in his work several decades ago. His ambitious “Uhuru Afrika” (1960), with lyrics by Langston Hughes, was a celebration that fused American jazz with African music both traditional and new, pointing to the inevitable two-way flow of ideas. “Uhuru” was somewhat stagy, but Weston’s quest for the real thing took him to Nigeria the following year, and the considerable time he has spent in Africa since then has been a learning experience from which we all can now benefit.

Weston’s music today does not have to seek to be African, it is inherently that, and thus he has taken jazz full circle. For his new Verve album, “Saga,” he has assembled a septet of kindred spirits, including saxophonists Billy Harper and Talib Kibwe, trombonist Benny Powell, and a dynamic rhythm section of bassist Alex Blake and percussionists Billy Higgins and Neil Clarke. The result is an absorbing hour and 15 minutes of breathtaking, intensely personal music in a richly textured, eclectic program.

Harper’s deep-throated tenor sax is featured in the opening track, the strikingly lovely, laid-back ballad “The Beauty of It All,” and in a livelier setting in an older composition, “Loose Wig.” Then it’s Kibwe’s turn to shine in “Tangier Bay,” though the track has everybody contributing to notable advantage. I could mention lots of other highlights throughout the album, like the Powell/Weston interaction on “F.E.W. Blues,” but I’ll go no further, for “Saga” is one of those rare recordings where everything is pure delight.

Randy Weston has been a largely overlooked treasure for too long. Best of the Month? Definitely, but Best of the Year wouldn’t be a stretch either.

Chris Albertson

RANDY WESTON: Saga.
The Beauty of It All; Loose Wig; Tangier Bay; F.E.W. Blues; Uncle Neemo; Lagos: A Night in Mbari; Saucer Eyes; The Three Pyramids and the Sphinx; Cashah Kids; Jahjuka; The Gathering. VERVE 529 237 (75 min).

Cellist Yo-Yo Ma Champions Herbert, Dvorak

Since it was Victor Herbert’s Second Cello Concerto that provided the stimulus for Antonín Dvořák to compose his own famous concerto for that instrument, what is perhaps most surprising about seeing these two works together on a new Sony CD called “Concertos from the New World” is that no one has coupled them before. In any event, both composers (who became friends as well as colleagues during Dvořák’s years in New York) would surely have been gratified to find the joint offering in such capable and committed hands as those of cellist Yo-Yo Ma, conductor Kurt Masur, and the New York Philharmonic — the orchestra that gave the premiere performance of the Herbert, with the composer as soloist and Dvořák in the audience, in 1894.

None of the few earlier recordings of Herbert’s more than engaging concerto has served it nearly so well as this new one, which makes it both easier to understand Dvořák’s swift and productive response to it and harder to understand the neglect it has suffered since. The Herbert concerto is cut to somewhat smaller proportions than Dvořák’s, but in substance it glows with an expressive warmth. Ma and Masur do not have to underline that point. Their suave, elegant realization (particularly in the slow movement, which attains...
Yo-Yo Ma: suave, elegant Herbert, meltingly lovely Dvorak

real eloquence by being kept moving) allows the work to emerge as a good deal more than a mere novelty or footnote — and in so doing raises the question yet again of how such a piece (and so much other music written in our country in the nineteenth century) can have been so utterly abandoned by our contemporary concert programmers.

The familiar Dvorak concerto is richly satisfying here, too. Ma's playing in the first movement is both more meltingly beautiful and a bit more animated than in his earlier recording of the work with conductor Lorin Maazel, the slow movement is more convincing now in its naturally flowing momentum, and throughout the performance there is a fine balancing of Dvorak's robust gestures and poetic reveries. Masur is a splendid companion in both works, making sure that their symphonic character is fully realized as an enhancement of the solo part rather than in any sense a challenge to its primacy, and the sound quality is first-rate.

If this release does not overturn allegiances to some of the towering earlier recordings of the Dvorak, it is a distinguished account in its own right, a duplication gladly borne for the downright indispensable performance of the Herbert.

Richard Freed

DVORAK: Cello Concerto in B Minor. HERBERT: Cello Concerto No. 2, in E Minor.
Yo-Yo Ma (cello): New York Philharmonic, Kurt Masur cond. SONY 67173 (61 min).

Tommy Keene’s Full-Throttle Pop

Why isn’t Tommy Keene a star? That’s been a favorite question among lots of pop-obsessed critics for more than a decade. Possible answer: Keene, a fitfully inspired songwriter who has come up with his share of shoulder-have-been hits (the mid-Eighties single Back to Zero Now is the most obvious example), has never made a fully consistent album. Until now, that is. “Ten Years After,” finally, is that album.

What Keene does isn’t particularly unusual: hard guitar pop with yearning vocals, British Invasion references, and no holding back on hooks. What is unusual is the amount of smarts and heart he brings to the format. Some fans may quibble with his shift from a jangly, semi-acoustic setting to the full-throttle electric sound here, but the new album is still typically Keene — not to mention neat, spiffy, and swell.

There weren’t a lot of happy songs on Keene’s previous albums. With “Ten Years After,” it sounds as if his life has taken an upswing: The disc’s two standouts, Going Out Again and We Started Over Again, are both about reuniting with an ex, and both are among the most romantic three-minute outbursts in recent memory. More characteristic is the haunting balladry of Your Heart Beats Alone and the bittersweet introspection of Before the Lights Go Down. Even hard rockers like Turning on Blue have their melodic subtlety, as Keene walks the line between emotional depth and thrills without skimping on either.

Throw in superb production and a likably weird thrash-punk finale, and what you get is a record that asks: Isn’t it about time that Tommy Keene became a star?

Brett Milano

TOMMY KEENE: Ten Years After.
Going Out Again, Turning on Blue, Today and Tomorrow, Your Heart Beats Alone, If You’re Getting Married Tonight, On the Runway, We Started Over Again, Silent Town, Good Thing Going, Compromise, You Can’t Wait for Time, Before the Lights Go Down. MATADOR 0177 (42 min).
BEST OF THE MONTH

Western Music With an Asian Flavor

The influence of Asia on American music is usually traced to California composers like Henry Cowell and John Cage, but one of the great pioneers in this respect was from Montreal, Colin McPhee. McPhee fell in love with the gamelan ensembles of Bali, spent several years on that fabled Indonesian isle in the 1930's, and introduced its sound into Western music. His Tabuh-Tabuhan — one of three Asian-influenced works on a new CD from the British label Argo - uses two pianos, a celesta, a glockenspiel, a marimba, a xylophone, and two Balinese gongs to form the Western equivalent of a gamelan, and these instruments are set, often in rich, driving rhythms, against the orchestra. The first two movements of Tabuh-Tabuhan are brilliant inventions; only the finale, a little heavy-handed, is somewhat disappointing.

Lou Harrison, a West Coast composer of a younger generation, founded a California percussion ensemble with John Cage in the 1930's and has been a consistent exponent of Asian influence on American music. Several of the seven movements of his Suite for Symphonic Strings are without harmonic movement or counterpoint. There are few overt Orientalisms; instead, the music evokes a feeling of distance and antiquity without ever sounding neo-anything. The current interest in world music and the acceptance of minimalism have made the music McPhee and Harrison wrote thirty and fifty years ago sound contemporary to today's ears.

Curiously, the least obviously Eastern of the three works on this disc is the only one by an actual Asian composer. Chinary Ung was born in Cambodia in 1942, graduated from that country's national conservatory and Columbia University, and has taught at the University of Pennsylvania and Arizona State. Inner Voices is an extremely colorful and beautifully written piece of musical poetry that infuses a strong Western technique with the subtler aroma of traditional Asian musical styles.

The performances of all three of these works by an outstanding new-music orchestra and conductor — the American Composers Orchestra under Dennis Russell Davies — are superb, and the recording itself is tops.

Eric Salzman

McPhee: Tabuh-Tabuhan.
American Composers Orchestra, Dennis Russell Davies cond. Argo 444 560 (68 min).

NOW ON CD

IRON MAIDEN.
Castle 102. Debut from the metal band that didn't (honestly) inspire Spinal Tap, now with three bonus tracks.

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Takes Off.
RCA 66797. The album that kicked off the San Francisco rock explosion, now on CD with both the stereo and mono mixes.

NAPOLEON XIV: The Second Coming.
Rhino 72402. Long-unavailable 1966 recording featuring the controversial hit They're Coming to Take Me Away, Ha-Ha!, plus three songs from a lost follow-up album, some new tracks, and liner notes by both the "artists" and Dr. Demento.

JOHNNY WINTER: Saints & Sinners.
Columbia/Legacy 66420. The 1974 rock album by the Texas blues-guitar legend, with guest appearances by brother Edgar Winter, Rick Derringer, and the Blues Brothers' horn section.

FALLA: El Amor Brujo; The Three-Cornered Hat, Dances.

David Oistrakh: Violin Concertos by Bach, Brahms, and Tchaikovsky; Romances by Beethoven.
Deutsche Grammophon 447 427 (two CD's). Another in DG's "The Originals" series, this set features the legendary Russian violinist in recordings from 1954 and 1962.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6 ("Pathétique"); 1812 Overture.
LISZT: Mephisto Waltz.
Chicago Symphony, Fritz Reiner cond. RCA 61246. Remastered "Living Stereo" recordings from the middle 1950's by the Hungarian-born maestro and the American orchestra he made into one of the world's best.

**Mini Systems**

- Aiwa NSX-V10
  - Mini Audio System
  - CD player, dual auto-reverse cassette, AM/FM tuned, 30 presets, 16 watts
  - Our Price: $129.95

**Receivers**

- Technics SA-GX490
  - Home Theater Receiver
  - 90 watts x 4 or 100 watts x 2, Dolby Pro Logic, 4/0 remote control, 32-bit AM/FM, 32-preset digital tuning
  - Our Price: $249.95

- dbx XB150
  - Subwoofer Power Amplifier
  - Designed to work with subwoofers only, with main amp is free to power the monaural highs & highs, now, bass, with 140 watts RMS into 4 ohms from 20-20 kHz, remote control
  - Our Price: $179.95

**Amps/Preamps**

- Sony MDR-700
  - Headphones
  - Closed ear, cushioned ear pads, for Sony MDR-700, 32 ohm
  - Our Price: $199.95

**Cassette/DCX Decks**

- Philips DCC900
  - Digital Compact Cassette
  - Records & plays digital cassette, plays back analog cassettes using B & C, auto reverse, headphone on remote control
  - Our Price: $199.95

**JBL Speakers**

- JBL LX600
  - 3-Way Speakers
  - 1" tweeter, 2 5" woofers, 250 watts power handling, 50 ohms impedance
  - Our Price: $249.95

**Bose Speakers/System**

- Bose 201-III
  - Stereo monitor, 6" woofers, 1" tweeters, for 201-III, 2 6" woofers, 1" tweeter, for $149.99

**This Month's Call to Order**

- FAX 1-800-232-4432
- CALL 1-800-221-8180
- CALL 7 DAYS A WEEK 24 HOURS A DAY
- SE HABLA ESPANOL

**Music Reviewed In This Issue**

- Willie Nelson, with Johnny Cash, L7, Presidents of the U.S.A., & others

**Great Independent Releases**

- $10.99 Cassette
  - Eric Matthews: It's Heavy In Here
  - BRN 58
  - CD $11.99

- $5.99 Cassette
  - Edwin Collins: Gorgeous George
  - JUS 9
  - CD $11.99

- $6.99 Cassette
  - Dar Williams: Mortal City
  - RAZ 925
  - CD $11.99

- $7.99 Cassette
  - Old In The Way: That High Lonesome
  - SONY 692
  - CD $11.99

- $9.99 Cassette
  - Gravity Kills: Gravity Kills
  - TVT 5910
  - CD $11.99

- $12.99 Cassette
  - Todd Rundgren: Individualist
  - IDO 600

- $119.99 Cassette
  - Willie Nelson: An alternative all-star tribute to Willie Nelson, with Johnny Cash, L7, Presidents of the U.S.A., & others

- $149.99 Cassette
  - An alternative all-star tribute to Willie Nelson, with Johnny Cash, L7, Presidents of the U.S.A., & others

- $199.99 Cassette
  - Bose Lifestyle 23""
### Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price ( originate )</th>
<th>Price ( sale )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samsung VR905</td>
<td>Hi-Fi Stereo VHS Recorder</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC HR-V605</td>
<td>Headless, 16-bit Dolby Pro-Logic</td>
<td>$259.95</td>
<td>$229.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC HR-VPE628</td>
<td>Headless, Dolby Pro-Logic</td>
<td>$599.95</td>
<td>$259.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony SLV-940MF</td>
<td>Headless, Dolby Pro-Logic</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba M-761</td>
<td>Headless, VCR Plus, universal remote</td>
<td>$389.50</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### S-VHS VCRs/Laser Disc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price ( originate )</th>
<th>Price ( sale )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JVC HR-S7100</td>
<td>S-VHS Hi-Fi Recorder</td>
<td>$549.95</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA VR721HF</td>
<td>S-VHS Hi-Fi Recorder</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
<td>$359.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic PV-54566</td>
<td>S-VHS Hi-Fi Recorder</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
<td>$359.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC HR-S5100</td>
<td>S-VHS Hi-Fi Recorder</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic PV-54580</td>
<td>S-VHS Hi-Fi Recorder</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer LX-H670</td>
<td>S-VHS Hi-Fi Recorder</td>
<td>$799.95</td>
<td>$699.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer CDL-V660</td>
<td>CD Player, Karaoke, eclipse, surround</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Camcorders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price ( originate )</th>
<th>Price ( sale )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sony CCD-TR100</td>
<td>Hi-8mm Handycam Camcorder</td>
<td>$699.95</td>
<td>$599.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony CCD-TR900</td>
<td>Hi-8mm Handycam Camcorder</td>
<td>$599.95</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic PV-900</td>
<td>Hi-8mm Handycam Camcorder</td>
<td>$599.95</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC GR-S77</td>
<td>Hi-8mm Handycam Camcorder</td>
<td>$799.95</td>
<td>$699.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC GR-S97</td>
<td>Hi-8mm Handycam Camcorder</td>
<td>$999.95</td>
<td>$899.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp VL-H420</td>
<td>Hi-8mm, LCD screen</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Videos on VHS

- **Super Specials!**
  - Judgment at Nuremberg
  - Cerwin-Vega HT-12PWR
  - Yamaha NSA-C2
  - Samsung VR905
  - JVC HR-V605
  - JVC HR-VPE628
  - Sony SLV-940MF
  - Toshiba M-761
  - Sony CD-TR100
  - Sony CCD-TR900
  - Panasonic PV-900

### A/V Furniture/Speaker Stands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price ( originate )</th>
<th>Price ( sale )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design Penta Audio Rack</td>
<td>6 black ash shelves set in black metal</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target BT1</td>
<td>Wood Technology E-710</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Tech 288B</td>
<td>Wood Stands, 12&quot; high, black</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
<td>$74.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plateau 24A</td>
<td>Acoustic, all metal, black</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>$119.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elite EL-294</td>
<td>Acoustical, all metal, black</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
<td>$159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell’oggetti AR-703</td>
<td>Acoustical, all metal, black</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
<td>$159.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cameras

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price ( originate )</th>
<th>Price ( sale )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olympus Stylus Zoom 105</td>
<td>Digital Camera, 33.4 megapixels</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon Sure-Shot 70 Zoom</td>
<td>Digital Camera, 33.4 megapixels</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>$119.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon Infinity Zoom 500</td>
<td>Digital Camera, 10 megapixels</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
<td>$129.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minolta Freedom Zoom 90EX</td>
<td>Digital Camera, 10 megapixels</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympus SuperZoom 3500</td>
<td>Digital Camera, 35 megapixels</td>
<td>$279.95</td>
<td>$229.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minolta Freedom Zoom 140EX</td>
<td>Digital Camera, 140 megapixels</td>
<td>$329.95</td>
<td>$279.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Speakers

### Turntables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price ( originate )</th>
<th>Price ( sale )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thorens 180</td>
<td>3-Speed Belt Drive Turntable</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC P-595</td>
<td>3-Speed Belt Drive Turntable</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
<td>$74.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiwa PHE855</td>
<td>With 5-head deck, high-torque turntable</td>
<td>$109.95</td>
<td>$84.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamaha NSA-C2</td>
<td>With 5-head deck, high-torque turntable</td>
<td>$69.95</td>
<td>$54.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sony

- **Features**
  - Clear Scan 25" Antimake
  - 25-channel selector

### Get our FREE mail order catalogues now!

- **Order Toll-Free 24 hours, 7 days a week 800-221-8180**

**ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY!**

**CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD**

**TO ORDER BY MAIL**: SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTER CARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS, OR DISCOVER CARD (include Interbank No., expiration date & signature). J & R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR9566, 50-50 QUEENS-MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETH, QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal & Business checks must clears our Authorization Center before processing. Shipments, handling & Insurance charges (for Continental US) is 5% of order total with a $10.50 minimum for orders under $550 to $1000; 3% for orders over $1000. For heavy/oversized items, shipments by air, or to Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico or Virgin Islands please call for information. J & R Music World reserves the right at any time, without notice, to change prices, desist, or alter the terms and conditions of sale. All merchandise shipped brand new, factory fresh, and 100% guaranteed. Copyright 1996 J & R Music World.
One Call

Audio
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Tori Amos: Boys for Pele.
Atlantic 82862 (71 min).
Performance: Pretentious
Recording: Very good

This particular Amos got famous by tapping into a wellspring of sounds and symbols that served as an anodyne for a feminine spirit bruised but emboldened by the sheer act of survival. However, since the bracing shock of her debut, “Little Earthquakes.” Tori Amos has passed from revelatory magic to crackpot self-caricature. A tediously lengthy screed, her new “Boys for Pele” trades insight for incoherence. The shape of Amos’s lyrics seems untied to the way she has to carry the name of a season as its title.

The problem is, strengths like these are bound to make weaknesses seem even worse in this far-reaching program of material. Accordingly, Gone Woman Blues, dedicated to Nicole Brown (no married name here), is a nondescript instrumental that misses its chance to be a powerful eulogy. The album ends with three progressively blander tracks, one of which, Indian Ernie, ruins its train theme with a saxophone. Please, Rory, no saxophones.

What’s good here, though, is great. Eleven albums with Rounder and this journeywoman continues to develop as a singer, guitarist, and songwriter.

K.R.

Rory Block: Tornado.
Rounder 31440 (46 min).
Performance: Mostly solid
Recording: Robust

Acoustic guitarist Rory Block follows up “When a Woman Gets the Blues” with an album that draws not only from her love of the Delta but also from her fondness for country, folk, and nearby terrain. “Tornado” blows in strong: A cover of the traditional Mississippi Bottom Blues has Block in full passionate voice, as electric guitarist Jeff Mيرانov provides incisive lead lines and drummer Jerry Marotta punches up the track with intelligent jabs. Even Paul Shaffer rises to the occasion, playing keyboards that, if not dangerous, are certainly dandy.

Like the young Kathy Mattea, Brokop can spew out radio hits at the ready; here the contenders are Language of Love and Believe He Kissed Me, both of which draw on the girl-group sound of the Sixties, and a remake of Jennifer Warnes’s I Know a Heartache When I See One. But also like Mattea, Brokop is blessed with a distinctive, huskily searching voice, and with a sense of quasi-spiritual song selection that burrows beneath the obvious: At the End of the Day celebrates a marital bond that goes beyond practicality and sexuality, and Now That We’re Not a Family goes the other way, facing the truth in a painful divorce. Like many other women in current country music, Brokop has the potential to transcend stereotypes in a most intriguing way.

Keep your eye on this gal.

A.N.

COCTEAU TWINS: Milk and Kisses.
Capitol 36240 (55 min).
Performance: Impressive
Recording: Organic

A good Cocteau Twins album is like a music box that casts an indelible spell over a room. Elizabeth Fraser’s soprano voice is no less an instrument than the swirl of guitars, keyboards, and percussion into which it is cast like a glistening string of pearls. “Milk and Kisses” is a shade less vigorous and playful than the Twins’ peak recording, “Heaven or Las Vegas,” but it is nonetheless a pleasing and welcome addition to their canon. Peculiar titles (Half-Gifts and Calfskin Smack, for example) hint at the Twins’ creative sorcery, which aims less at sense than sensory impressionism. Particularly wondrous are the lush, joyful Tishhite and the quirky strangeness and charm of Rilkean Heart.

P.P.

LISA BROKOP.
Capitol 33875 (34 min).
Performance: Impressive
Recording: Good

In the glut of new Nashville talent, Lisa Brokop has largely been overlooked — a pity, since she appears to have head and shoulders above the usual country-pop fare.

LISABROKOP
POPULAR MUSIC

most of Neil Young's "Harvest" album. *Won't Be Coming Home* nick's its guitar hook from Blind Faith's "Presence of the Lord" or its role-model homages (Yesterday Cry is a Keith Richard ballad that Keith forgot to write, *Friend* wraps Bad Company's entire career into six minutes). As for relevant song topics, *Pecan Pie* is about guess what, while *He's A Dick*, describing a guy whose various crimes include keeping the records he borrows. sports just the inebriated-sounding vocal a song of that title calls for.

Still, there are more hooks than yuks, especially in the L.A.-country groove of *Nowhere Bound* and the swampy twiss of *Walk Where He Walked*. The uncluttered Seventies-style production is another plus, as are the group harmonies and the cover of Ronnie Lane's overlooked Faces gem *Glad and Sorry*. Golden Smog may be a fake band, but its songs are for real.

Toby Keith: Blue Moon.
POLYDOR 531 192 (39 min).
Performance: Hit and miss
Recording: Good

Toby Keith thinks he should have been a cowboy, but instead he's a better than average interpreter of middle-of-the-road modern country — as long as you don't require too much of him. Possessing a rough-and-tumble baritone that says he's been some places he shouldn't have (and riches to return), Keith too often peddles white-bread versions of songs that could have left some places he shouldn't have (and itches to return), Keith too often peddles white-bread versions of songs that could have left you wondering if he's in no hurry to move back to these badlands anytime soon. That love/hate relationship surfaces over and over in such songs as Buddy and Peggy Sue, a mythopoetic road story that serves up a disturbing slice of American Pie, and *Real Time*, a droll but disillusioned look at a world that has ransomed its soul to technology.

Mann opens *Par for the Course* with an affecting flourish of lyrics, using phrases we've heard before to lure us into a pointed narrative: "I'm par for the course, you backed the wrong horse / You put down the phone and cried for yourself / And for what you couldn't have / A plea — that won't do / Now that she serves it to you." This is the album's emotional centerpiece, Mann playing all the instruments through six minutes of utter dejection. She's at the top of her craft when she can sing a common line in the chorus: "I don't even know you anymore" — and still make us feel the hurt.

The layers applied to her previous album, "Whatever," are absent, but Mann remains a fan of attractive melodies, beautiful harmonies, and playful production touches. And good old rock-and-roll, as she closes "I'm with Stupid" with the ringing *It's Not Safe*, driven by guitarist Michael Penn and background vocalist Glenn Tilbrook and Bouzo Dog/Python/Rutle Neil Innes. Hasn't got to an artist who almost got eaten by the ocean floor, but disapproving ("Pornographic paradise capped white teeth / Xanadu and Shangri-La just out of reach"), and you get the feeling he's in no hurry to move back to these badlands anytime soon. That love/hate relationship surfaces over and over in such songs as *Buddy and Peggy Sue*, a mythopoetic road story that serves up a disturbing slice of American Pie, and *Real Time*, a droll but disillusioned look at a world that has ransomed its soul to technology.

*Selling the Gold*" just might be the most consistent and satisfying album of Murphy's long career. He arranges a strong set of songs with understatement, cloaking thoughtful lyrics in poised, tuneful settings. He plays acoustic guitar for texture and clear-toned leads for embellishment, while his voice — a Lou Reed by Bob Dylan urban-folk burr that shapes words with a poet's open heart and a rocker's offhand wit — is an unmistakable instrument in its own right. Despite some verbal overkill, Murphy is one of rock's most disciplined lyricists.

"You'll Never Get to Heaven" doesn't draw as much blood as his previous albums: the bruised-relationship song *When Summer's Ended* sounds like forgettable acoustic folk, except for the smart-ass saxophone solo. and *Big Leg Ida* is just run-of-the-mill modern Dixieland. But Morrissey shows his stuff in *Winter Laundry*, which starts out as a list of seemingly mundane details but evolves into a moving story of an extramarital affair in a small town told from the woman's point of view. Count on Morrissey, too, to come up with a quotable line like "You'll never get to heaven / If that dog keeps howling . . ." May not, but you just might inspire some down-and-dirty blues and a title track to boot.

Elliott Murphy: Selling the Gold.
DEADdisc 3224 (50 min).
Performance: Assured
Recording: Clean

An American who has lived in Paris for more than a decade, Elliott Murphy remains fixated on his homeland and its mythic pull. So his excellent new album begins with "Love to America", a jumble of impressions about the U.S. in the Nineties, delivered at a rapper's breathless gait over a tripping folk-rock track with an indelible, vibey keyboard hook. Murphy is bemused but disapproving ("Pornographic paradise capped white teeth / Xanadu and Shangri-La just out of reach"), and you get the feeling he's in no hurry to move back to these badlands anytime soon. That love/hate relationship surfaces over and over in such songs as *Buddy and Peggy Sue*, a mythopoetic road story that serves up a disturbing slice of American Pie, and *Real Time*, a droll but disillusioned look at a world that has ransomed its soul to technology.
passing signifies the end of something to Murphy — the death of the imagination, perhaps. Even the song that seems most calibrated for airplay — complete with a mushy title, Everything I Do (Leads Me Back to You), worthy of Bryan Adams, as well as a celebrity vocal turn from Bruce Springsteen — sounds sincere, guileless, and unabashedly lovely.

SYD STRAW: War and Peace.
CAPRICORN 42052 (59 min).
Performance: Strong return
Recording: Very good

On her first solo album since her 1990 debut, “Surprise,” Syd Straw reprises some of the avant-country-rock stylings that characterized her work with the Golden Palominos. But it’s her intelligent lyrics and soaring choruses that make “War and Peace” a standout — the way she plays the victim/victor personas off each other (Time Has Done This to Me, Love and the Lack of It) and finally lays out her emotions like so many dry goods in the department store of her heart. That, plus some charming guitars (CBGB’s), memorable, quirky melodies (Toughest Girl, Black Squirrel), great backing from Midwest cult legends the Skeltons, and a singing voice that delivers words as intensely as secrets exploding from a long-imprisoned soul, make “War and Peace” a must-have addition to any smart CD collection.

RICHARD THOMPSON: you?me?us?
CAPITOL 33704 (two CD’s, 80 min).
Performance: Typically fine
Recording: Likewise

Richard Thompson is in a rut, but as runs go, it’s one of the best. For the last ten years he has used the same producer (Mitchell Froom) and the same rotating cast of players (half session aces, half folk-rock holdovers), mining a style that’s eclectic and challenging, yet most often rocking and accessible. “you?me?us?,” a two-CD set with an electric disc and an acoustic disc (two songs overlap), is, yawn, another excellent album. It’s no surprise that the guitar work is jaw-dropping, that the songs are filled with hooks and twists, or that the lyrics look hard into romantic and spiritual yearnings. Thompson has long since proved he can do all that before breakfast.

One difference, though: The tone is considerably darker than that of his last three albums, which made token stabs at commerciality. Along with the usual looks at obsessive lovers, the catchiest songs on the album are finally on CD. Now the better news: The package comes with a bonus disc in which Albertson interviews Ruby Smith, Bessie’s niece and confidante, about their adventures on the road — most of which make the exploits of Guns ’N Roses seem like a choirboys’ retreat, thus earning the reissue the industry’s coveted “Parental Advisory: Explicit Lyrics” sticker. Way to go. S.S.

Collections

BLUES LIVE FROM MOUNTAIN STAGE.
BLUE PLATE 305 (59 min).
Performance: Erratic
Recording: Good

This latest sampler of recordings from the Mountain Stage radio program runs the gamut from urban to Delta Blues and from authentic legends (Charles Brown, Charlie Musselwhite) to contemporary masters (Tracy Nelson, Chris Smith) and great pretenders (Nighthawks). Too many songs seem routine, and every other guy blows a harmonica with all the emotional range of A to B. But there are standout performances, including Nelson’s great, ballys voice tenderly wrapped around Melvin London’s It Hurts Me Too, Johnnie Johnson’s rough, feel-good vocal in the Kentucky Headhunters’ That’ll Work, and Phil Wiggins’s sticker harp solo in Black Cat on the Line. Buy this one, but pick and choose. A.N.
CHARLES MINGUS: A Modern Jazz Symposium of Music and Poetry with Charlie Mingus.
BETHLEHEM 40092 (58 min).
Performance: Brilliant
Recording: Good

There seems to be a Beat renaissance of sorts at the moment. Jack Kerouac and Allen Ginsberg are popular again, William S. Burroughs is showing up on CD's, poetry readings are rampant, and a lot of things are "cool." So this reissue of "A Modern Jazz Symposium of Music and Poetry with Charlie Mingus" is perfectly timed. The opening track, Scenes in the City, is a marvelous example of poetry and jazz.

Recited by Melvin Stewart, it was conceived and written by fellow actor Lonnie Elders, with some help from Langston Hughes. Stewart, who made appearances with Mingus in the mid-Fifties, described this piece as "an examination of a guy from Harlem and his relationship with jazz." Narrative and music are skillfully interwoven, and here as elsewhere Mingus shows the extent to which he, like Ellington, absorbed the individualism of his players.

New York Sketchbook is another example of impressionist Mingus taking jazz along unexplored paths with whimsy and bold strokes. The rest of the album is straight-ahead jazz of the highest caliber: vigorously swinging exercises in inspired improvisation by small groups featuring a front line of Clarence Shaw or Bill Hardman on trumpet, trombonist Jimmy Knepper, and saxophonist Shafi Hadi, who used to be known as Curtis Porter. The interplay between Knepper and Porter is remarkable, and the rhythm section — with Horace Parlan and Bob Hammer alternating on piano and with jet propulsion by Mingus and drummer Dannie Richmond — is pure joy. This is almost the same ensemble that made the "Tijuana Moods" album about two months earlier; Mingus was at his creative best, and, like the "Tijuana" session, the result here sounds as fresh today as it did in 1957. If you are familiar with "A Modern Jazz Symposium" on LP you will be happy to learn that the CD includes two previously unissued tracks, Wouldn't You and Bounce, plus an alternate take of Slippers. Few gems sparkle as brightly as this one.

C.A.

LEE MORGAN: The Complete Blue Note Lee Morgan Fifties Sessions.
MOSAIC 162 (four CD's, 258 min).
Performance: Crackling
Recording: Very good

Just a few months out of high school when he recorded his first LP for Blue Note, Lee Morgan in 1956 was a Dizzy Gillespie disciple already well on his way to evitably evoke comparison to those of Herbie Hancock, circa Speak Like a Child. Despite the skill of everyone involved, this music comes fully to life only when Bartz or Michael Brecker begins to blow. Too bad they're featured on just a few tracks each — and never together.

F.D.

ASTOR PIAZZOLLA: Luna.
HEMSPHERE 35595 (57 min).
Recorded live in Amsterdam in June 1989, this is the last concert of the late Astor Piazzolla's New Tango Sex-Tet, and it is a treasurable souvenir of the Argentine maestro. Included are some of his best-known pieces — such as Zero Hour and Milonga del Angel, with their air of melancholy and big-city loneliness — and others that convey international sophistication and a rather erotic aggression.

William Livingston

VAN GOGH'S DAUGHTER: Shove.
HOLLYWOOD 63022 (38 min).
There are four Daughters here: two string-wrenching guitarists who pay in the best Ron/Keith tradition, backed by a bassist and a drummer who team for an exceptionally tough kick. Not as ragged as Hole, not as Pop-Tarty as Elastica. Just more evidence that today, The Women Are Smarter. A superior debut.

K.R.

TAPESTRY REVISITED: A TRIBUTE TO CAROLE KING.
LAVA/ATLANTIC 92604 (41 min).
Maybe they meant it as a compliment, but for the most part the diverse performers who tip their hats to one of the defining singer/songwriter albums of the Seventies do it no favors. In the mouths of Blessid Union of Souls, Eternal, Curtis Stigers, Richard Marx, et al., Carole King's timeless lyrics turn simpleheaded and goofy. Not even Aretha Franklin (a gospelish You've Got a Friend with Bebe and Cece Winans) can save the day.

A.N.

QUICK FIXES

DONAL FOX AND DAVID MURRAY: Ugly Beauty.
EVIDENCE 22131 (38 min).
Fox is a young Boston-based pianist who shows a great deal of promise here, often hammering the keys to surprisingly melodic effect in a manner that recalls both Don Pullen and early Cecil Taylor. Of course, it helps that Fox has as his duet partner a tenor saxophonist/bass clarinetist who might be the most consistently rewarding improviser today. Murray finds something achingly new to say even in 'Round Midnight. F.D.

GENERIC BLONDES:
Mean American Dream.
GREEN MIRROR 2670 (48 min).
In which Ms. Taylor Barton contributes some interesting, slightly off-kilter pop-rockers (John Hiatt and Sam Phillips come to mind as reference points) that hubby G.E. Smith then arranges and produces (most inventively). A very cool little album. S.S.

JERRY MILLER BAND: Life Is Like That.
MESSAROUND 004 (67 min).
Ex-Moby Grape Miller is a guitar hero who doesn't get nearly enough acknowledgment as an influence (almost every California country-rocker copied his licks at some point), but here he pays tribute to his own influences — B.B. and Albert King. A first-rate modern blues set, and Miller burns throughout, particularly in the aptly titled Grease Piece.

THE MOJO MEN:
Sit Down . . . It's the Mojo Men.
SUNDAZED 11032 (49 min).
Gloriously baroque mid-Sixties studio pop, some of it (including Sit Down, I Think I Love You) produced by Van Dyke Parks while taking a coffee break from his work with Brian Wilson. Dated, obviously, but a wonderful pop-culture time capsule. S.S.

SUNNY MURRAY TRIO:
13 Steps on Glass.
ENIA 8094 (50 min).
From the sound of it, "13 Steps on Glass" may have been a hastily arranged European session, but even so, this is the drummer whose unfeetered dialogues with Cecil Taylor and Albert Ayler virtually defined free jazz. And if nothing else, this CD shows he's no slouch when playing time.

F.D.
He sits raptly in the pews of the old church while snow falls silently on the roof. Though midnight nears, the walls are painted with the hues of sunrise by light from golden chandeliers. The critic listens to the silence.

At a vast and ancient piano sits the artist. Almost imperceptibly, the maestro moves, and the stillness is gently probed by a shimmering rivulet of music. That stream becomes a brook, a river, a gulf and then a boundless concordant ocean. This is the sound that the composer Rossini said was “a nightingale cooing in a thunderstorm.” The critic listens, not for an hour, not for an evening, but for many nights.

To his ears come the sounds of fourteen decades of musical history made by the instruments of one of the greatest names: Steinway. So it was that the critic, Edward Rothstein of The New York Times, wrote that he had visited “a sonic museum.”

Now the same experience is available to you. You will hear the sounds of Steinways unheard for generations. A Steinway square from 1857 will bring to your home the gentle, crystalline sonorities beloved Victorian ladies. You may be surprised that a century-old Steinway upright has tonal richness equal to a grand.

Do, as some claim, old Steinways sound better than the new? Are German Steinways superior to American? There is no need to accept others’ opinions; with this recording you may listen and decide for yourself. Ten Steinway pianos — from old to new — were recorded in the same lush space under the same hands with the same state-of-the-art, 20-bit system by a Grammy Award-winning production team.

Piano sound is greatly influenced by the player, and so an eminent artist was engaged. Jerome Lowenthal performs often with the world’s great orchestras and chairs The Juilliard School’s piano department.

From his huge repertoire Mr. Lowenthal chose works that show the special qualities of each piano. The result is not a mere demonstration but a powerful musical experience, a journey through time into musical worlds both forgotten and familiar. An illustrated brochure will guide your tour.

This Compact Disc, Steinway Dynasty, is not available in stores. Its special price reflects the cooperation of the publisher of this magazine. To transform your listening room into a sonic museum requires only that you telephone:

1-800-505-6140

Your credit card will be billed $9.95 plus $3.00 per CD for shipping and handling, plus tax if applicable.

A SONIC MUSEUM
FOR OUR READERS ONLY!!!

If you wish, send check or money order with name and mailing address to:

Steinway Dynasty
P.O. 2249
Livonia, Michigan 48151

NAME (please print) ____________________________________________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________________________________________

CITY ___________________  STREET AND NUMBER ___________________

STATE ___________  ZIP ____________

Residents of Michigan and New Jersey should add sales tax. Outside the United States shipping charges are $5.00. Please allow four to six weeks for delivery. Offer void after July 1, 1996. This production is independent of any pianomaker.
carving out an identity for himself as the most unself-consciously soulful of postbop trumpeters. This boxed collection of Morgan's first six Blue Notes (cummulating with the masterful "Candy" from 1958, a year before he joined Art Blakey) becomes especially relevant in light of the jazz world’s current preoccupation with youth. Morgan was every competition with today’s prodigies: More willing than them to go out on a limb, he was also their superior as a technician — and a decade younger than most of them as well! Though his very best work would come in the 1960’s on a series of albums beginning with “The Sidewinder” (where he first joined forces with Billy Higgins, the drummer who matched him for funky eloquence), enduring reputations have been built on far less than the teenage Morgan offers here.

Blue Note dropped Linn and Francis Wolff didn’t just toss Morgan into the studio to sink or swim. They surrounded their emerging star with topnotch sidemen (consider just the pianists featured here: Horace Silver, Wynton Kelly, Ray Bryant, Bobby Timmons, Sonny Clark) and commissioned charts by some of that era’s most enterprising small-band writers, such as Benny Golson and the unsung Owen Marshall. Mosaic typically has taken similar care in preparing this vital and enjoyable retrospective, which includes two previously unissued alternate takes. (Available by mail order only from Mosaic Records, 35 Melrose Pl., Stnford, CT 06902; phone 203-327-7111.)

**GERRY MULLIGAN: The Gerry Mulligan Songbook. PACIFIC JAZZ 33575 (80 min). Performance: Master at work. Recording: Good.** 

Sipped just a week or so before the rooster’s baritone saxophone’s death, this reissue from 1957 — a retrospective of sorts to begin with — becomes a fitting memorial to Gerry Mulligan. He and four other stellar saxmen (including Lee Konitz and Zoot Sims) blow lightly on seven of his most engaging themes, dating back as far as his Disc Jockey Jump for Gene Krupa and Venus de Milo for Miles Davis. Nonet (the arrangements are by Bill Holman, whose writing Mulligan greatly influenced). As a bonus, there are four previously unissued and highly unusual tracks from the same year that find Mulligan and a moody string ensemble, including the trump cellist Calo Scott, playing funk-bop classics by Horace Silver, Milt Jackson, and Tadd Dameron — a bit precious, but provocative all the same.

**LEW TABACKIN: Live at Vartan Jazz. VARTAN JAZZ 003 (72 min). Performance: Gripping. Recording: Quality remote.**

Rarely does one find an album as thoroughly fulfilling as this one. Rarely still to find such a set recorded in live performance. For many years, Lew Tabackin has been making weighty jazz statements from within frameworks provided by the superb Toshiko Akiyoshi big band, which he has also co-led. But he seems to reach his creative zenith when working with a small group, such as the trio heard here in a Denver broadcast. With excellent support from bassist Kenny Walker and drummer Bill Goodwin, he soars freely through a program of seven familiar tunes, four of them by Thelonious Monk.

Tabackin’s tenor approach is marvelously chameleonic. He delivers such tunes as Duke Ellington’s Cotton Tail and Monk’s Ask Me Now with vibrant intensity, treats Blue Note and Benasha Swing with the smoothness of Ben Webster, and evokes Coleman Hawkins as he strolls across Billy Strayhorn’s Chelsea Bridge to (if you will pardon an oxymoron) an inspiring Hackensack. Though he always provides a whiff of nostalgia, Tabackin has an individual style, giving the past a contemporary edge. For many years, Lew Tabackin has been making weighty jazz statements from within frameworks provided by the superb Toshiko Akiyoshi big band, which he has also co-led. But he seems to reach his creative zenith when working with a small group, such as the trio heard here in a Denver broadcast. With excellent support from bassist Kenny Walker and drummer Bill Goodwin, he soars freely through a program of seven familiar tunes, four of them by Thelonious Monk.

Tabackin’s tenor approach is marvelously chameleonic. He delivers such tunes as Duke Ellington’s Cotton Tail and Monk’s Ask Me Now with vibrant intensity, treats Blue Note and Benasha Swing with the smoothness of Ben Webster, and evokes Coleman Hawkins as he strolls across Billy Strayhorn’s Chelsea Bridge to (if you will pardon an oxymoron) an inspiring Hackensack. Though he always provides a whiff of nostalgia, Tabackin has an individual style, giving the past a contemporary edge. For many years, Lew Tabackin has been making weighty jazz statements from within frameworks provided by the superb Toshiko Akiyoshi big band, which he has also co-led. But he seems to reach his creative zenith when working with a small group, such as the trio heard here in a Denver broadcast. With excellent support from bassist Kenny Walker and drummer Bill Goodwin, he soars freely through a program of seven familiar tunes, four of them by Thelonious Monk. **...!
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- Stock #16988
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- Color w/ 32K data converter
- 16 FM/16 AM presets
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- Full detectable face
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- Silicone Darlington transistors
- 2 ohm stable, bridgeable and "fixed mono" capable
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- Drive Delay Muting
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Motorola D/A Bitstream Converter
- Anti jingle circuit
- 16-bit, 8x oversampling digital anti-alias filter
- DC coupled FET Class A
- Analog input output
- Auto-amping rate selection
- Floating charge power supply

Tannoy LS5 Bookshelf Speakers
- 2-way speaker system
- Dynamic size, not big in sound
- Stand or wall mounted
- Gold dome tweeter
- Dual midrange
- 150W power handling
- FR 65Hz - 28kHz
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- Built-in 3-way crossovers
- Full function remote
- Dayton 12" woofer
- Card edge included
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- 1-Rhodium magnet soft iron magnet
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- FR 70Hz - 20kHz
- 120W power handling
- 200W peak power handling
- Impedance nominal: 4Ω
Stock #49114
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- Audio reproduction system
- Terra B1 Stock #8326
- dash mounted navigation system with remote
- Monitor Audio Monitor 70 Stock #2164
- Dual midrange 2 Dual 12" woofers
- Sonance SMKII Stock #5118
- 2-Way bookshelf speakers w/ woofer 75W
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- Over-watt protection 60W handling, 150W peak
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- 2-Way clock speakers (8 ohm removable)
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BEETHOVEN: Fidelio.
Charlotte Margaroni (Leonore). Peter Seiffert (Florestian), Sergei Leiferkus (Don Pizarro), Boje Skovhus (Don Fernando), Laszlo Polgar (Rocco). Barbara Bonney (Marzelline). Deon van der Walt (Jacquino), others: Arnold Schoenberg Choir; Chamber Orchestra of Europe. Nikolaus Harnoncourt cond. Teldec 94560 (two CD's, 111 min).

Hearing Nikolaus Harnoncourt's version of Fidelio is likely to remind you that while Beethoven's opera broke paths in many ways, only fourteen years separate it from Mozart's Magic Flute. The Mozartean textures are transparently revealed here, and the reading is free of ponderousness, showing a sense of restraint compared with, say, the Klemperer, Furtwangler, or Toscanini recordings. Harnoncourt chose moderate tempos in some passages. Boje Skovhus, a good lyric baritone, is miscast, however; the music of Don Fernando calls for weightier, bass-baritone utterances. The chorus is impressive throughout, with two good solo Prisoners; in the dramatic requirements. I find no major problems with the Pizarro of baritone Sergei Leiferkus. His singing lacks nuance, possibly because of his not quite idiomatic German, though he sounds sinister enough.

Bass Laszlo Polgar's benign and smoothly sung Rocco, Barbara Bonney's pure-toned soprano Marzelline, and tenor Deon van der Walt's boyish Jacquino are other assets. Boje Skovhus, a good lyric baritone, is miscast; however, the music of Don Fernando calls for weightier, bass-baritone utterances. The chorus is impressive throughout, with two good solo Prisoners; in the orchestra I'd like to hear more assertive horns. Excluding the Leonore No. 3 overture makes sense, but I question the drastic cuts in the dialogue and certain barely audible pianissimos. Nevertheless, this is a Fidelio I can easily live with.

G.J.

BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet.
MOZART: Clarinet Quintet.
Harold Wright (clarinet), Boston Symphony Chamber Players. Philips 442 149 (72 min).

Recording: Transparent
Performance: Mellow and tasteful

Hearing Nikolaus Harnoncourt's version of Fidelio is likely to remind you that while Beethoven's opera broke paths in many ways, only fourteen years separate it from Mozart's Magic Flute. The Mozartean textures are transparently revealed here, and the reading is free of ponderousness, showing a sense of restraint compared with, say, the Klemperer, Furtwangler, or Toscanini recordings. Harnoncourt chose moderate tempos in some passages. Boje Skovhus, a good lyric baritone, is miscast, however; the music of Don Fernando calls for weightier, bass-baritone utterances. The chorus is impressive throughout, with two good solo Prisoners; in the orchestra I'd like to hear more assertive horns. Excluding the Leonore No. 3 overture makes sense, but I question the drastic cuts in the dialogue and certain barely audible pianissimos. Nevertheless, this is a Fidelio I can easily live with.

G.J.

Renée Adorée

Just when it seemed that mezzo-sopranos and baritones were providing all the excitement in opera, along comes the American soprano Renée Fleming. Not just a pretty face, Fleming demonstrated her opulent voice, musical intelligence, and dramatic ability on the recent PBS telecast of Verdi's Otelo with Placido Domingo from the Metropolitan Opera. London Records signed Fleming to an exclusive contract earlier this year, and the label has big plans for its newest star. She sings Fiordiligi in a new recording of Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte under Georg Solti released in March and Donna Anna in Solti's forthcoming recording of Don Giovanni. With conductor Charles Mackerras she has recorded a solo disc of Mozart arias and will sing the title role in Dvorak's Rusalka. James Levine and the Met Orchestra will accompany her in a collection of American arias. She'll also perform and record the role of the heroine of Massenet's Thais at the Opera de Nice and then the role of the heroine of Massenet's Thais at the Opera de Nice.

R.F.
A NEW COMPLETION OF
MAHLER'S TENTH

While the opening adagio of Mahler's Tenth Symphony is one of his finest creations and has long been performed on its own, the symphony as a whole was left unfinished. The composer orchestrated the first movement and part of the third, but he left only short-score drafts of the second, fourth, and fifth. Until now all full recordings of the Tenth have used one of the two performing versions prepared by the British musicologist Deryck Cooke between 1959 and 1972, a "bare bones" 1964 edition that Eugene Ormandy recorded and a later one that has been used for all other recordings except the new one by Leonard Slatkin and the St. Louis Symphony on RCA. This live recording offers the Mahler Tenth as completed by an American, Remo Mazzetti, Jr., whose version was first heard in its entirety in Utrecht, Holland, in 1989 and first performed in the U.S. by Slatkin and the orchestra in 1995.

Mazzetti based his work not only on the two versions by Cooke but also on alternative scores prepared during the 1960's by Joseph Wheeler in England and Clinton Carpenter in the U.S. Is the Mazzetti edition a mere conflation of all that has been done before? After comparing Slatkin's recording of it with Ricardo Chailly and Kurt Sanderling's recordings of the later Cooke edition, I would say that while Cooke certainly conveys the work's structure and its deeply poignant emotional content, Mazzetti has refined and fleshed out the music in a way that, at its best, enriches the listening experience. There are a few things I still prefer in Cooke's version, chiefly the great flute solo in the final movement, where Cooke lets the solo line stand by itself, without adding any contrapuntal element beyond what is already there.

In either performing version, the symphony amounts to a very special piece of music, and it's well worth owning a recording of it. The melodic interweavings of the opening adagio are interrupted toward the end by colossal dissonance in a manner that can only be described as terrifying. The ensuing scherzo (the first of two) represents Mahler in his objective aspect, doing wonderful things with a three-note fragment of the first movement's main theme. The shadowy, wraithlike central intermezzo, less than 4 minutes in length here, evokes echoes of his past works and paves the way for the satanic second scherzo, with yet stronger resonances from works of the immediate past. The movement ends with the crack of doom, a death knell sounded on a muffled military drum that is continued, along with a persistent three-note figure, into the final movement. The music of the finale moves from the darkly funereal to the passionately lyrical, then back to the menacing drum, through the satanic aura of the previous movement and on to the "primal scream" dissonance of the first, climaxing in an agonized recollection of the symphony's very first bars — ending at last in acceptance and a profound orchestral sigh of infinite love.

Slatkin's reading may lack the febrile intensity of some others, but that may be the best thing for the music in terms of repeated listening. The performance leaves nothing to be desired throughout in terms of structure, line, harmonic texture, and instrumental coloration, and the sound from Powell Hall is first-rate.

David Hall

MAHLER: Symphony No. 10
(completed by Remo Mazzetti, Jr.), St. Louis Symphony, Leonard Slatkin cond. RCA Victor 68190 (75 min; plus bonus CD with discussion by conductor and samples from different performing versions).

The suite from Kodaly's opera Hary Janos gets as spirited and witty a reading as I have ever heard. There is a marvelous zing and warmth all the way through; I'd question only the tempo pull-up at the close of anonymous, the outstanding musical personality should have been a woman ecclesiastic, a Benedictine nun whose 900th birthday is coming up in two years. "Voice of the Blood" is the latest in a series of recordings by the Sequen
tia ensemble of words and music by Hildegard of Bingen. Like its predecessors, the CD has an extraordinary intensity, a gorgeous sound, and a serious devotion to musical expression. Hildegard was long remembered for her mystical and quite original poetic philosophy, and you can follow the Latin words with the aid of the supplied texts, translations, and notes. But in these performances, it is the music that carries the force.

Sequentia's director, Barbara Thornton, is no literalist, and she does not hesitate to flesh out the ancient musical notation with simple, imaginative reconstructions that reconcile the spirit of the age from which they come with accessibility in modern performance. "Voice of the Blood," organized thematically around the subject of the martyrdom of St. Ursula and performed by these exquisite women's voices with added instruments, was recorded in an old church in Cologne, the city where Ursula was martyred. The instrumental touches may not be from "original documents," but I would still call them passionately diplomatic.

LISZT: Mazeppa; Mephisto Waltz.
KODALY: Theatre Overture; Hary Janos, Suite.

New York Philharmonic, Kurt Masur cond. TELDEC 77547 (66 min).

Performance: Fiery
Recording: First-rate

I tend to think of Kurt Masur as a solid middle-of-the-road baton wielder who can be counted on for solidly grounded readings of impeccable integrity, but this new CD has two of the gutsiest Liszt performances to come my way in quite some time. The Mephisto Waltz has drive and volatility to burn, with the kind of really diabolical touch that can keep a listener right on edge from start to finish. The New York Philharmonic's attacks and rhythmic response are razor-sharp, and Teldec's production team has gotten some of the best recorded sound I have heard from Avery Fisher Hall. As for Mazeppa, while this bit of fustian is not my favorite of the Liszt symphonic poems, Masur and the orchestra make it sound better than it is.

The suite from Kodaly's opera Hary Janos gets as spirited and witty a reading as I have ever heard. There is a marvelous zing and warmth all the way through; I'd question only the tempo pull-up at the close of
The Theatre Overture that precedes the best shot. Everything considered, this CD is a winner.

POULENC: Organ Concerto.


Performance: Good to excellent

Recording: Demonstration quality

Two celebrated Finnish organs are heard to fine effect on this disc. The solo works played on the big instrument in the Turku Cathedral — the Magnificat and Symphonie-Passion by Marcel Dupré, Messiaen’s Le Banquet Céleste, and Joseph Bonnet’s Caprice Héroïque and Deuxième Légende — are quite dazzling in respect to both Kalevi Kiviniemi’s performance and the demonstration-class reproduction of the Turku organ. This part of the CD adds up to a sampling of our century’s French organ music that is as valuable for its variety as for its substance.

Kiviniemi, who is the director of the Lahti Organ Festival, recorded the Poulenc concerto in that city’s Church of the Cross, where he serves as organist. The conducting of Constantine Orbelian, an American who leads the Moscow Chamber Orchestra in this performance, is consistently alert and well synchronized with the soloist. If the performance does not quite match the hair-raising brilliance of the old Zamkochian-Munch version on RCA, it is a satisfying account and a generous bonus with the distingushed solo pieces.

PROKOFIEV: The Fiery Angel.

Galina Gorchakova (Renata); Sergei Leiferkus (Ruprecht); Vladimir Ogновенко (Inquisitor); Konstantin Pluzhnikov (Mephistopheles); Sergei Alexashkin (Faust), others. Kirou Chorus and Orchestra. Valery Gergiev cond. PHILIPS 446 078 (139 min).

Performance: Searing

Recording: Good live sound

It was in 1992 that America discovered Valery Gergiev. The director of the Kirov Opera brought a stunning series of productions to the Metropolitan Opera, and the most stunning of them all was Prokofiev’s The Fiery Angel, which the company later restaged in San Francisco. This intense, cerebral opera was not well known in this country, and the Kirov production at once established it as a major work, brimming with musical and theatrical invention. Now Philips has released a well-recorded live performance of this landmark production.

Be forewarned: The Fiery Angel is a demanding piece, the musical equivalent of a big novel by Dostoyevsky or Tolstoy. The libretto, written by Prokofiev himself, is an episodic account of the doomed passion of a medieval knight, Ruprecht, for Renata, a woman possessed by visions of an angel with whom she is violently in love. Baritone Sergei Leiferkus and soprano Galina Gorchakova bring these complex central roles to thrilling life.

As is usually the case when Gergiev conducts, the level of musical preparation here is very high, with even the smallest parts well cast and well sung. Bass Vladimir Ogновenko makes the role of the Inquisitor, who condemns Renata to burn at the stake, as chilling as its counterpart in Verdi’s Don Carlos. Faust and Mephistopheles have a comic turn, with the latter eating the waiter at an inn when the service is too slow; surprisingly, a tenor, Konstantin Pluzhnikov, sings the demonic role, and bass Sergei Alexashkin portrays his human sidekick.

Even aside from the memorable vocal performances, this set is well worth having for the inspired playing in the purely orchestral passages; the ent’actes are on a par with Prokofiev’s greatest ballet music.


Frederic Chiu (piano). HARMONIA MUNDI FNCH 16737 (75 min).

Performance: Underanimated

Recording: Excellent

Frederic Chiu’s CD offers an imaginative program. The virtually unknown composer Abel Decaux (1869-1943), a pupil of Massenet, Widor, and Guilmant, turns out to be an intriguing link between his slightly younger contemporaries Ravel and Schoenberg. His four Clairs de Lune antedate both of the other works on the disc. Chiu’s performances, though, do not make nearly as persuasive a case for Ravel, Schoenberg, or Decaux as he has made in the past for Mendelssohn and Prokofiev. There is some gorgeous filigree in the two opening numbers of Miroirs (enhanced by Harmonia Mundi’s exceptional sonics), but when I get to the third, “Une Barque sur l’Océan,” I miss the bloom that gives the piece both its exhilaration and its poignancy — and the still more familiar “Alborada del Gracioso” seems deliberately underanimated. Hard to say much about the Decaux pieces, but I wonder if they were meant to sound quite so bland and static. The Schoenberg pieces come off with a good deal more character, but less than in the hands of Daniel Barenboim (Teldec) or Maurizio Pollini (Deutsche Grammaphon).

Abdel Rahman El Bacha, whose Schumann recording last year was so impressive, brings plenty of character and enchantment to his Ravel, with all the requisite sublety as well as the technical resources to do these splendid works full justice. His engagingly straightforward approach allows the fourteen individual pieces variously to bloom, shimmer, strut, menace, and simply delight with an apparently self-generating evocative power that neither suppresses the imagery nor overlays it. His piano is very handsomely recorded, too.

SIBELIUS: Piano Music.

Ralf Gothoni. ONDINE/Koch 847 (70 min).

Performance: Elegant

Recording: Excellent

Sibelius’s piano music has never made anything like the impact of his orchestral works, and apparently the composer himself didn’t take the medium all that seriously. Although he wrote more than a hundred pieces for piano, spanning his entire creative life, his motivation seldom went...
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deepen than the need for pocket money. That would explain the almost embarrassingly unappealing transcriptions of his own famous "Finlandia and Valse Triste" that conclude this recital. On the other hand, Sibelius being Sibelius, the twenty-four other pieces on the disc display considerable character.

While the three lyric pieces under the heading Kyylikki have no "program" relating to that figure in the Kalevala, they do show that the composer was fully capable of expressing himself in thoroughly pianistic (and curiously Ravelian) terms. The early barcarole, the five Tree Pieces, and the ten bagatelles show how effectively he could embrace a lighter style without concession, and the five impressionistic nature sketches of Op. 114, among his last works in any form, intriguingly hint at new vistas that might have been explored.

Ralf Gothóni, the pre-eminently pianist among Sibelius's remarkable latter-day compatriots, presents them all with the fervor of a true believer and the sensitivity of an exceptional artist. If even he can't make a convincing case for the two transcriptions, the vivaciously recorded disc nonetheless offers full value in filling out the picture of one of the twentieth century's most fascinating musical figures.

VERDI: Rigolletto.
Renato Brunson (Rigoletto), Andrea Rost (Gilda), Roberto Alagna (the Duke), Dimitri Kavrakos (Sparafucile), Marianna Pannzheva (Maddalena), others; Orchestra and Chorus of La Scala, Milan, Riccardo Muti cond. SONY 66314 (two CD's, 121 min).
Performance: Unusually satisfying
Recording: Good

Recorded live in May 1994, this set has much to recommend it. First, there is the greater musical and dramatic intensity that comes from hearing what was actually happening on stage rather than a pastiche put together in the studio. Second, as is usually the case when Riccardo Muti conducts, the work is presented just as Verdi wrote it, without the interpolated high notes or coloratura flourishes traditionally favored by star soloists. Third, without driving the music, Muti gives an exciting impulsion to this well-known opera that endows it with renewed life.

In the title role, baritone Renato Brunson again proves himself a highly commendable artist. Possibly because of slightly diminished vocal prowess, he emphasizes Rigoletto's paternal tenderness and personal vulnerability over the jester's sauer-tongued malevolence. His scenes with Gilda are particularly affecting, and, after the initial outburst, "Cortigiani, vil razza dannata! is less hateful and more plaintive than we usually hear it.

Andrea Rost's soprano captures Gilda's fragility and innocence, with unaffected simplicity. She creates a very credible, genuinely pitiable ingenue. Tenor Roberto Alagna sings stylishly and makes a three-dimensional figure of the contemptible if dashing Duke, especially in his Act I duet with Gilda and in his nicely turned "Parmi...
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**CLASSICAL MUSIC**

**QUICK FIXES**

**BRAHMS:** Piano Sonata No. 2; Seven Fantasies, Op. 116; Four Pieces, Op. 119.
Emanuel Ax (piano). SONY 69284 (64 min).

Emanuel Ax's exceptional judgment in respect to tempo is a considerable factor in making his performance of the early Sonata No. 2 so effective; the second movement, so often turned into a weighty adagio, here proceeds at the same, amiable pace of a real andante (as Brahms marked it) and shines with uncontrived elegance. The more familiar late pieces reflect the same level of thoughtfulness, insight, and all-around conviction, and the sound is just fine.  

**MENDELSSOHN:** Elijah.
Thomas Hampson (Elijah); Barbara Bonney (The Widow); Florence Quivar (Angel); Jerry Hadley (Obadiah); others. Atlanta Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, Robert Shaw cond. TELARC 80389 (two CD's, 132 min).

As always, the choral work under Robert Shaw's direction has plenty of weight and presence in this English-language version of the oratorio. The soloists are an all-star lineup, but some of their performances lack drive and punch. Thomas Hampson's light baritone simply lacks authority, and Jerry Hadley's Obadiah struck me as whiny. The sonics are close but impressive.  

**MOZART:** Piano Concertos Nos. 18 and 19.
Melvyn Tan (fortepiano); Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, Nicholas McGegan cond. HARMONIA MUNDI 907138 (54 min).

The case for Mozart on fortepiano has been made before, more cogently, and those of us who believe that he would have adored a big, meaty Baldwin with eighty-eight keys will never be persuaded otherwise. Still, Nicholas McGegan extracts a bright, vivacious performance from his orchestra.  

**SCHUMANN:** Frauenliebe und Leben; other songs.
Margaret Price (soprano); Thomas Dewey (piano). FORLANE 16711 (64 min).

After an unsteady opening with Widmung, one of six Ruckert songs, Margaret Price rallies to offer exquisite vocalism in the rarely heard Six Songs, Op. 36, on poems of Robert Reinick — worthy miniatures, if not among the composer's most memorable creations. She is also a charmingly responsive interpreter of the eight folksy songs from Op. 79. Thomas Dewey is an accomplished partner, but the voice-piano balance is not always ideal.  

**WITNESS Volume I: Spirituals and Gospels.**
Moore by Four Vocal Jazz Ensemble; Ensemble Singers and Chorus of the Plymouth Music Series of Minnesota, Philip Brunelle cond. COLLINS 14492 (69 min).

The first in a series devoted to African-American music, this somewhat starchy collection of traditional black spirituals, sung in a clean-cut manner in mostly modern arrangements, also includes some highly stylized jazz performances from the Moore by Four Vocal Jazz Ensemble. Despite the seeming disparity in interpretive style, both choral and jazz selections are slightly overcooked and underspiced.  

---

**SPEAKERS**

- SONY
- PIONEER
- JVC
- TECHNICS
- JBL
- KLH
- CANON SPEAKERS
- HARMAN/KARDON
- ALTEC LANSING
- AIWA
- TERR
- PINNACLE
- PANASONIC PRO
- SONY PRO

**Laser Discs**

- SONY
- PIONEER
- JVC
- TECHNICS
- JBL
- KLH
- CANON SPEAKERS
- HARMAN/KARDON
- ALTEC LANSING
- AIWA
- TERR
- PINNACLE
- PANASONIC PRO
- SONY PRO

**Camcorders**

- SONY
- PIONEER
- JVC
- TECHNICS
- JBL
- KLH
- CANON SPEAKERS
- HARMAN/KARDON
- ALTEC LANSING
- AIWA
- TERR
- PINNACLE
- PANASONIC PRO
- SONY PRO

**Hi-Fi Components**

- SONY
- PIONEER
- JVC
- TECHNICS
- JBL
- KLH
- CANON SPEAKERS
- HARMAN/KARDON
- ALTEC LANSING
- AIWA
- TERR
- PINNACLE
- PANASONIC PRO
- SONY PRO

**Ensembles & Chords**

- SONY
- PIONEER
- JVC
- TECHNICS
- JBL
- KLH
- CANON SPEAKERS
- HARMAN/KARDON
- ALTEC LANSING
- AIWA
- TERR
- PINNACLE
- PANASONIC PRO
- SONY PRO

**Cameras**

- SONY
- PIONEER
- JVC
- TECHNICS
- JBL
- KLH
- CANON SPEAKERS
- HARMAN/KARDON
- ALTEC LANSING
- AIWA
- TERR
- PINNACLE
- PANASONIC PRO
- SONY PRO

**Video Drones**

- SONY
- PIONEER
- JVC
- TECHNICS
- JBL
- KLH
- CANON SPEAKERS
- HARMAN/KARDON
- ALTEC LANSING
- AIWA
- TERR
- PINNACLE
- PANASONIC PRO
- SONY PRO

**Audio Equipment**

- SONY
- PIONEER
- JVC
- TECHNICS
- JBL
- KLH
- CANON SPEAKERS
- HARMAN/KARDON
- ALTEC LANSING
- AIWA
- TERR
- PINNACLE
- PANASONIC PRO
- SONY PRO

**CAMERA WORLD**

**OF OREGON**

**You Can Count on Us.**


1-800-695-8443

- **HI-FI COMPONENTS**
- **BIG SCREEN TVs**
- **SPEAKERS**
- **LASER DISC**
- **CAMCORDER**

**SONY • PIONEER • JVC • TECHNICS • JBL • KLH • CANON SPEAKERS • HARMAN/KARDON • ALTEC LANSING • AIWA • TERR • PINNACLE • PANASONIC PRO • SONY PRO**

**GET YOUR FREE 1996 CATALOG!**

Simply call our Catalog Hot-Line
and leave your name and address!

**1-800-729-8940**

**EMAIL: 72303.1734@CompuServe.com • http://www.cameraworld.com • FAX (503)222-7070 • TOLL (503)227-6008**

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
PIFFARO, THE RENAISSANCE BAND:
Conzioni e Danze (Wind Music from Renaissance Italy).
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ARCHIVE 445 883 (62 min).
Performance: Sturdy, seductive
Recording: Vivid

What is an Italian Renaissance band? It's Berlioz, about 350 years ago, writing about harmonies, rudely-guerdes, shawns, crumhorns, and sackbutts along with flutes, lutes, recorders, cittern, dulcian, and guitar? Piffaro, a fifteen-year-old Renaissance wind band from the Renaissance city of Philadelphia here in its first major-label recording, has added the popular, outdoor instruments of street and countryside to the slightly more familiar and elegant early indoor instruments. The combination makes possible an earthier, outdoorsy, dance-oriented sound that opens up or reinterprets a whole neglected repertoire.

The music here is from sixteenth-centuryNorthern Italy, mostly Venice and Tuscany. Some of it is quite sophisticated, deriving from vocal music by such composers as Heinrich Isaac and Jacques Arcadelt (who were not Italian but were well known in Italy) and Orazio Vecchi, Vincenzo Ruffo, and Costanzo Festa (who were Italian). Some of it is pretty basic: sturdy, lively, captivating dance music by such stalwarts as the omnipresent Anon.

Piffaro consists of only seven players, but they play something like two dozen arrangements between them, all with skill, vigour, or, or, or, or, or, or, or, or. Don't expect all of this music to be well-behaved. Some of it is as seductive and elegant as a Petrarch sonnet, but a lot is the musical equivalent of a bawdy story by Boccaccio.

ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA:

EARL WILD: The Romantic Master.
Earl Wild (piano). SONY 62036 (67 min).
Performance: Unique
Recording: Very good

Earl Wild turned 80 last November, and Sony marked that anniversary with this CD of virtuoso piano transcriptions. It offers a fascinating baker's dozen that joyously certifies Wild's pre-eminence in this genre. Among them are Rachmaninoff's piano setting of Kreisler's Liebesleid, Wilhelm Backhaus's charming arrangement of the serenade from Mozart's Don Giovanni, Paul Pabst's paraphrase on themes from Tchaikovsky's The Sleeping Beauty, the famous Carl Tausig workout on the Strauss waltz Man Lebt Nur Einmal, and no fewer than nine transcriptions by Wild himself, including two Tchaikovsky numbers. Recit 'Om- phale by Saint-Saëns (successfully challenging a transcription by the composer himself, whose own performance circulated on a piano roll), songs by Faure and Rachmaninoff, and pieces by Chopin, Handel, and Bach (the last as a tribute to Poulenc). Finally, there's a totally unexpected showstopper, "Reminiscences of Snow White," that incorporates five of Frank Churchill's unforgettable tunes for the Disney classic.

Eight of the selections are recorded here for the first time, and all of them can be guaranteed to bring smiles of pleasure that will not fade with repeated hearings. The recording itself is warmly realistic.

E.S.
Audio Separates • A/V • Receivers • DSS
AC3 • THX • Laser Disc • VCRs • TVs
Bigscreens • Subwoofers • Speakers
Camcorders • Mobile

PIONEER • HARMAN KARDON
CELESTION • KENWOOD • JVC
INFINITY • AIWA • SONY • RCA • AR
TOSHIBA • HITACHI • PREMIERE
MONSTER CABLE • VELODYNE
GO-VIDEO • PANAMAX • B&K
KIMBER • AUDIO ALCHEMY
OMNIMOUNT & MUCH MORE!

new west electronics credit card
Card holders enjoy special discounts & benefits.
Call 1-800-733-1366 for application & details.

Great Prices - Excellent Service
800-488-8877
All Prices Include Federal Express Delivery

Please ask about our Return & Exchange policies
All Times PST: M-F 6:30A to 6:30P • SAT 7:00A to 6:00P SUN 8:00A to 5:00P
COD's & PO's Welcome!

A Division of Clarity Electronics LTD.
4120 Meridian • Bellingham WA 98226 • Fax (306)734-3314
CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Looking for more info?
http://www.newest.com
It's new west on the net!
ADVERTISERS!
Reach proven mail order buyers! They turn to us when they are looking for purchasing information and advice. Advertise your products and services in a low-cost environment that sells. Millions of your prime prospects can be found in the industry leading titles of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.
To place your ad in Stereo Review’s “LASER DISC Connection” simply call Toll-Free and reserve your space today! 1 800 445 6066 (9am - 5pm EST) or Fax: 1-212-767-5624

LASER DISC CONNeCTION

NOW on LaserDisc

Best Picture Nominees

IL POSTINO

THE POSTMAN

and 20% off Other Top LaserDisc titles...
Waiting To Exhale • Money Train
The Bridges Of Madison County
How To Make An American Quilt
To Die For • Now And Then
Ace Ventura • When Nature Calls
Seven • A Walk In The Clouds
Assassins • Virtuosity • Pulp Fiction
The Usual Suspects • Waterworld
Under Siege 2 • Dangerous Minds

Mention this Ad and get a 20% discount off the Suggested Retail Price on the Titles listed above. (Offer expires 7/31/1996)
Call for our FREE Monthly Laserdisc Catalog! Hundreds of New and Recent Releases. All at least, 15% OFF S.R.P.!

Plus...
UPs

2ND DAY AIR

Delivery Only $3.75 per Order in Continental U.S. (1 or 100 discs - you pay only $3.75!) Orders can include “Pre-orders & Back-orders!” U.S. & Canadian destinations only. Some titles not available for Canadian shipment. No “walk- ins.”

Every Laserdisc title available at up to 40% OFF!

Laserdisc Fan Club, Inc.
1925 E Dominguez St
Long Beach, CA 90810
(800) 801-DISC(3472)
(mention Source Code: SS6)
FAX (310) 952-3000
Open Monday - Saturday

Call TODAY for your FREE Laserdisc Catalog!
Visit our Web Site: http://www.lvd.com

800-994-DISC (3472)
FAX 714-963-0827
CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG TODAY!

20% OFF ALL Laserdiscs
DIGITAL HOLLYWOOD ENTERTAINMENT
10171 BIRCHWOOD DR.
HUNTINGTON BEACH • CA 92646
714-963-3059 • FAX: 714-963-0827

Available Soon Laserdisc

DIGITAL
Hollywood

ENTERTAINMENT

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

CD/VHS Case
Holds 500 CD’s
$159.95

- Furniture Quality Oak Construction
- Fully Adjustable Shelves
- Hand Rubbed Danish Oil Finish
- Immediate Delivery in Oak or Black
- Free Color Photos

We offer a complete line of products. 300,000 other products - only the best! Order by phone or mail and save shipment in oak and black.
1-800-878-7458

BILLY BAGS
AUDIO/VIDEO FURNITURE DESIGN

“We will even design a piece to your exact specifications!”

Call us today for your local dealer and a copy of our detailed Newsletter with product photos and specifications...

1147 TRANSPORT STREET • VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 644-2185 • FAX (805) 644-0434

The STEREO REVIEW CD STORAGE CONNECTION puts manufacturers of CD storage units in touch with the ideal audience... CD purchasers unsurpassed in size, buying activity & the need for storage of their ever-growing CD collections! For advertising information call: 1 800 445 6066
(1-800-801-DISC)
MODULAR STORAGE

CABINETS

Design your own entertainment center. This modular grouping accommodates a large rear projection TV & A/V equipment and up to 1,600 CDs or 360 videos, lasers, LPs, liquor, photos, etc. All for only $1,394. Let your imagination run wild.

AGM Woodworking
870 Captain Way #5
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401
(805) 544-8668

800-387-9790 or 905-475-6622 http://www.io.org/-esnam

SORICÉ SYSTEMS Include...

- Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc and Component Storage Units.

- Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.
- Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.
- Adjustable Shelves store any combination of CD's, Videos & Cassette - all in one cabinet.
- Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs & Tapes upright and in place.
- Cabinets are stocked, wall mounted on left free standing.
- Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.
- Enclosed back provides dust protection.
- Compact size: 39½"H x 23½"W x 7½"D. Cabinet comes assembled.

SORICÉ PO Box 747-21, Nutley, NJ 0711C Credit Cards, Checks and Money Orders accepted. 20 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One Year Warranty on all Models.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices on our Full Line of Quality Products Call: 1-800-432-8005 Fax: 1-201-667-8688

Soricé Systems

CD STORAGE+

Can be combined with any other models. This unit accommodates 800 CDs or 180 videos. Caddy Optional.

America's best disc, tape and component storage system Free mailorder brochure

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883 P.O. Box 882464, San Francisco, CA 94188

CD STOR AGE+

SORICÉ SYSTEMS Include...

- Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc and Component Storage Units.

- Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.
- Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.
- Adjustable Shelves store any combination of CD's, Videos & Cassette - all in one cabinet.
- Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs & Tapes upright and in place.
- Cabinets can be stocked, wall mounted or left free standing.
- Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.
- Enclosed back provides dust protection.
- Compact size: 39½"H x 23½"W x 7½"D. Cabinet comes assembled.

SORICÉ PO Box 747-21, Nutley, NJ 0711C Credit Cards, Checks and Money Orders accepted. 20 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One Year Warranty on all Models.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices on our Full Line of Quality Products Call: 1-800-432-8005 Fax: 1-201-667-8688

CALLER REVIEW

The Look of Leather

CAN-AM

The Strength of Steel

800-387-9790 or 905-475-6622 http://www.io.org/-esnam

Straight Talk...

"One of America's Finest Audio/Video Stores"

Audio Mfg. C.E.O.

AUTHORIZED DEALER

We stock 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car Stereo, only a few stores in America can make this statement and virtually all of us are located in college towns adjacent to hi-tech Universities.

486,000+

University of Kansas graduates, students and friends of 36 years have valued Kief's information, multi-million dollar inventory and in stock selection of virtually all award winning units.

AUTHORIZED DEALER

106 BRANDS

Please Visit Kief's New 18,000 sq.ft. Specialty Store

For additional information...

(913) 842-1811

OUR 20TH YEAR! CALL 1-800-826-0520★ NAD ★ SONY ES ★ ONKYO ★ CARVER ★ HARMAN KARDON ★ KEF ★ GRADO ★ LEXICON ★ ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY ★ PSB ★ AUDIO-CONTROL ★ MONSTER CABLE ★ NILES AUDIO ★ SONY DSS ★ THORENS ★ PROAC ★ PAN-A MAX ★ CWDS ★ CELESTION JAMO ★ ALTEC LANSING ★ SANUS SYSTEMS ★ RECASTON ★ STAR ★ OMNI MOUNT ★ TARGET ★ SOUND-STREAM ★ SOUND ANCHORS ★ KICKER ★ MTX ★ CLARION ★ ROCKFORD FOSgate ★ SOUND SELLER, BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL, MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224.

Stereo World is your discount sound source deals on SONY, POLK, DENON, ORION, KITS, BASSBOXES, AND MUCH MORE CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE SALES FLYER. FREE UPS OR CUR 4TH YEAR VISA/MC. COD. P.O. BOX 564, MONSEON, NY 10950. (914) 782-6064.

STORAGE

Call or write for a FREE color brochure

1-800-858-9005

AGM Woodworking
870 Captain Way #5
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401
(805) 544-8668

CD, Audio and Video Storage

Call or write for a FREE color brochure

1-800-858-9005

AGM Woodworking
870 Captain Way #5
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401
(805) 544-8668

• Fully Assembled!
• 100% Solid Oak!
• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
• Made in U.S.A.
• Smoked Glass Doors
• Adjustable Shelves
• No Hidden Costs
Just One Low Price!
TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price & merchandise information.
2. Understand the product’s warranty.
3. Keep a copy of all transactions.
4. If the merchandise is not shipped within the promised time or if no time was promised, 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally have the right to cancel the order and get a refund.
5. Merchandise substitution without your prior consent is not allowed.
6. If you have a problem with your order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller.
7. If you are unable to resolve, please let us know. Write to the seller, contact the consumer protection agency in the seller’s state or your local Post Office.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH-END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD, SAVE 40% ON HIGH-END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD, SAVE 40% ON HIGH-END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD.
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS - We beat all prices... get cable direct! All Boxes Guaranteed 2 years!! 24 Hour delivery! CABLE DIRECT SOURCE: 1-800-540-3868, Ext. 41.

CABLE DEPOT IS NOW SELLING CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC AT WHOLESALE PRICES. 30-DAY TRIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 1-800-884-3473.

We have the best converters & descramblers. 30 days' moneyback guarantee. One year warranty. Dealers welcomed. Call Fox Electronics. 1-800-888-5555.

REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY. Does all Boxes - For Free Catalog Please Call Mega Electronics 1-800/676-6342.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. For Prices, Quality Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. MAIL ORDER. FREE CATALOG. 1125 Riverwood Dr., Burnsville, MN 55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

1-800-729-1776
Hi-Fi/Stereo Review

30 YEARS AGO

Plus ça change: In his May 1966 editorial, William Anderson reflected wistfully on the just-bestowed Grammy awards. "Roger Miller's *King of the Road* is a fine song," he observed, "but sir awards? ... and, whatever you think of their music, no awards to the influential Beatles or to the irrepressible Bob Dylan?"

Technical editor Larry Klein gave some "Straight Talk on Transistors," discussing the 1966 solid state of the art, and harpsichordist/contributor Igor Kipnis offered a guide to Pre-Baroque music "for jaded tastes" in "The Renaissance on Records." Among new products were Garrard's SP20 four-speed manual turntable ($37.50), Sherwood's S-3300 FM tuner with all silicon transistors ($167.50), and Empire's 8400 Convertible Grenadier speaker ($205), with a low-frequency hyperbolic horn, a midrange direct radiator, and an ultrasonic dome tweeter. Hirsch-Houck Laboratories tested the Acoustic Research AR-4x speaker ($51) and declared, "We know of no competitively priced speaker that can compare with it."

Reviewing the ultra-patriotic "Ballads of the Green Berets" by S. Sgt. Barry Sadler, Gene Lees dismissed the album as "corny," adding that "nobody has the right to be corny about anything as painful as Vietnam."

In Best of the Month, David Hall endorsed a Connoisseur Society SQ-quad disc of Brahms's complete Hungarian Dances for piano four hands, as played by Michel Beroff and Jean-Philippe Collard, and Peter Reilly was wowed by Bette Midler's "Songs for the New Depression." Elsewhere, Reilly described "Radio-Activity" by Kraftwerk as "Germany's answer to the perpetual boredom machine."

"Introducing the Staff:" saw Charles Rodrigues, STEREO REVIEW cartoonist since our first issue in 1958, revealing the source of his inspiration: "The truth is, I get my ideas from Theresa, the Audio Trade Muse. My previous Muse, Thalia, didn't know from decibels, IC's, or MOSFET front ends."

20 YEARS AGO

In a May 1976 feature, Bell Telephone engineer Daniel Shanetfield examined the theory and practice behind the increasingly popular outboard equalizer. Chris Albenson profiled vibraphonist Gary Burton, while Penelope Ross chatted with future Folgers Coffee singer Phoebe Snow. New products included the Technics RS-671US cassette deck and the Nakamichi Model 610 preamplifier, billed as the company's first purely electronic product. And Julian Hirsch examined Heath's Modulus audio components, a massive kit system including an AM/FM tuner and stereo/quad preamp in a single unit. In addition to having "almost total versatility and top-grade performance," Hirsch observed, "[the system] should set new standards as a living-room conversation piece!"

In Best of the Month, Alanna Nash elected Loudon Wainwright III's "I'm Alright" as Best of the Month, while Robert Ackart hailed Jessye Norman's performance of Offenbach's *La Belle Hélène* on Angel. And Roy Hemming profiled conductor Charles Dutoit, who told him, "I hate the brown international sound."

Grace Jones, 1986

But not at my house, please: Confronting "Island Life" by supermodel Grace Jones, Mark Peel wrote, "Aside from Jones's exotic looks, one could quickly coach a New Jersey housewife to do her breathy chanteuse or camp dominatrix act."

— Steve Simels
"THIS SYSTEM EMBARRASSES MANY HOME THEATER SPEAKER COMBOS COSTING SEVERAL TIMES ITS PRICE" - Corey Greenspan, Pulse Theater Technology, Volume 2, No. 7

"Product of the Year Awards in the past year 7"  "Critics' Choice Awards in the past year 16"  "Awards since 1990 70"

$1,576*
gets you this stunning home theater system consisting of:
MiniMk3, CC-300, ADP-150, and PS-1000.
Spectacular performance from Paradigm...
the number one choice for critical listeners!

Paradigm's advanced R&D and superior component technology yields the ultimate in home theater sound. Visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER and listen to any of these sensational systems today!

*Manufacturer's FMV retail price. **All systems shown include a powered subwoofer.
First, a history lesson. Conventional speakers are highly inefficient because only 30% of the magnetic field is focused on the voice coils. Decades-old design and the limitations of a ferrite-based magnet combine to give you what you’ve been getting: Midband and high frequency distortion. Distortion breeds discontent, the seeds of revolution. DDDrive (code for Dual gap Direct Drive) uses an injection-molded magnet placed around the voice coils to focus 80% of the magnetic field on the coils. This new magnetic geometry creates a wider bandwidth for a seamless transition from woofer to tweeter. Seamless sound means virtually no distortion, virtually pure sound. And that wider bandwidth improves stereo imaging when you put DDDrive speakers where your old speakers are now. Sounds like what you’d expect from a revolution.

Precision molding suspends densely packed neodymium magnetic particles in high temperature resin to become an integral part of the dual gap structure. The result is higher efficiency, more focused magnetic energy and greater electrical control over the voice coil movement. Therefore, higher cone damping.

Precision molding suspends densely packed neodymium magnetic particles in high temperature resin to become an integral part of the dual gap structure. The result is higher efficiency, more focused magnetic energy and greater electrical control over the voice coil movement. Therefore, higher cone damping.

"1996 Alpine Electronics of America, Inc. 1996 Alpine Electronics of Canada, Inc. Discover the future of Mobile Multimedia. For more information on the new DDDrive speakers or the name of an authorized dealer specialist near you, call 800-ALPINE, or check out our web site at http://www.alpine.com."